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It could be in your home 
A local woman warns others about 
household mould that made her 
children ill\NEWS A9 
Brag about it 
You can do i t -  tell us what you 
like best things about living in 
I Terrace\COMMUNITY B1 
r f ,  ' t  
Meet the players 
Terrace's midget rep hockey team 
is about to bring B.C.'s best here, 
find out why\SPORTS B5 
WEDNESDAY 
February 2, 2000 TANDA Rra oouss  ' " '  
Pulp price hike is good news 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE SPECTACULAR recovery in pulp prices 
now underway means unexpected bonuses are on 
the horizon for hundreds of creditors of Skeena 
Cellu lose. 
Two B.C. pulp industry analysts agree pulp is 
certain to average at least US $625 per tonne 
this year - the level at which extra payouts to 
unsecured creditors are triggered. 
"Absolutely - 100 per cent," Craig Campbell, 
of PricewaterhouseCoopers' global pulp and 
paper group, said of the probability of hitting that 
target. 
Creditors who took 10 cents on the dollar for 
the unpaid debts of Repap B.C. (now called 
Skeena Cellulose) two years ago to help save it 
from bankruptcy get an extra five cents on the 
dollar in each and every year up to 2004 if the 
pulp price SCI receives averages US $625 a 
tonne. 
The extra payments rise to 10 cents on the 
dollar if pulp averages $725 a tonne in any of 
those years. 
The provision was called the "blue skies" 
clause by logging contractors who doubted i t  
would ever be triggered. But the skies are getting 
bluer with each passing month. 
Pulp prices that bottomed at US $450 a tonne 
in 1998 have reached $640 and could move 
again to $680 by April, says Charles Widman of 
Widman and Associates. 
"I think it will certainly average $625 this 
year," Widman said. "The $725 - that's probably 
next year." 
Campbell agrees a $725-plus average is a 
"strong possibility" in 2001. 
The bonus payments can be triggered more 
than once, potentially adding up to successive 
payments if pulp prices remain high for a few 
years. 
• The provision is contingent on SCI having an-. 
nual net cash flow after interest of at least $50 
million. 
A five per cent bonus could be worth any- 
where from a couple thousand ollars for smaller 
creditors to more than $60,000 for a big one like 
Terrace logging firm K'Shian Construction, 
which • was owed $1.25 million when Repap B.C. 
collapsed. 
More than 100 contractors, uppliers and ha- 
tive villages were owed more than $100,000. 
Close to300 creditors were owed more than 
$25,000. 
Campbell said while the outlook appears good 
for at least 12 months, higher prices will soon at- 
tract more pulp producers, boosting supply and 
eventually driving prices back down. 
"Tell the boys not to cash the cheques just 
yet," he cautioned. "Two or three of these big 
pulp machines can just open up the throttle and 
it will flatten things out pretty quick:" 
Widman, however, says the combination of 
low inventories, rebounding Asian economies 
and a synchronized global recovery means the 
pulp outlook is very positive. 
"The dynamics haven't been this good in five 
years," Widman said. "All of the pulp producers 
are going to have a very good year." 
An outspoken foe in the past of the province's 
bailout of Skeena Cellulose, Widman says the 
pulp turnaround will mean a better eventual sell- 
ing price for the company. 
Negotiations to sell the company to Texas- 
based Enron Corp. broke down in early Decem- 
ber. 
- ,  A champion in the making 
Powerlifter Ernie MiI-Homens recently became a world junior hours of sleep per night. The sport, he says, keeps him in pain - 
champion when he squatted 601-kilograms at an international there's never a day when his muscles don't hurt. Still, he says 
powerlifting meet in Calgary. MiI-Homens achieved his goal he'd like to keep powerlifting until he's old and grey. For the full 
through 10 yeats of hard training, diet control and eight to 10 story see sports, page B5. 
By ALEX IIAMILTON 
IT'S TAKEN almost a month, but all the busi- 
nesses in Terrace that employ workers, includ- 
ing the Skeena Hotel, are following the Work- 
ers' Compensation Board's regulations, which 
ban smoking in all B.C. workplaces. 
WCB regional manager Rick Hynes said 
there is only one business in Terrace (and per- 
haps the entire northwest) that legally allows 
customers to smoke. 
The Lunch Box Dell is an anomaly because 
it is a sole proprietorship so there are no em- 
ployees. 
"If they're not registered with the board and 
there are no employees, then there are no 
workers. If they have no coverage under the 
act, then they don't fall within our regula- 
tions," said Hynes. 
Norm Zlolikovits, owner of the Skeena 
Hotel, who defiantly rejected the new regula- 
tions up until early last week, finally gave in 
Smoke regs being obeyed 
Ziolikovits opposes the smoking ban be- 
cause he thinks its undemocratic for the gov- 
ernment to dictate business owners on ways to 
run their establishments. He will fight the 
fines. 
Although WCB officers aren't able to say 
which businesses have received fines until ow- 
ners get a chance to dispute them in a hearing, 
Hynes said one proprietor in Terrace, who 
owns'a restaurant and pub has received 13 
fines, all worth $4,500. 
That means one business owner, who was 
wilfully rejecting the new bylaw, has been 
fined over $58,000 for both his restaurant and 
pub. The pub has been inspected seven times; 
the restaurant.has been inspected six times. 
The new regulations came into place Jan. 1, 
2000 in all workplaces in BC to protect work- 
ers from the hazards of second hand smoke. 
Drinking establishments in Terrace have 
He's cut 38 shifts, trimming his staff. 
The same goes for bartenders and servers at 
Gators Pub. Dullss Kleamyck, general man- 
ager of the Best Western Terrace Inn, said 
she's laid off eight people because there aren't 
any customers to serve. 
"It's really bad and the government is doing 
nothing about it," she Said. 
The B.C. Liquor Retailers Association esti- 
mated about 525 jobs in the industry have 
been lost because of the smoking bans. 
Hynes hopes non-smokers start coming out 
of the closest and back into the bars. "These 
gays are really hurting and we don't see the 
non-smokers coming out yet. In restaurants we 
do, but not the pubs." 
One hot spot that hasn,t been affected by 
the non-smoking bylaws is the the bingo hall. 
John Becher, owner of Lucky Dollar BingO, 
said his sales have been affected slightly this 
suffered the most from the regulations, month by the cold weather, not the smoke-free 
receiving whopping fines. . Doug Barrett, general manager of the Coast atmosphere. "It's not hurting us," he said. 
afte"rl have to comply," Zlolikovits aid, admi t !  Inn of the West, which owns dance-barHankyl He Said plenty of non-smokers are now fe- 
ting the fines were adding up, "It should make Panky's, saidbar business is horrendous, i gularly attendlngbing0. "Even the :heavy sine- . . . .  dL am!. he ether'businesses in town Very happy . . .  Our regular sales for January have dropped kers are saying, Gee I icanbreathe when I go 
am me oar owners can quit wninmg noW, ' ~ 50 ~r  cent,', he sa id , I 'm out a lnt nt" ~nn,~u h~,~a'~,t . l~h, -,n..k...:~.:..0 : 
j , . 
If as widely speculated the province walked 
away from a iowball offer, Widman said, the de- 
cision now looks smart. 
"The government was probably wise to hold 
onto the mill under those circumstances," Wid- 
man said. "They're certainly going to get a lot 
better deal now." 
He says he still wouldn't be in a rush to sell. 
"It might be better to hang on and improve the 
mill and maybe come out of it a lot better," he 
said. 
Although the province last year released $110 
million for modernization of SCI's Prince Rupert 
pulp mill, company president Bill Steele also 
wants to channel short-term profits into complet- 
ing the rest of the $180 million capital work he 
originally envisioned. 
Doing that would make the mill a very low- 
cost producer, he has said, and be the best way 
to put the company on viable footing for the long 
term. 
The pulp mill restarted its second pulp line in 
December and is back at full production. 
SCI had individual months of profitability in 
1999 but year-end results aren't yet known. 
Steelhead 
season still 
abig unknown 
EVEN THOUGH 1999 was a good year for summer-run 
steelhead on the Skeena River, fisheries managers in Smi- 
thers say they have no idea what to expect next season. 
"There's almost no way to predict steelhead 
abundance," said acting fisheries manager Dana Atagi. 
"We really don't know what will happen ext year." 
Atagi estimates 47,000 summer-run steelhead entered 
the Skeena River system in 1999. That's up considerably 
from the five-year average of almost 30,000 steelhead, and 
almost five times the all-time low of 9,600 steelhead in 
1991, said Atagi. 
Annual counts are calculated through an estimated index 
level at the Tyee test fishery andthen multiplied to come 
up with a rough count for the entire Skeena River system. 
The results are verified through index studies on several 
Skeena tributaries but still represent rough estimates be- 
cause steelhead are relatively sparse. "We really put our 
faith in expansion umbers," said Atagi. 
Steelhead management is also more complicated than 
coho or sockeye, said Atagi, because steelhead runs are 
smaller and don't have a fixed return cycle, 
During any summer run there could be fish from five to 
12 brood years in the river. 
And even though the Tyee was open a month longer last 
year than previous years, Atagi says federal net restrictions 
on commercial fishing is responsible for most of the hike. 
"We believe that more fish made it into the tributaries as 
well," he said. 
If the DFO continues to restrict commercial sockeye 
fishing, he said, steelhead returns would benefit. 
He added anglers on the Skeena nd Nass Rivers should 
expect another summer of catch and release, single barbless 
hooks and various bait bans on specific rivers. 
Atagi said anglers hould always check the freshwater 
fishing restrictions before heading out on the river. 
Got to love 
the sunshine 
LET THE sun shine in. 
Terrace residents were spoiled with sunlight last 
month, with the number of blue sky hours coming 
in far in excess of the monthly average. 
The sun was glorious, said local Tiffany Bate- 
man, a student at Northwest Community College. 
"It definitely gets you in a better mood," she said. 
Last month, the city basked in 78 hours of sun, 
which is 26 more hours than the average calcula- 
ted over a 30-year period. 
"It's a lot of sunlight for winter," said Andy 
Sehmiedel, flight services pecialist at the Terrace 
airport, where climate data is recorded. 
Schmiedel said local residents haven't seen that 
many sunny days in row in a very long time. In 
fact, there were only 75 days in 1999 here thaL 
were without precipitation. 
Locals had to make do with only 1,153 ho 'e~ I!~ 
sunlight in 1999, compared with an annual average 
1,404 hours. That's almost 300 hours less sun than 
normal, Schmiedel said. 
Although last July was sunny, August was pitted 
with rain and cloudy weather, 
The airport recorded 148.1 hours of sunlight in 
August compared with an average of 201.2 hours. 
That's 54.1 hours less sunshine than average. 
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City, union 
avert strike 
Pay rises 3% over two years 
CALL it the strike that never was. 
Before city workers were even able to impose 
an overtime ban last week - the first planned step 
towards an actual strike - a deal had been reached. 
Canadian Union of Public Employees local 
2012 ratified the deal Thursday giving members 1.5 
per cent wage increases in each of two years. 
"We believe we got a fair deal," CUPE rep. 
Tammy Sim0nds said. "We're also happy we 
didn't have to resort to a full-fledged strike. That 
would havebeen difficult for both parties." 
The city initially offered a three,year contract 
with one per cent increases in each year. 
The two sides had been close to a deal along 
those lines when the union asked for an extra con- 
cession letting workers schedule xtra days off. 
The city balked at that, leading the union to 
conduct ~ strike vote Jan. 21. Renewed talks Jan. 
25 resulted in the new agreement without the con- 
tentious clause but with a larger wage increase. 
Both sides had been working out which services 
would be deemedessentialservices n a full strike. 
"We had to reassess whether a strike would be 
a good idea or bad idea," city chief administrative 
officer Ron Poole said of the city's decision to 
sweeten the offer. 
The new deal adds more workers that previously 
weren't part of the union - including animal shelter 
staff and the aquatic entre's casual lifeguards. 
It should boost the pay of labourers - the lowest 
paid city workers aside from lifeguards and some 
recreation positions - to around $20.30 an hour. 
TERRACE & AREA 
HEALTH COUNCIL 
Survey says!l 
The results are in! Terraceview Lodge has 
received the responses to the survey it sent out 
about the upcoming changes to the food-service 
system. 
In April, Terraceview Lodge will be moving to a 
cook-chill method. Food will be prepared in 
advance at Mills Memorial Hospital (as the 
kitchen is much larger there), chilled to 4°C (a 
safe holding temperature), transported to 
Terraceview and gently reheated. 
It is then put on plates and served directly to 
the residents, as it is now, allowing staff members 
to control portion size and be aware of the resi- 
dents' food preferences. 
Of the 74 surveys sent out (to family members 
of Terraceview residents), 13, or 17.6%, were 
returned. Given the furor about the changes at a 
familw;information.meetlngin:October, this i s  a 
lower restohse~than~ex~ected: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
:'One of the'b ggest, ssues at the November 
meeting was concern over how the food was 
going to taste I People wanted a chance to taste 
the food before it was decided toserve it to the 
residents. Of the surveys returned, only two peo- 
ple indicated that they wouicl like to participate in 
taste tests. 
The survey asked what menu items and fea- 
tures of the existing system people would like 
changed. It also asked respondents to rate the 
current system at Terraceview on a scale of one 
to five, with five being the most satisfactory. 
This a~pect of the survey included questions 
such as meal times, portion size, taste, and tem- 
perature. The majority of the survey responses 
were fours and fives, a great boost to the staff. 
The survey asked what items people would like 
to see removed from the menu. The food most 
often stated was 'fast food,' such as chicken strips 
or hot dogs. These items are on the menu infre- 
quently, and are very popular with the residents. 
The majority of people in Terrace eat fast food 
every so often; when the occasional chicken strip 
is eaten with a balanced diet, it is not detrimental 
to one's eating plan.• 
Personal taste must be accounted for in any 
menu planning, Terraceview staff tries to strike a 
balance to please everyone, and this can be a dif- 
ficult task. Some respondents commented that 
the vegetables were too soft, while some indi- 
cated that they were too hard, 
Fish was an item that was suggested be on the 
menu more often. This has been attempted, but 
most residents won,t eat fish unless it's breaded 
(i.e., fish sticks). 
The most cgnsistent comment was that the 
temperature of the food was not appropriate. 
Through the new system, temperature will be bet- 
ter controlled: Due to the new equipment, the food 
can be kept at a consistent temperature until 
served. 
The staff and service at Terraceview consis- 
tently received high comments from respondents. 
These aspects of Terraceview will not change. 
The serving process remains the same; only the 
preparation will be different: 
Some foods Wiil continue to be cooked at 
Terraceview, such  as the baking for both 
Terraceview and Mills Memorial 
Some respondents sent in reciPes for the staff 
to try; recipe trials will be taking place over the 
next two to three months as the system is being 
tested . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
It is importantt o note: that the proposed 
changes to the food-service system at 
Terraceview Lodge Is not a switch to ,prepared 
meals flown in from Vancouver,' as some have 
thought. Mos t food preparation will be done in 
Terrace, wit h the  exception of some items like 
waffles -things that the rest of us often eat out of 
a package as well, 
Watch:for further information on the notice 
board at Terraceview Lodge; the results from resi- 
dents' survey will be available shortly. 
ICBC named in lawsuit 
ICBC HAS been named in a lawsuit arising 
from the June 12, 1999 accident in Thornhill 
that killed 17-year-old Laura Allison Lee and 
her boyfriend Renaud Fontaine. 
Terrace ICBC official Frank Fekete, said 
the crown corporation has been served with 
papers on a negligent death suit. 
The papers were originally served to Aaron 
Douglas, the alleged driver of the stolen vehi- 
cle which struck the car containing Lee and 
Fontaine, while he waits in jail on a number of 
criminal charges arising from the incident. 
When Douglas failed to respond to the neg- 
ligent death suit last November, ICBC became 
liable as the vehicle stolen, and therefore un- 
insured. 
Depending on the results of the case, Fe- 
kete said the corporation would pay Laura's 
parents, Nancy and Gordon Lee, then try to re- 
coup their loss by making Douglas pay the 
next time he tries to insure a vehicle in his 
name. 
ICBC has already paid the Lees $2,500 in 
funeral benefits, a sum that is part of ICBC's 
standard schedule of benefits. 
It has also compensated the Lees for their 
car which was damaged in the incident and 
has paid the cost of a rental car last summer. 
Fekete said the suit actually hinges on the 
amount of money the Lees qualify for under 
the Family Compensation Act, a provincial 
act which allows families to sue for damages 
on behalf of a deceased spouse, parent or 
child. 
Under that act, the Lees can sue for addi- 
tional funeral benefits above the standard in- 
surance payout. 
The Lees would also need to prove Laura's 
financial worth, in terms of economic support 
and household assistance to her parents as 
they aged. 
Fekete said the case law from previous 
court judgments for a person of Laura's age in- 
volves compensation ranging from $12,000 to 
$20,000. 
But Jim Haason, the Lee's Surrey-based 
lawyer, said he plans on establishing the Lees 
deserve more than what the case law indicates 
because he can establish Laura was an excep- 
tional daughter. 
She would have done more for her parents 
than the typical child, said Hanson. 
"Laura was a real personality people in 
Terrace can relate to," he said. Hanson also 
wants a trial by jury. 
ICBC lawyers in Vancouver are expected to 
file a statement of defence this week. 
If the case isn't settled out of court for a 
confidential dollar value, the trial is expected 
to be held here this year. 
Aaron Douglas is in custody in Prince 
George, facing nine charges including criminal 
negligence causing death and impaired driving 
causing death. 
He is also charged with possession of stolen 
property and breach of probation for a charge 
incurred while he was a young offender. 
His next court date here is a Feb. 10 hear- 
ing to fix a Supreme Court trial date. 
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Fish has tourism potential 
Oolichan eyed for festival 
THE TINY oolichan fish 
that 'head up northwest ri- 
vers to spawn in late win- 
ter~c0uld be the grease 
trail to a tourism bonanza. 
Regional tourism indu- 
stry planners want to in, 
vent what they're calling 
an "o01ichan festival" that 
would attempt o make a 
tourist attraction of the an- 
nual run in March of each 
year. 
The idea has tremen- 
dous potential, says Ken 
Veld~nan, executive direc- 
tor of the Terrace Econo- 
mic Development Author, 
ity. ~ 
"There are lots of tie- 
ins --' birdwatching, wild- 
life viewing, and of course 
• the aboriginal culture tie- 
in," he said. 
Oolichan season is 
when natives around the 
northwest harvest the 
smelt-like fish, sometimes 
called; candlefish for an oil 
content So high that you 
can light a dried one and 
use it'as a candle. 
Oolichan can be 
smoked, pickled or cooked 
in various ways, but 
they're most known for 
being rendered own into 
oolichan grease. 
Grease was the primary 
commodity of pre-contact 
aboriginal trade routes - 
which were called grease 
trails - and jars of it still 
change hands at feasts 
today. 
To non-natives, the 
main evidence that the oo- 
lichap run has begun is 
wheri th (sk ies  over the 
lower Skeena between 
Terrace and Prince Rupert 
go white with seagulls and 
eagles.iSeals and sea lions 
can also be spotted from 
the highway feasting on 
the run. 
"Birdwatehing is one of 
the fastest growing sectors 
of the tourism industry 
right now," Veldman 
notes. 
And aboriginal culture 
is already a massive draw 
in the tourism business. 
"There's wildlife, the 
cultural side of it, the his- 
tory of the grease trail," 
Veldman said. "There are 
some really big things you 
can really play off." 
Tourists could sample 
the oolichan or the grease 
- flavours that to non-na- 
tive tongues might gener-: 
ously be described as ac-" 
quired tastes. 
The ultimate goal, 
Veldman says, would be a 
' 10-day festival that takes 
in a collection of loosely 
related events in Prince 
Rupert, Terrace, the Nass 
Valley and Kitimat. 
If the concept w.as de- 
veloped and tourists star- 
ted to arrive, he said, en- 
trepreneurs from boat oper- 
ators to aboriginal tour 
guides could plug into the 
new market. 
The first step is what's 
called a familiarization 
tour. That's tentatively 
scheduled for late March 
this year with tourism in- 
dustry reps in hopes it 
would generate interest for 
a full festival startup in 
March 2001. 
"It 's got potential to 
kick off the tourism season 
sooner than it traditionally 
does in May," Veldman 
said. 
The biggest problem is 
that the peak of the ooli- 
chan run is notoriously 
hard to predict, and can 
happen anytime from late 
February to well into April. 
The answer, says Veld- 
man, could be to build up 
the mystery of the timing 
of the run as part of the 
festival. 
"This is very much a 
natural occurrence," he 
said. "You can make it 
part of the marketing spin 
that you don't know when 
it's going to happen." 
For events concentrated 
I! 
KITSUMKALUM band elder Orlando Bolton holds a jar of oolichan grease, the 
longest running trade commodity of the north coast. It's hoped aboriginal cul- 
ture surrounding the small oily fish and bird-watching would attract tourists to 
the north coast in March if plans for an oolichan festival take off. 
in Terrace and Prince Ru- 
pert, it would also be'more 
convenient if the Skeena 
run was the strongest. 
In fact,, it's the Nass 
and Kemano oolichan runs 
that are by far the largest. 
That's also where most oo- 
lichan are harvested by 
Nisga'a and Haisla fisher- 
men. 
"I 'm told that the ones 
in the Skeena are primari- 
ly ones that are lost, that 
they're the dumber ones," 
says Veldman. 
Basing a tourism plan 
on the oolichan may not 
be that outlandish based 
on interest in the subject 
shown in the past by major 
Canadian museums. 
There's a new exhibit at 
the Canadian Museum of 
Civilization in Ottawa 
• showcasing theoolichan, 
and the UBC Museum of 
Anthropology mounted a 
major touring exhibit a 
couple of years ago on the 
oily fish of the north coast. 
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News In Brief 
Food service starts 
ALL THAT work to modernize the lobby/waiting 
area at Mills Memorial Hospital takes on a new look 
this week with the opening up of a small food there. 
Renee's Cafe, being operated by Renee Syvret, has 
seating and take out facilities for three meals a day, 
six days a week. 
It's in the section of the lobby area which once 
housed the hospital auxiliary gift shop. That, in turn, 
has been moved to the other end of the lobby area, 
closer to the front doors. 
Tom Novak of the Terrace Area Health Council, 
which runs Mills, describes the renovations and the 
food service as a psychological boost for the facility, 
its employees, patients and visitors. 
Crowns upset 
THE PEOPLE who prosecute the people charged 
with crimes say they aren't paid enough and are 
ready to go on strike. 
More than 300 provincial crown counsels favoured 
a two-day work stoppage Feb. 15 and 16 and further 
strikes within 30 days of that if nothing happens. 
Th'ere are 34 crown counsels in the north and 
northwestern area, 30 of whom said yes to the stop- 
pages. The crown counsels have been without a deal 
since March 1998. They're also hampered fn that 
there is no legislation allowing them to bargain in the 
same fashion as a union. 
Provincial crown counsels handle all crimes except 
for drugs which are a federal matter. 
Sent to jail 
A LOCAL man has been sentenced to 30 days in jail 
and probation for two years for stealing crab traps 
and bait jars from four different fishing vessels. 
MilD Novak, 25, was given the sentence in Prince 
Rupert court Jan. 25 by Judge Steven Point. 
Crown counsel Bill Thorne said the thefts were ser- 
ious while Judge Point said they were a "menace" to 
the livelihood of fishermen. 
RCMP disarm two 
LOCAL RCMP officers were kept 'busy Thursday, 
Jan. 27 with two incidents involving uns. 
Police were called to a shots fired complaint in the 
3500 block of Hanson near Straume just before 4 
p.m. Officers arrived at the scene and talked Wallace 
Johnson, 47, out of an apartment building. Although 
several people were in an apartment a the time of the 
incident, no one was injured. 
Officers confiscated a rifle and say alcohol was a 
factor in the incident.-Johnson was later charged with 
careless use of a firearm and released until his first 
court appearance h re March 10. 
An hour later, officers were •called to Mills Avenue 
in Terrace's outhside where an armed man was 
threatening to injure himself. Constable Gary Swan- 
son said the man walked out of his home about an 
hour !ater and was taken to Mills Memorial Hospital 
and treated for depression. No charges are pending. 
~.;,,~]~ ' .  
IV R.,,CH I LD TH E 
GIFT OF A .SECOND 
LANGUAGE! 
Enrollment for Kindergarten. 
,and Grade One French Immersion 
begins February 1, 2000 
=t Kiti K'shan Primary Sch~ 
Phone: 635-3115 ~~ 
::NOTE: *Students may begin the French 
ii Immersion program in grade one. 
' • *The French Immersion program 
is part of the Public School 
~ System. There is no cost 
~, involved. 
I ' l l  
SiaCewa( er: 
Come and enjoy a 
Breath of Spring 
Re-open 
Friday February 4th 
4548 Lazel le 
Right beside SpeeDee 
I0  - 6 Mon - Sat 
638-1711 .- , ,  
d,e~2'Nt 
Mismatched sets, floor models, 
& discontinued series 
that have to got 
If you're looking for a 
great deal on premium 
chiropractic sleep 
systems, now's the time 
for GREAT SAVINGS 
' , : i  ¸¸ i~i:: i i!i: 
i¸ 11¸ •i¸  !/~:~• • 
Our new line up of beds are on the way and we tiave to ~ ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
clear out a large assortment of mismatched bed sets, " ..... : • . 
disc0ntinued beds and fl00r m0dels, Cust0mers will receive 
the same great cNropraclic beds ~ full warranties, There is ~ 
* 
: ? : :  : nothlng hke a chiropractic sleep system bySpringw~ and S leep  systems by : 
thereisn't much time to take advantage of the great deals, ~ : 
.Don't delay, your body will he very thankful when f = ~ ~ i , ~ ~ ~ "  
you experience the sleep a chiropractic mattress set 
delivers. 
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Headhunters 
WITH A budget in excess of $50 million, with 
hundreds of employees and responsible for the 
education of thousands of students, Coast Moun- 
tains School District is a dominating force in the 
northwest. 
It's also in trouble and facing numerous finan- 
cial, personnel and organizational challenges jud- 
ging by a comprehensive $14,000 study prepared 
by a Vancouver consulting firm. 
The study is a fascinating document worthy of 
a thorough read by the school district's employ- 
ees and by the parents who send their children to 
its schools. 
Meant as a guide for those now being hired to 
fill the district's key senior executive spots, the 
report's 18 pages, exhibits and appendices also 
point out just what an excruciating difficult job 
awaits these new senior people. 
Chief among the challenges is the district's fi- 
nancial position. It has run three years of deficits 
and has cut costs to a point, the report says, its 
basic functions are impaired. 
The key problem with finances is that school 
districts rely on students for their money. The 
more students, the more money a district gets 
from the provincial government. But with declin- 
ing enrolments either through a drop in births or 
by people moving out, the district's income will 
drop and the situation isn't likely to change in the 
foreseeable future. 
A solution? Go out and raise more money, 
says the report. "Even a modest arget of one per 
cent of the ministry revenues, or $500,000, an= 
nually woulo enncn tne dzstrlct s educatior~al~leu ' '- 
" " l f l  g t ib I ] l  [;! livery." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,:, . 
Now that's an easy thing to say. Yet place that 
against he innumerable bake sales, bottle drives, 
door-to-door chocolate sales and the like already 
undertaken to support beleaguered band and 
sports programs and there isn't a lot of manoeu- 
vering room. As it is, parents and teachers are 
near burnout in terms of time invested for the fi- 
nancial return from these methods. 
Another solution? Since each student is worth 
approximately $4,000 in provincial revenue, the 
report suggests pursuing school drop outs. 
This is brutal as it gives the impression of trea- 
ting students as a marketable commodity in order 
to fill out the school district's budget, but this 
new-/angled approach to old-fashioned truant of- 
ricers appears to be the reality of education in this 
province in the year 2000. 
The one comfort may be tha t for each drop out 
brought back, there'll be one more person in B.C. 
given access to the basics of an education. 
This is, after all, the job of a school district in 
the first place. The question is, however, can the 
school district deliver the product once a drop out 
is reclaimed? 
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Poetry surfaces i-- N DP contest 
VICTORIA - Just about the 
only prominent NDP politician 
who hasn't endorsed any of the 
four candidates for the NDP 
leadership is To.rainy Douglas. 
OK, he's been dead for 14 
years, but such considerations 
haven't stopped Dave Barrett 
who has been dead, politically 
speaking, for 11 years longer, 
from supporting Gordon Wil- 
son who joins, forms and 
leaves political parties be- 
tween breakfast and lunch. 
I do admit to a slight bias 
against Wilson as a politician. 
I don't like opportunists, and 
he's the granddaddy of oppor- 
tunists. 
Personally, I find Wilson 
very likable. I've even done 
him a big favour in the past, 
but that's not for this column 
to be told. 
As for the other three can- 
", hdaies, CorKy., Ewans, .Ujjal' 
.~osanjn ano Len wercte, n, • , 
~'~Y'-IL! r iq .q t  ~d~,~...!,~;i ' . .q~ll i  .y/'3;rl 
lon't consloer mem to oe op-, 
'p0rtu'nistic, unless you believe 
that wanting to be party leader 
at all is a manifestation of op- 
portunism which I don't. 
All three have embraced 
the Underpinnings of their 
party for years. And now that 
the leader's position is open, 
they have put their names for- 
ward. 
One can argue that they 
should have spoken up when 
Glen Clark, the former leader 
HUBERT BEYER 
and premier, ran the party and 
the province like dictator, 
eventually causing the wheels 
to fall of the party's and the 
province's wagon. 
But as we saw in the case 
of another premier, Bill Van- 
the only candidate who could 
win the next election. He did 
and destroyed the party in the 
following five years. 
Clark was chosen as leader 
because he, too, was believed 
to be the only one who could 
lead the NDP to another vic- 
tory. He did and although the 
party will survive, it's in ter- 
rible shape. 
The question is: will the 
NDP make the same mistake 
again? A few weeks ago, I 
would have said yes, but I'm 
not so sure anymore. 
First off, there are certain 
dynamics at play that could 
result in the election of Evans. 
I t  happened when Bill King 
and David Vickers were the 
front runners to replace Barrett 
as leader. They savaged one 
another, allowing Bob Skelly 
types are still a little baffled by 
his one-liners, like the one he 
used at a candidates' forum. 
"We know and you know that 
democracy is coming.to the 
NDP." 
Leonard Cohen, folks, 
"Democracy is coming to the 
USA," one of the great Cana- 
dian poet's famous poems. 
Here are a few lines which 
may explain Evan's use of that 
poem: 
"It's coming from the sorrow 
of the street, the holy places 
where the races meet; 
from the homicidal bitchin' 
that goes down in every kitchen 
to determine who will serve and 
who will eat. 
From the wells of disappoint-: 
ment where the women kneel to 
pray 
For the grace of God in the 
der Zalm, the decision to get to come up through the middle desert here and the desert far_ 
ritFB~~ 16hdei-i~:/iof'Sne, t&lt~n ~v~':~iRi 'gfitb':the' b~ass~ing: ". ':~:':>,,> ~,away,,. , . . .  " 
lightly. The same,could ) fiap[~h, thi~ w .~ nDem~cracyqs doming 
~;~n~ dX, hen hf;'hi/t'it'S'iun: :iime,::~ith one big difference. USA~Y,, ..: ..... -: 
avoidable, it's also usually too 
late for the party to survive the 
fallout. 
Supporters for Wilson and 
Dosanjh claim that their re- 
spective candidate is the only 
one to beat the Liberals in the 
next election. That line of 
thinking is not only delusion- 
ary, but dangerous. 
Vander Zalm got to be lea- 
der because Social Credit 
Party supporters aw in him 
Skelly was inept, Evans isn't. 
Considered for the longest 
time an also-ran by my collea- 
gues, Evans has suddenly be- 
come the object of intense 
media attention. 
"Evans a contender," was a 
Globe and Mail. front-page 
headline. "Corky is cooking," 
a colleague said to me the 
other day. I didn't rub it in that 
I had said so all along. No sir. 
Mind you, some media 
:7. 
The old 
FIFTY YEARS ago when I 
asked for piano lessons, my 
parents' main concern was 
would I stick to it? Today a 
parent's main concern is can I 
trust the instructor alone with 
my child? 
Until my first recital after 
eight months of lessons, my 
parents hadn't met my teach~. 
They knew only that he ha~ 
successfully taught piano ink 
our's and surrounding towns for \ 
ten years. 
My piano teacher was a 
classical musician who farmed 
twenty miles north. He arrived 
in town every Friday morning 
on the city-bound CNR pas- 
senger-freight train early en- 
ough to begin lessons at 10 
a.m.  
The same train took him 
home again that evening. He 
quit teaching when CNR can- 
celled its same-day return 
schedule. 
My lessons took place in 
Paulhus's living room. Mr. and 
Mrs. Paulhus owned the Red 
m . 
days are 
CLAUDETIE SANDECKI 
and White store. Their home 
stood aloof on the west edge 
of town separated from their 
store by the town's only lum- 
beryard, and opposite the rail- 
road, a row of elevators, and a 
mink farm. 
We kids disappeared one at 
at time from school to walk to 
Our half hour lesson clear 
across town. After letting my- 
self in, I 'd doff my jacket on 
And there's the refrain 
"Sail on, sail on :~:L 
o mighty ship of state! , -:,- 
To the shores o/need, 
past the reefs of greed, 
through squalls of hate, i 
sail on, sail on, sail on." 91 
Sure beats opportunism. -'il 
Beyer can be reached at: ~! 'v  
E m a i l :~ 
hubert@coolcom.com Tel &;~ 
Fax: (250) 381.6900 Web:: 
http://www.hubertbeyer.com ~ . ,! 
no more  
He had mn out of smiles before 
the age of three. 
He sat to one side behind a 
card table heaped with instruc- 
tion books, close enough to 
concentrate my attention on a 
minor difficulty by rapping his 
metal mechanical pencil on 
the music sheet. I feared the 
pounding of his pencil on the 
page. But it never occurred to 
me to guard against him touch- 
ing me inappropriately while 
we were alone. 
Now that our granddaughters 
are toying with the notion of 
lessons, my thoughts run to tra- 
ditional questions: What do 
lessons cost? Will the teacher 
be fun to study with, or will his 
style lead to numb, icy fingers. 
Will there be a half hour space 
in the teachers's timetable and 
will it coincide with our cars 
and drivers. 
I should ask, Can the parent 
be present in the room during 
the lesson? And has the tea- 
cher passed an RCMP criminal 
record check? 
the single bed in the spare 
room off the kitchen, then 
wait, sitting on the wood box 
next to the white McClary 
range. 
Always Paulhus's kitchen 
smelled of cooking fish, which 
Mrs. Paulhus would prepare for 
her husband and the spinster 
school principal who boarded 
with them, before leaving to 
work her midday shift at the 
store. 
I 'd wait flinching at every 
wrong note struck by the hap- 
less student in the living room 
beyond. 
Long before my turn to 
clump across the polished 
hardwood floor to the gleaming 
piano bench, my fingers would 
he stiff and icy from apprehen- 
sion. 
In my memory, the teacher 
could have been Bill Vander 
Zalm's twin for stature. He was 
also Dutch with an unpronoun- 
ceable name. He wore coarse 
fibred salt and pepper suits 
that looked as if they itched. 
.J 
Speech 
Treaty opens up new 
partners for investment 
l"ext of a speech delivered Jan. 21 by Nisga'a about 27 per cent of the city's total population sportfishing lodge. Built on floats, it can be 
Tribal Council president Joseph Gosnell in is aboriginal, according to the 1996 StatsCan towed to various locations near the mouth of 
Prince Rupert. He was speaking to the Business also come to learn about Nisga'a culture and the Nass River. Last summer it was anchored 
Development Summit taking place in that city. tradition. At Wilp Syoon, we offer our guests a near Somerville Inlet. 
unique and authentic ross-cultural experience Wilp Syoon is an upmarket operation rai- 
N 
OW MAKING its way they will long remember, lured to a successful international clientele. 
through Canada's Senate, the When it comes to sportfishing,, we don't Our guests come from all over the world. Every 
Nisga'a Treaty is expected to promise they will all catch the biggest salmon summer we play host to software engineers 
be ratified and passed into law but, I am pleased to report, most of our guests, from Seattle, management consultants from 
escorted by Nisga'a fishing guides in Boston Gerrhany and professors from Holland. 
this spring. That spells good Whalers, usually. "limit out." You may have seen these happy people at 
economic news for the people Business was brisk in the summer of 1999. the airport, lugging boxes of ice-packed sal- 
of the Pacific northwest. Our occupancy rate was 75 per cent. Our mon onto the luggage racks. But not only do 
As a quick update, the treaty was passed in guests typically paid on average $2,500 for a our guests come to relax and go fishing, they 
the House of Parliament by a vote of 217-48 five-day, four-night package that includes air riginal entrepreneurs of this city, and this re- 
this past December 13, after a long and fierce fare to and from Vancouver. gion. 
debate with the federal Reform Party.) Now in the third of a five-year business In closing, I am going to make a general 
I don't have to remind this audience that .plan, the lodge is on course to be self-sustain- comment in keeping with the theme of this economic ertainty is crucial to the success of 
mg next year. Like any new ecotourism initia- important summit. 
toughany busineSSeconomicendeavor,times, especially n these tire, we had our share of growing pains. That's These are tough economic times for many 
why, earlier this year, we restructured Wilp in Prince Rupert and the Pacific Northwest. 
In the marketplace, companies who may Syoon as a limited company held in trust by Accepting and understanding the structural 
wish to invest here are well aware of, and the Nisga'a Tribal Council. causes of a harsh new economic reality leads 
seriously concerned about, the economic un- People come to Wilp Syoon to catch fish us to a time of critical self-reflection. 
certainty that surrounds this region as a result and relax in this beautiful part' of the world. Some people are asking the big questions 
of unresolved land claims. And while they are pleased to learn that Wilp about the economy and their jobs. Many are 
The bottom line is that political instability Syoon has a satellite telephone, they are ~ also beginning 
is always a strike against any area that is hop- thrilled to learn there is no email, no voice to examine their 
ing'to attract investment or generate and sup- mail and no digital paging in a place far ~ own culture and 
port a lively and successful business commun- beyond the range of even the most wired tech- ~ their historical 
ity. nologies. Our guests are hardworking execu- relationship with 
To the people of the Pacific northwest, a tires who work hard and play hard. their aboriginal 
ratified Nisga'a Treaty solves a big part of that Wilp Syoon stands as a real-world symbol neighbors• 
problem and, in my opinion, affords tremen- of Nisga'a economic success. I am confident Indeed, invisible 
dous long-term, economic opportunities for the there will be more to come, once the Treaty is to many, Prince 
aboriginal and non-aboriginal business people ratified. Rupert has be- ~i~:$!:~'~:!.i'~:i: ': :: Y":i:i:!~:~.::?.: ~'i::: ~:i:' 
who live and work here. To this end, we are actively seeking busi- 
~~.~/ ' f Jm come a kind of Many others agree. Recently, the Vancouv- ness partners from the aboriginal and non-abo- ~:~. . .~~J  working labora- 
er accounting firm of KPMG completed a ben- 
~ ~  tory for a racial. efits and costs analysis on the impact of treaty :. :*~*  ~ 
:< '~ ................... ~> ly integrated so- 
Settlements. If people are willing to think ~ ~  ciety a 
,~ R said, when all of the financial impacts • - proto- 
are considered, the province can expect about outside the box of racial bias, I ~ I  type for a place 
a three-to-one return for every dollar spent, am convinced we wil l  all reap the where aboriginal 
KPMG estimates the net financial benefit to benefit of scores of dynamic, Joe Gosnell and non-aborigi- 
British Columbia would be between $3.9 bil- new economic initiatives, nal people work 
lion arid $5.3 billion over 40 years, and live togeth- 
': :,:.! Specifically, the Treaty will provide the er. 
Visitors to Prince Rupert can see this for 
- Nisga'a access to the economic and employ- census. And throughout the Pacific northwest, themselves. The streets teem with the faces of 
ment mainstream. Over time, as income dis- aboriginal people comprise about one-quarter 
parity, diminishes, savings in social expert- of the 70,000 total population, a dozen tribal groups; young aboriginal women 
ditures, and less reliance on government sup- Just what do these statistics ignify? That wheel baby strollers past people whose antes- 
port, will bring additional economic benefits, we are your neighbours and we're here to stay, tors came from Scotland, Norway and China. 
~; Over time, the Pacific Northwest will also yes. But also that the Nisga'a and other First Something very special has been created here 
~ see a significant employment increase as a di- Nations are potential business partners, in Prince Rupert and the whole of the North- 
~ rectresult of the Nisga'a treaty and others now In essence, the Nisga'a trefity is about es- west. 
: being negotiated. There wilt be increased in- tablishing a solid, certain framework for future But I have to be blunt here. Until now, this 
i ', Vestment and employment here because ofltb¢- .relations b~t~een afiye 9n~l~,0,qn-nativ~ Calla-, storehouse of human potential has been lost on - 
: ~,~¢c~o~aomlc certamty.t, he,treaty wfll~lbx:angqto~ i~, .,dmns, rrr , , ,,;t m ~ ,~ oustness 3eaoeq;:,wlio apgea~,tg. 
¢ , ,~  , ,  . . .  ' . . . . . .  , . . ,  ,~ t~ • . , ' [ | . .~ . .  } . t ' ~  " JV 'd  -~: ' - " . . I  . ' , ' 7~ . , ) t ; . ) ' : ; . - . .  ~ • t= , 
~ land and primary resourcesL~'i .'r,¢~:,(.,~'~[, ,,i;* , I  believe,that in,the context,of such a~fra: have htiie interest m. the energy and ~deas of 
the Farst Natmns entrepreneurs who lave !i~ ; :~ In the years to come, Nisga'a Government mework, we  can establisfi a social, poh i i ca l  . . . . .  " ' :  ' ' " ; "  ' : " 
i$ wil l  also invest settlement money in the Nass and economic ertainty that will encourage in- among them. 
~:~ and throughout this region, which will result in" vestment in British Columbia and therefore be If people are willing to think outside the 
a much-needed conomic shot-in-the-arm. 
While other experts confirm these findings, 
our own economic forecasts estimate that 
:about $13 million is pumped into the regional 
economy each y.ear by the Nisga'a and other 
tribal groups. 
This is significant. Here in Prince Rupert 
of enormous help to business communities 
here and across .the province. 
Now, I 'm going to shift gears and tell you 
about one specific Nisga'a initiative already 
making economic waves here in Prince Ru- 
pert: 
It's called Wilp Syoon, our world-class 
box of racial bias, I am convinced we will all 
reap the benefit of scores of dynamic, new 
economic initiatives - made right here in the 
Pacific northwest. 
And it is a very good bet that much of the 
driving energy will come from First Nations 
and a new generation of civic entrepreneurs. 
House arrest prisoner 
says jail might be easier 
By CHRISTIANA WIENS 
A KITIMAT woman was so fed up with 
her electronic monitoring system last 
week that she was willing to serve the 
rest of her sentence beh ind bars. 
Ani ta  Plamondon wears an electronic 
monitor because she was found guilty of an 
impaired riving charge on Dee. 2. 
: She was sentenced to serve her sentence 
via an electronic monitor unit in her house 
and an ankle bracelet. 
" The base tracks her movements and signals 
corrections taff if she leaves at an unsched- 
uled time. 
The problem, asserts Plamondon, is that her 
monitor doesn't record times properly. 
! That glitch got her in trouble with correc- 
tions staff who accused her of skipping out 
early. 
"I'd take a lie detector test to prove I'm in- 
~nocent," said Plamondon who says the accu- 
sations were so stressful she thought it would 
be easier to serve her time in jail. 
She admits there has been one time recent- 
ly that she's forgotten she rescheduled an ap- 
pointment and left the house two hours early. 
: .  "I forgot, it was an innocent mistake," she 
said. I admit that one was my fault." 
' But that doesn't account for the night Pla- 
mondon got a phone call from the Vancouver- 
based headquarters alleging she had left her 
: house just.before 3 a.m.,for 15 minutes. 
": Plamondon says that s impossible. 
" / ,  : "What was I doing outside for 15 minutes at 
; 3 a.m. in the morning - taking the garbage 
out?," said Plamondon, adding she slept right 
through correction's staff phone call to check 
her whereabouts. 
As a result of the apparent breaches Pla- 
mondon, who says she only leaves the house 
to exercise and attend alcohol counselling ses- 
sions, had time outs cancelled. 
"This is supposed to be rehabilitation," she 
said. "And I 'm missing a 12-step rogram be- 
cause of this bogus accusation." 
She also received what she calls threaten- 
ing phone calls from corrections taff, saying 
ANITA PLAMONDON, serving a sentence under electronic monitoring for impaired driv- 
ing, says she'd rather be in jail than deal with what she says is unreliable equipment. 
she could be sent to jail or face a longer sen- 
tence after she loses her time off for good be- 
haviour if she doesn't smarten up. 
She says she's tried to explain the problem 
to her corrections supervisor, but gets the feel- 
"They didn't believe I was tell- 
ing the truth." 
ing he thinks she's trying to con them. 
"They didn't believe I was telling the 
truth," she said. 
Grog Keen, program manager for the 40 
electronic monitors in northern B.C., said tech- 
nical glitches can happen, but are not likely, 
When a person leaves without notice, he 
Said, the inmate is contacted as soon as possi- 
ble. They are asked to explain their absence 
and given a verbal warning. 
If that person continues to leave outside of 
their regularly scheduled times, they lose 
leave timi: and can eventually lose their time 
off for good behaviour, said Keen. 
He said a person would have to leave very 
early to trigger a phone call because the com- 
puter-controlled system has a buffer that al- 
lows for time discrepancies. 
Keen wouldn't talk specifically about Pla- 
mondon's case but said no disciplinary action 
would ever result from a disputed time. 
He suggested Plamondon move her phone 
closer to her bed. 
"On the rare occasion we have a problem 
we have to find out why," he sai& 
Plamondon says no one has been out to 
check her ankle bracelet or base but Keen 
phoned her and returned her scheduled time 
outs to her. ~ • - 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Late, Crashed 
and Mmsmg 
Dear Sir: 
I found the editorial "Loyalties price" and Gerry 
Bloomer's letter "Wilson has no credibility" in the 
Jan. 19 issue amusing. People frequently apply 
monikers to other's names and in some cases to 
give a negative connotation. It does seem a bit un- 
fair because none of us get to choose our names. 
They are the choice of parents who probably never 
dream that someone would add a word before a 
name to imply something negative. 
Now I can put up with some people adding 
"Crash" in front of my name. It may even seem 
acceptable, ven funny, to some to put "Flip" in 
front of Gordon Wilson's name but it is hardly proof 
of anything, 
Would it be equally acceptable to preface 
Bloomer's name with "Late" and while we're at it, 
find something equally colourful to preface the 
editor's name? "Missing", that has possibilities. I 
can almost hear the outrage as I write but it's just 
for fun guys! 
Strangely it is acceptable to repeat a name 
coined by some southern media type who has like- 
ly changed his/her opinion as often as the sun rises 
and who is accountable tono one for any inaccura- 
cies in a column. This person dubs Gordon Wilson 
as "Flip" Wilson, I am old enough to remember 
Flip Wilson and Geraldine but comedy is not the 
context in which the moniker is used, All parents 
may want to be on guard for this kind of play when 
they decide what their infant will be named. What 
to do about last names? 
I recall that on March 3, 1999 The Terrace 
Standard printed the names of the Skeena Liberal 
executive. There was Gerry Bloomer's name and I 
assume that Bloomer now supports Gordon Camp- 
bell, Campbell was once a Socred and a Bill Van- 
der Zalm supporter. He then usurped the B.C. Lib- 
eral Party and soon after became more Reform 
than any Reformers I have met. His comments 
seem to change depending on what part of the pro- 
vince he's in. Talk about flipping. 
You also have to wonder why Bloomer and the 
Liberals are so afraid of Gordon Wilson that it 
would bother them who I support. They need to 
twist the truth just to prevent Gordon Wilson from 
becoming leader of the NDP? If Wilson is that vul- 
nerable, why waste Liberal ammunition? 
Bloomer may also want to check out Gordon 
Campbell's involvement in the Georgian Court 
Hotel before throwing stones at Wilson. 
Finally and in response to the editorial, I have 
never discussed my choice of leadership candidate 
with Glen Clark - not before or after I declared. I 
can make my own decisions based on my dealings 
with the individual in forums that are not open to 
the public. But then accepting that doesn't make 
for a good story, does it? 
• Helmat Giesbrecht, MLA, Skeena 
Put out, or get out : 
Dear Sir: 
Reading the ongoing coverage of health care 
concerns m the Jan. 26 edition of The Terrace 
Standard I was shocked to read Helmut Gies- 
brecht's callous comments towards Ida Mohler and 
the Terrace Health Watch Group, "Put up or shut 
up." 
Helmut, the on going concerns over health care 
is not a personal attack. There clearly is a provin- 
ce-wide problem in the delivery of health care. 
Terrace is no exception. 
The health watch group came together as a 
group of concerned citizens. Not right winged, not 
left winged and I can assure you, not wing dinged. 
. They are concerned about the heath of their com- 
munity literally and figuratively. Concerned that 
when needed for themselves or their loved ones the 
health system may not be their for them at all ac- 
ceptable level or at all. To ask for a list of people 
and specifics that are dying or have died as a re- 
sult of delivery problems in the health care system 
is ludicrous and insensitive. 
Page A12 of the same edition detailed the 
plight of 90-year-old Alice and her family's at- 
tempts to have appropriate health care delivered. 
90 years of paying taxes, contributing to society 
and this is the final goodbye from the government? 
Read the health care saga of One Kitimat family in 
the Jan. 19 edition of The Kitimat Sentinel. Do you 
seriously think the public and health watch groups 
gather to make up lies and innuendoes about the 
problems in the delivery of health care? I normally 
hold the title of the politician most likely to shoot 
my face off without thinking or lacking sensitivity, 
but with little reluctance I relinquish my dubious 
title to you. 
Perhaps the response to your comment o Ms 
Mohler and her group to you would be, "Put Out Or 
Get Out." 
David Hull, Terrace, B.C. 
A nomination 
Dear Sir: 
What a heartwarming story, "Crown Fails To 
Prove Cocaine Charge Against Local Man,", The 
Terrace Standard, Jan. 26, 2000. We are blessed to 
have such a wonderful, virtuous citizen in 
Terrace. A father who loved his son to death, and 
who continues to speak so lovingly of that son. A 
man who does no wrong toward the community and 
commits no wrong in the community. 
I would like to nominate Rene Fagan as our Fa- 
ther of The Year and Citizen of The Year. All that 
in one package, Wow, A man we can look up to? 
P, St. Thomas, Terrace, B.C. 
THE TERRACE STANDARD we icom~[[ [  
ters to the editor. Our deadline is noo~eV~Ir~ 
days; noon Thursdays on a long weekend. You 
can write us at 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. 
VgG '5R2. Our fax number is 250-638-8432 or 
you can email us at standard@kermode.net. No 
attachment, please. 
Letters must be signed and must have a 
phone number. 
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n.t An unpleasa 
welcome to c ty 
Airport businesses facing massive tax hikes 
By JEFF NAGEL paid $210 tax a year ago 
OW, NERS o f  bus i -  faces an $844 bill this 
nesses at the Terrace-  year, said city treasurer' 
K i t imat  a i rpor t  are Keith Norman. 
And the largest private- 
bracing to shell out ly owned building at the 
twice to three times as airport - Don Hull and 
much property tax as Sons' hangar, which paid 
they paid last year. $14,275 in taxes last year, 
The tenants at the air- 'faces more than $25,000 
port - from car rental this year. 
Assessment appeals are 
booths to large hangars underway, Hamilton said,. 
operated by flight f i rms-  in an effort to push down 
all became part of the city assessments at the airport 
last year when Terrace's and reduce the property 
boundaries expanded to Frank Hamilton tax hit. 
take intheairport. It's a double hit be- Hamilton put the plight 
The changemeansthey cause the businesses - of businesses there to 
which are all tenants leas- council last week and  
will now pay the same ing their space from the asked if the city Till'con- 
city property tax rate 
society - no longer get an sider some means of phas- 
charged to downtown individual exemption from ing in the tax hikes. 
businesses, some 80 per tax on the first $10,000! That would most likelyl 
.cent higher than the rate Worth of improvements.i consist of a grant-in-aid 
charged by the regional That's because there's now. council could give the so- 
district, only one tax notice going; ciety, which in turn would 
"It results in increases out to the society and one  be able to reduce the tax 
,to the businesses out there exemption, rather than' payments it would Charge 
.that are very steep," said separate notices for each its tenants. 
'Frank Hamilton, president business. Council will consider 
]of the Terrace-Kitimat Air- A car rental booth in the idea in upcoming 
"port Society. the airport terminal that  budget meetings. 
. . ,., ,. 
B.C. housing starts pick up 
MORE HOUSING starts than expected 
in the last part of 1999 made for a better 
picture for the year in B.C. than first.an- 
ticipated, says the Canada Mortgage and 
Housing Corporation . . . . .  
Most forecasters were expecting starts 
to drop below •15,000 but the year ended 
at 16,309 single family and multiple fam- 
ily starts. Still, that's a decline of 18.2 per 
cent from 1998. 
Now forecasters ay there should be 
18,000 starts in 2000 and 20,000 starts in 
2001. 
An increase in commodity prices and a 
growthin high tech industries are expect- 
ed to help get to those numbers. 
Resort-based communities uch as 
Whistler, Pemberton, Tofino, Harrison 
Hot Springs and Kimberly are expected to 
be popular places for primary and second- 
ary residences. 
~Nho payS'city tax bill I 
Business pulls 
heavy tax load 
LOCAL BUSINESSES pay 
considerably more than 
.their share of city taxes, 
while local homeowners 
have it relatively easy. 
That's the picture that 
emerges from some 
• number-crunching by city 
councillor David Hull. 
He says the tax dollars 
raised from local business- 
es make up nearly 42 per 
cent of the $7.5 million to- 
tal the city collects. That's 
about double the 21 per 
cent of total assessment 
that the business class 
comprises. 
Homeowners, who like 
businesses feel their taxes 
are too high already, make 
up 75.6 per cent of the city 
assessment base, •but con- 
tribute only 43 per cent of 
the total tax dollars. 
Hull says local business 
owners often complain that 
they think they pay an ex- 
cessive amount of the lo- 
cal tax burden, and says 
he wanted to work out the 
numbers for himself. 
The tax burden was cit- 
ed by some local business- 
es as a reason for opposing 
the proposed multiplex in 
November, he added. 
It 's one thing to sa~, 
business pays an unfairly 
high amount, and another 
to attempt o correct it, he 
noted. 
Since Terrace doesn't 
have a lot of major indus- 
try to support he tax base 
it must cover most of its 
costs through some split 
between residential and 
commercial, 
Right now the rate busi- 
nesses pay is about three 
anda half times what resi- 
dential homeowners pay. 
Making those rates 
equal, Hull says, would 
slash the city tax bill for 
businesses in half but 
would jack homeowners 
taxes by about 75 per cent. 
- not a realistic option. 
The regional district's 
business tax rate is limited 
by law to no more than 
2.45 times residential. 
If the city were to adopt 
that ratio, Hull said, the 
city business rate would go 
down by about 12 per cent, 
while the residential rate 
would go up by about 25 
per cent. 
Hull says he's not advo- 
cating a major shift. 
"It's not a proposal or 
anything," he said. "It 's 
just food for thought." 
,yprovidingtherightadvice, guidingyou to therightchoices, I~ . l te  , ) r (_ i  ........ ~ SPEAK effectively 
we can truly increase the value ofyour RRSP investments. I I~  I ........ ~ ...... •~ YouEVALUATE'LISTENcan do it tool 
Explore the possibility of ~ .~.~ Jo in  Toastmasters  
higher market returns 
.B ruce  W. Hanks  •Theresa  Melanson 
• Tracy Lachance 
4717 takelse Avenue, Terrace 
CIBC 
SEEING BEYOND TM 
Ph. 635-6231 Fax. 635-4129 
Learn to communicate with confidence 
Toastmasters Week 
January 30 - February 5 
Call 604.681-0296 inthe lower mainland 
Call 250475.7333 on Vancouver Island 
Call 250-562-3920 for Prince George & surrounding area 
www,toastmasters,bc,ca 
The t ime is now.•. ., 
the pr ice is right! ~. 
; V  
t 
',Get your business online today. ' 
. • Website Design •. Database Development 
• Training & Management 
I Full Service 
I Packages tarting at ONLY *59°°/month 
I www.webnorth, bc.ca W~7.,]~_ 
l" OR 635-3748 NoR'rH 
WHAT'S YOUR 
FINANCIAL PLAN FOR 
THE MILLENNIUM?~ 
Financial Strategies: 
• Debts: Lower your payments and get 
out of debt faster 
• RRSP's: New investment options to 
diversify our portfolio 
• Sector Funds: Tax-deferred compounding 
outside your RRSP 
• Education: Let the Federal Government add 
20% to your education savings 
• Life Insurance: Cut your costs without cutting 
benefits 
Seating is 
Limited!! 
Please RSVP through Pdmedm 
Financial Services at: 
635-7800 or 
1-800-295-7676 
emall: 
arcadipfsOkermode.net 
/ PFSL Amem~ero~ t ~p 
Investments Canada, Ltd 
Ph: 635-7800 or 1-800-295-7676 
Licensed to sell mutual funds through PSFL Investments Canada Ltd., Mutual Funds 
Dealer. Representing Pdmedca Life Insurance Company of Canads, 
Invest wisely;, Important Information about his mutual fund seMce Is contained Inthe 
simplified prospectus. Investors hould obtain a copy from their Investment advisor 
and read it carefully before Investing. Unlike GICs, mutual fund Investments are n0t 
guaranteed and unit values and investment relums will fluctuate. 
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Guaranteed Minimum Trade 
On New 2000's And On All 
Used Inventory! 
Over $2 Million Inventory to choose from. 
See our Used Inventory List ings in the Classif ied Pages i .i j
4916 Hwy. 16 West 635-7187 1-800-313-7187 DLR#5958 wwwlterraceaut0mall.com ¢ 
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Metal plant site sought 
A COMPANY planning to 
build a $600 million mag- 
nesium processing plant is 
eyeing a number of sites. 
Although Cassiar Mines 
and Metals officials told 
an audience in Prince Ru- 
pert last month the port 
city is the plant's 
"preferred destination", 
the company's president 
now,says they're far from 
choosing a site. 
Magnesium ore would 
be trucked down Hwy37 
from the old Cassiar mine 
tailings pile to.the plant. 
"1;here are a number of 
areas we're looking at lo- 
caring that plant," Ken 
Bates told The Standard. 
Magnesium demand is 
growing as automobile and 
aircraft manufacturers turn 
to the lighweight metal as 
a way of cutting weight 
without losing strength or 
durability. It's usually used 
as an alloy with aluminum. 
He said Terrace is 
among the possible sites 
which run west to Prince 
Rupert, east to Smithers, 
south to Kitimat and north 
as far as Stewart. 
Prin'ce Rupert officials 
have been courting the 
project, he said, which 
would generate 600 per- 
manent jobs and around 
2,500 during construction. 
The key condition is 
provision of 180 mega- 
watts of high-quality 
power, he said, because 
the plant would use an 
electrolytic process imilar, 
to that of an aluminum 
plant to separate the mag- 
nesium metal. 
"It's a big facility - it's 
rather like an aluminum 
plant in terms of the 
scale," Bates said. 
It's not necessary for 
the plant to be on tide 
water, but the firm wants a 
workforce and amenities 
already present. 
"We'd like a town 
available," Bates said. 
"We don't want to have to 
build a town." 
The project is still a 
long way from reality. 
A feasibility study now 
underway has to he com- 
pleted, followed by de- 
tailed engineering, finan- 
cing, permitting and con-: 
struction. 
The study is being fi- 
nanced by Aluminum of 
Korea Ltd., the main metal 
supplier for Hyundai and 
Kia car companies. 
The firm put up $25 
million for the study in ex- 
change for a 35 per cent 
stake in the project. It also 
gets the right of first refu- 
sal on all magnesium sales 
and has the option to be- 
come majority owner. 
If all goes well, Bates 
said, the plant could be up 
and running in 2003. 
The advantage of the 
project is that no actual 
new mining is required. 
The plant would use the 20 
million tonnes of ore and 
tailings still at the old 
Cassiar mine site, contain- 
ing an estimated eight bil- 
lion pounds of recoverable 
magnesium. 
Cassiar has also repro- 
cessing the tailings at the 
mine site into long-fibre 
asbestos. 
Bates said the fibre pro- 
cessing plant was opened 
late last year and is now 
producing fibre at a rate of 
18,000 tonnes per year. 
About 35 people are 
working there right now, 
he said, with that likely to 
increase to about 70 when 
it reaches full production 
of 50,000 tonnes per year. 
Ken Ve ldman 
It should 
pick up 
A BETTER mineral ex- 
ploration season is predic- 
ted this year compared to 
previous years, says the 
executive director of the 
Terrace Economic Deve- 
lopment Authority. 
"I don't want to create 
the impression that the in- 
dustry's ituation is rosy, 
but the comments we 
heard were significantly 
less negative than the pre- 
vious couple of years," 
said Ken Veldman who 
was at a mining trade 
show in Vancouver two 
weeks ago. 
The Cordilleran Round- 
up is an annual event at- 
tended by mineral compa- 
nies and those interested 
in the business. 
Only $5.6 million was 
spent on exploration i  the 
northwest, he lowest level 
ever recorded. It was far 
below recent boom years 
in the late 1980s and early 
1990s when more than 
$100 million would he 
spent. 
Veldman said stabilized 
mineral prices, tax breaks 
and the easing up of gov- 
ernment regulations com- 
bined with cheaper mining ' 
properties should help. 
One interesting project 
revival is Red Mountain, a 
gold claim near Stewart. 
It's been bought by 
Wheaten River, the small 
company operating the 
Golden Bear mine up 
north. 
I 
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Leorn the 
Geqlle Compljmenl~ry 
• Heeling Art ot the Usui 
System of Reiki 
Level 1 
Feb. 5 & 6, 10-4 pm 
$150.00 
Level 2 
Feb. 19 & 20, 10-4 pm 
, $350.OO 
Personal trea~enls available, 
Marylin Davies, Reikl Master 
635-6468 
302 - 4622 Greig Avenue 
Terrace, BC V8G 1M9 
Phone: (250) 635-0601 
Fax: (250) 635-0522 
Toll Free: 1-800-764-1 777 
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SOLUTIONS BUILT  AROUND YOU TM 
. Iinvestors Group Financial Services Inc. 
TMTrade-marks owned by Investors Group Inc. and licensed to its affiliated corporations. 
36 MONTH SwunLr=.ll~ PURCHASE FINANCE CASH PURCHASE PRICE 
To.-Ij:;, 
$2980,2.9% o, $21,188 
LEASE OPT IONS 
DOWN PAVME~ i M0~T~L~ mME~ 
o ] ,346 
~1,575 ~298 
~;3,000 ~;254 
•"  Vor tec  4300 V6 Engine - 200  HP • 5-Speed Manual Transmission with 
Overdrive • 4 Wheel Disc & 4 Wheel Anti-Lock Braking System = 40/20/40  
Split Front Seat with Custom Cloth Trim • Full Instrumentation including: 
Tachometer, Engine Hourmeter & Driver Message Centre • Chrome Wheels, 
Grille and Bumpers • AM/FM Stereo • Tilt Wheel • Locking Differential" 
, Automatic Headlights 
CH 
per month/$:l, STS down Up to 48 m~ths' 
payment ImdS3SO I~curRy 
depollt requl,ed 
36 MONTH ~ • Vortec 4800 V8 Engine - 270 HP • Automatic Transmission with 36 M0h'/H $378o Overdrive and Tow/Haul Mode • Air Conditioning witl~ interior Air S 2 4 8 '  
Rltratlon System * 4 Wheel Disc & 4 Wheel Anti.Lock Braking System or  
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PIJ~CWtSE RNANCE Stereo with Cassette • Tilt Wheel • Locking Differential • Automatic ~ TO 36 
2,9% or Hea~,ghts ~f~,9%~-~c~ 
,~t, ~ =.,e,. B Or 
THE BEST FUEL ECONOMY IN ITS CLASS* 
• 3.4 Utre 3400 V6 185HP Engine • 4 Speed Automatic Transmission 
I • 4-Wheel ~.ntI-Lock Braking System • Air Conditioning • Power Door --_ Locks/Mirrors • Dual Sliding Doors • Deed Tint Glass AM/FM Stereo • Tilt Wheel 
~p,A~ i -- - ~- - '~ :~ . . . . .  ~:~. CASH PURCHA~ PRICE 
IIIIIB I , ~ I I1~ ~ ~ I ~  ~ SL ~ 1  4 8 8 '  DOWN PAYMENT I MONTHLY PAYMENT 
O ,45a " ... O I *388 
."  $1.300 ' $418 = . $2.500 I $315 
$2t600 $378 _ $4.825 i $248 
~MONN $=wntu~ ~ • Vortec 4300 V6 190HP Engine • 4 Speed 
$ 3 7 8 "  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Automatic Transmission Electronic Shift 4x4 • Air ~ MoNet ~t~m.M~ 
' I' Conditioning • Power Door Locks/Vlndowa/Mlrrors • 4.Wheel Anti. S 2 6 8 '  
~m~vN~=aM~, .~ Lock 8raking System • Remote Keyless Entry • Tilt Wheel & Cruise 
=4no.~=r~,=,~...~,,~.~ Control * Premium Ride Suspension * Roof Luggage Carrier ° Next or 
e~etWIN,700 d~w~ p=~at 
PUROIMSERNANCE Generation Driver and Front Passenger AIr Bags • LockingDifferentlal ~;~.¢~¢d,~¢t,.=,.~ 
1,9% ° - =  ...._ o, 3,9% 
cA=, m¢.~ ~ . .  , , . . ,  or 
$ 068 
• ~rtec 4300 V6 SFI 19DriP Engine ,, 4 Speed Automatic 
Transmission • 4-Wheel Anti-Lock Braking System • Air Condlnonlng 
• Power Windows • AM/FM Stereo with Cassette • Deluxe 
Chrome Grille • Deep Tinted Glass • 8 Passenger Seating 
• Luggage Carrier • PASSLockll Theft-Deterrent System • Cloth 
Seating • Next Generation Driver and Front Passenger Air Bags 
S2.500 ~ $~14a 
$4865 I $378 
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EASE OPTIONS 
DOWN PAYMENT [MONTHLY PAYMENT 
$2.500 I $ 33_3~ 
$41700 ] $268 
FOR A LIMITED TIME. ONLY AT YOUR LOCAL PONTIAC'BUICK,GMC DEALER 
McEwan GM in Terrace 635-4941o.,  
13MC 
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Flying people 
for treatment 
too expensive 
REGIONAL DISTRICT 
directors want statistics to 
back their belief that 
money now spent flying 
people down south could 
be saved and that impro- 
vements to northwest 
health care would be made 
at the same time. 
They believe the money 
spent' flying patients out of 
the community for treat- 
ment could be better spent 
on improving services 
here. 
"We want to take sta- 
tistics and show the health 
ministry how much money 
is being wasted flying 
people out of the north," 
said regional district chair 
Joanne Monaghan. 
"The money could be 
spent on equipment, rain- 
ing and personnel that 
could stay here." 
The district estimates 
about a million dollars a 
year could be saved, based 
on a six-month preliminary 
study already completed 
by the district. 
"It's such a waste of 
time and money, said 
Monaghan of the practice 
of flying people out. 
"We deserve more than 
that." 
Monaghan said health 
minister Penny'Priddy has 
already commented that 
the study could be a useful 
tool for the provincial gov- 
ernment, as long as patient 
and hospital 'circumstances 
were carefully itemized. 
To get a report that de- 
tailed, the district admin- 
istrators estimate would 
cost $15,000 to $20,000. 
That's a lot of money 
for the regional district to 
Joanne Monaghan 
pay, said its finance com- 
mittee members, 
They thought he money 
might be better spent on a 
regional study that could 
collect information from 
across the northwest, in- 
cluding Smithers and 
Prince Rupert. 
"We Want to get the 
hospital board's interest 
but we don't want an 
amalgamated study," said 
Monaghan, adding the sta- 
tistics for each centre 
should be kept separate. 
That way, results here, 
where the district directors 
believe the problem'is at 
its worst, won't be watered 
down by less populated 
centres, she said. 
Regional district direc- 
tors want the Northwest 
Regional Hospital District 
to pay for the study. 
It gets its money from 
property taxes and uses it 
to help pay for medical 
equipment and buildings. 
at the Bavarian, Inn. 
Quail.Duck Breast. 1~ 
SeafOod.Lamb.Veal.Steaks i~ 
& more I~ 
W~'l[ U .£  Seafood  Gr i  ! ! 
(above The Back Eddy Pub) 
4332 Lakelse Ave.Terrace, BC 
Ph: 635-9161 Fax: 635-9182 
A Personal  and Int imate 
Portrait  
The gift  that only you  
can give 
f Call for your appointment 
AI &Nan Richardson 
4913 Scott Avenue Terrace, BC V8G 2B7 
( Ph. 635-3204 
Fax. 635-1377 
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Tuxedo Rentals 
$69W & up 
Bridal, Grad Dresses 
and Accessories 
4609 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Ph: 635-4211 
Terry & Pat Heinricks 
Journeyman Locksmiths 
4624A Greig Avenue 
Terrace, BC V8G 1M9 
Toll Free 1-888-560-5549 
Phone: (250) 635-5549 
• Commercial, Residential, 
Automotive Locksmithing 
• Authorized ASSA & 
MIWA Dealers 
• Safes 7 Sales & Service 
• Emergency Openings 
Fax (250) 635-1918 
E-Mail: tlock@telus.net 
t~ 
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of 
Our City 
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Ev's Mens Wear 
4605 Lakelse Avenue 635-5420 
"Celebrating 40 years serving you" 
iHagg ar 
nkleres,stant S4499 
cotton slacks 
reg $70.00 
ONE DAY ONLY Tues., Feb. 8, 2000 
CENTRAL FLOWERS 
Since 1973 
~ ~  Pre-book your Valentine's Day Flowers 
• "~ { "& see our selection of Balloons, 
_ . . ~ / ~ ~  Chocolates, Candles & Plush Toys. 
, ~ T  \~ Romance your Valentine with help 
| from Central Flowers. 
~.~'~'~ ) For Every Bloomin" Thing 
,~ '  4619 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace, B.C. 
~ 638-1900 :~ 1-888-325-6667:~ 
Check out our great selection of hunting 
& fishing supplies & clothing. 
_ _  
[ ~ ORTHCOAST\~ ANGLER£/~.LTD I 
3217 Kalum Terrace 635.6496 
"We Specialize in Hunting & Fishing" 
I~ ~ ~ 
I~ I~ '  
Pa int  over  your  
M id -Winter  B l~Lhs . . .  
ALL -:- 
GENERAL PAINTS 
ON 
SALE 
TERRACE INTERIORS 
4610 Lazelle 
635-6600 
i 
Store 
Votive 
Get 1 FREE 
A treat for yourself or 
/: 
special 
Located in the Coast Inn of the West 
Open until 8pm weeknights 
Dreaming of 
becoming a 
qillionaire? 
Come down to 
) Hanky's 
Millionaire 
Weekend 
Friday & 
Saturday 
~ruary 5 & 6 
Wild Bill's Gold I~ 
Gweaway every I~ 
Locatedin the Coast Inn of the West 
on s plnght serves  to warn  
people about mould here 
By ALEX HAMILTON 
IT DIDN'T take Rata Rins- 
ma long to suspect what 
was making her five-year. 
old son very ill. 
The thick, black, shiny 
mould growing, on her 
household walls, carpet, 
and Ceiling was like a 
beacon. 
"Sometimes it was 
really hairy," Rinsma said. 
"It was everywhere, spe- 
eiall~ around my son's 
bed." " 
When her son Nathan 
started getting flu-like 
symptoms and became 
seriously ill, she took him 
tO see a doctor, 
After taking a blood 
test, her doctor determined 
Nathan's white blood cells 
weren't replenishing them- 
selves rapidly enough, but 
he couldn't explain why 
they boy's immune system 
wasn't up to snuff. 
When Rinsma suspec- 
ted Nathan's health was 
being affected by the 
mould, her doctor couldn't 
confirm her suspicions. 
Regardless, she moved 
out of the apartment this 
month because no matter 
how hard she scoured her 
walls with bleach and 
water, the airborne spores 
would return. • 
Rinsma suspects a leak 
in the roof was causing 
moisture build-up in the 
walls, causing them to rot. 
"You could almost push 
your thumb right through 
the wall when you were 
scrubbing it," she added. 
Almost immediately 
after moving out of the 
home, Rinsma noticed her 
son stopped wheezing, and 
his energy level improved. 
"He got colour back in 
his face," she said. 
And for the first time in 
months, Rinsma also stop- 
ped getting headaches. 
"I strongly believe it 
was the mould that made 
him sick," Rinsma said. 
"It has to be." 
Moving out of her rental 
suit was a smart move, 
says environmental health 
officer Doug Quibell. 
Quibell said mould is a 
serious problem in Ter~ 
rai:e, responsible for var- 
ious health problems. 
"All of us need to pay a 
lot more attention to 
mould," he said. "We're 
just discovering the health 
implications." 
Some moulds produce 
toxins that can cause skin 
rashes, nosebleeds and 
upper espiratory problems. 
Quibell said one parti- 
cularly toxic mould called 
staehybotrys, a slow grow- 
ing fungus, is known to 
cause cold and flu symp- 
toms, including head- 
aches, sore throats, fatigue 
and diarrhea. 
A high school class- 
room in Saskatoon was 
closed this month due to 
stachybotrys after a tea- 
cher became very ill. 
Quibell said the key to 
fighting mould is attacking 
it with bleach and water. 
But cleaning walls and 
ceilings is only half the 
solution. 
"You have to think of 
why the mould is there," 
he said. 
That means fixing leaky 
roofs and seepy window 
panes, increasing air cir- 
culation, and decreasing 
air moisture. 
Quibell said Terrace 
environmental health offi- 
cers respond every month 
to complaints from renters 
• about mould problems. 
Doug Qu ibe l l  
Although officers have 
never condemned a house 
for being too mouldy in 
Terrace, it has happened 
in elsewhere in B.C. - fa- 
milies have had to move 
out because they were ill. 
In Terrace, Quibell said 
environmental health offi- 
cers frequently require 
landlords to fix leaky 
roofs, replace rotten walls 
or improve poor ventilation 
to get ride of mould pro- 
blems. 
"Most landlords readily 
• comply," he added. 
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Stuck tor ideas? 1 
Come and see our selection 
+I': ' +I'; 
. q ~ ~  .++'~+~++~, V Floral Bouquets  
Bal loon Bouquets  
Long-s temmed Roses 
Valent ine's Cards 
Valent ine's Candles 
Valent ine's Day Cakes 
Gift Bags 
'~  Gift Certif icates 
@ 
@ 
1 
@ 
Pick Up The Fixings For a Romanticq~ 
Meal With Your Sweetheart + I  + 
SAFEWAY 
FOOD & DRUG ,~+ 
TERRACE BC 
VISIT OUR WEB SITE i+1I~ ~'- I 
~ WWW.SAFEWAY.COM ~ 1 
• f+ 
Surgery, 
reviewed 
N'ORTHWES TERN 
HEALTH officials are 
waiting for a report which 
will guide the delivery of 
orthopedic surgery in the 
region. 
It's being written by a 
lower mainland orthopedic 
surgeon who recently vi- 
sited Kit,mat and Terrace. 
Dr. David Harder is 
looking at what's available 
now and what should be in 
place, says health ministry 
official Jeff Gaulin. 
i~:A key portion:+of Hi~'fd: 
ePs r6port takes in a con- 
troversial situation in Kit,- 
mat regarding how many 
operating rooms its new 
hospital will have. 
Kit,mat General Hospi- 
tal, one of two traditional 
homes for orthopedic surg- 
ery in the northwest, has 
two operating rooms. 
Plans for the new hospi- 
tal call for just one opera- 
ting room and a trauma 
treatment room connected' 
to its emergency room. 
Kit,mat health officials 
say two operating rooms 
are needed as one by itself 
is required because of the 
specialized nature of or- 
thopedic surgery. 
They fear the loss of or- 
thopedics to Mills Memor- 
ial and its core group of 
specialists. 
Health ministry officials 
are already interested in a 
plan whereby high-end or- 
thopedic surgery is done at 
Mills and more routine 
operations done in Kit,mat. 
That hinges on the one 
operating room/one trauma 
room model for the new 
Kit,mat hospital. 
Yet health minister 
Penny Priddy says Kit,- 
mat can have two opera- 
ting rooms provided there 
is no increase in costs. 
It's this factor which 
Harder is investigating. 
"That's part and parcel of 
his research," said Gaulin. 
"He's looking at how 
orthopedic services hould 
be delivered in the 
northwest." 
Two Kit,mat physicians 
who met with Harder said 
he has already indicated a
second operating room 
isn't needed. 
One, Dr. Jim MacKen- 
, l  I I  zie, said .it was strange 
Harder will make recom- 
mendations on what is a 
regional service when a : 
$200,000 regional health 
.study has barely started. 
Gaulin was a bit dis- 
n'iayed ++at the comments. 
"One must respect he 
objective views of Dr. 
Harder+, '' said Gaulin. 
Harder has been in 
charge of orthopedics at 
two Lower Mainland hos-! 
pitals and 'has taUgh t iK::::[ + 
UBC. , : ~ : : 
.~2" 
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Contract awarded to design 
city's millennium linear park 
URBAN SYSTEMS has won the $36,000 contract o de- 
sign the city's linear park along Hwyl6 West. 
City council ratified the staff choice of the Kelowna- 
based firm to carry out the detailed design and landscap- 
ing plan for the estimated $680,000 millennium park 
project. 
The company was among nine bidders, five of whom 
partnered with local subcontractors. 
Urban Systems will use local architect Dan Condon 
as a local resource on the project. 
"They're capable, they have the tools to do the job 
and they scored the highest in our evaluation process," 
said city parks and recreation superintendent Steve 
Scott. 
Uz;ban Systems has also been the contractor that has 
worked extensively on the city's Official Community 
Plan in recent years. 
Scott said bidding for the work was very competitive, 
adding the prices tendered were well below the $60,000 
design cost staff had expected. 
Once the design work is finished, another ound of 
bidding is expected in April to select a contractor to ac- 
tually build the park. 
Going in just before the park work is an oversize 
water main from the Frank St. well to meet future water 
demands.• 
Millennium grants from the provincial and federal 
governments will cover $366,000 of the park's cost, with 
the city paying up to $320,000. 
The 50-foot wide park will run a full 1.6 kilometres 
from Kalum Lake Drive to close to Eby St. 
An asphalt trail divided for pedestrians and cyclists 
will wind between grass, trees, shrubs and flowers. 
The plan calls for a •central plaza out of brick near 
Munro St., benches, gazebos, ornamental lighting and 
First Nations history boards. 
The city is still negotiating with CN for a final chunk 
of the park to take it right to Eby St. 
Another chunk of the park - where the Co-op bulk 
fuel plant used to be - is waiting on final environmental 
test results. .. 
WORKERS with Geotechnical Drilling out of Prince 
George were on the future linear park site across 
from Denny's last week, They were testing for any 
residual contamination left from the old Co-op bulk 
fuel plant. If the relatively small area doesn't get a 
clean bill of health soon enought, the rest of the 
park will be built around it. 
Christian school society to vote 
on adding Grades 11 and 12 
nial Christian School prin- 
cipal, said society mem- 
bers. have voted against 
adding the two grades 
since 1992, when Grade 10 
was added to the curricu- 
lum. 
But Voogd said the 
issue resurfaces every year 
because offering Grades 11 
and  12 naturally fits with 
the school's vision. 
"It's always been a goal 
of the school to provide 
Christian education right 
through from Kindergarten 
to Grade 12," Voogd said. 
Whether or not' the 
school adds Grades 11/12 
depends on the school's 
250 society members, 
made up of past and pre- 
sent parents, and other 
residents. 
Last February, the 
school's board of directors 
decided that a 75 per cent 
approval rate was needed 
in order to add the addi- 
tional grades. 
With 70 per cent of vo- 
ters in favour of adding the 
new grades last year, the 
society was just shy of the 
required mark. 
Interpreting this as a 
close failure, the board has 
refined its vision and plan- 
ning strategies in order to 
prepare for the next. round 
of voting. 
Nay-sayers are con- 
cerned that adding the two 
grades will be too. costly, 
since tuition fees and other 
costs would increase be- 
cause of the variety of 
courses and needs of older 
students. 
For now, the school 
plans to add one grade at 
time, with Grade 11 join- 
ing the curriculum in Sep- 
tember 2000 and Grade 12 
the next year. 
According to Voogd, 
the school has enough 
empty classrooms in the 
current facility to hold 
CENTENNIAL Christian about 20 Grade 1i stu- 
School society members dents. 
are to decide this month The school still owns 
whether or not to add land on. Eby Street near 
Grades 11 and 12. Parkside Elementary and 
Frank Voogd, Centen- plans to build a high 
school there. 
Correction 
IN THE January 6 issue of 
the Terrace Standard, the 
news story, entitled 
"Nursing shortage hits 
home," states that Alice 
Norman was admitted to 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Although Norman was 
"The eventual goal is 
building a high school 
campus," Voogd said. 
! Voogd said he's opt i -  
mistic this year of winning 
the vote. 
"But I was optimistic 
last time and it didn't hap- 
pen. It will come at some 
time." 
Centennial Christian 
school has about 230 kin- 
dergarten to Grade 10 stu- 
dents. 
Watch for your 
Zellers Flyer 
in this issue of the 
Terrace Standard 
GREAT DEALS 
EVERY WEEK!! 
Great  Brands ,  Great  P r i ces  
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Mall TERRACE BC 
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- ,  ii--i ~, ~ " • Limited slip rear axle • Air Conditioning 
• Dual Airbags • Tow hooks 
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• 4 Doors  - Standard • All terrain tires 
~/ passive anti-theft system * Power windows/locks/mirrors 
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2000 F-150 XLT V8 4x4 SunerCab 
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Science festival !udaes need , d 
Discover the 
scientist ,n you 
CONTRIBUTED 
THE 35TH annual Terrace Science Festival 
will be held at Thornhill Junior Secondary 
School on Saturday, February 19. 
The Science Festival is one of the longest 
running events of its kind in British Columbia 
and over the years has been of great benefit o. 
Terrace students and our community. 
Students are invited to participate by enter- 
ing a display or experiment. Last year there 
were many interesting projects on a wide 
range of topics from "The Life Cycle of a 
Grouse" to "What Cheese Moulds Grow the 
Fastest?": 
Information sheets.and entry forms have 
been sent home with students and are also 
available at the Terrace Library. Entry forms 
are due on February 9th and may be faxed or 
dropped off at Clarence Michiel School. 
Many science related contests are planned 
for the day, including: the egg drop, rocket 
launch, helicopter and paper airplane fights, 
foil boat building and scavenger hunts for pri- 
mary and intermediate students. 
Judges are needed for this event. If you 
would like to help judge the entries for the 
Science Festival, please leave a:message at 
Kiti K'Shan Primary School or contact the 
Science Festival Rep at your school. 
Judging will take place in the Thornhill Jr. 
See. gym on Friday, February 18 starting at 
3:30 p.m. The free festival is open to the pub- 
lic from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. on Saturday, 
Feb. 19. Come out and see some great science 
projects. 
COMING SOON: Musicians Robert Bard- 
ston, Andrew Brown and Mary Sokol- 
Brown are the "Trio Accord." 
Trio Accord returns 
By BONNIE JUNIPER 
IN NOVEMBER 1999, the Terrace Symphony 
Orchestra hosted three outstanding musicians. 
They were Mary Sokol-Brown, Andrew Brown • 
and Robert Bardston, also known as "Trio 
Accord." 
In several very full days they taught private 
lessons, worked in sections with the orchestra 
and then sat in as clinicians for the whole 
group. Their expertise, nthusiasm and positive 
attitude made for an exciting learning exper- 
ience for all those involved. 
As part of the plan to raise the standard of 
string playing in the area, the T.S.O. is once 
again hosting the Trio Accord in February, but 
this time the Trio will perform with the symph- 
ony in "The Chamber Music Experience", Sat. 
Feb. 20 at 7:30 p.m. in the R.E.M Lee Theatre. 
The Trio members are no strangers to the 
stage. Mary Sokol-Brown is well-known in the 
Vancouver musical community as a performer 
and teacher. She has played with the Vancou- 
ver Symphony Orchestra since 1979, and per- 
formed on broadcasts for CBC Radio's West 
Coast Performance and The Arts Tonight pro- 
grams. 
Andrew Brown, viola, is the associate prin- 
cipal violist of the V.S.O. and a prominent 
chamber musician. He has extensive xper- 
ience as a member of the CBC Curio ensem- 
ble, the Vancouver new Music ensemble and 
the Masterpiece music Players. As well, he 
has been featured on numerous CD recordings 
and CBC broadcasts, 
Robert Bardston, cello, holds posts as in- 
structor for strings and voice at Medicine Hat 
and the University of Lethbridge, His studies in 
Canada, U.S.A. and Germany led to the com- 
pletion of five degrees and the American dis- 
tinguishe d Citizen designation. He has been a 
member of various chamber ensembles, in- 
cluding the Trio Pro Art, Joachim Trio, and is 
pleased to be involved in the newly formed 
string ensemble Trio Accord. Together, they 
will perform several trio works, and this con- 
cert is certain to be one that music lovers will 
enjoy. 
On March 11, the T,S.O, is planning a Con- 
certo concert, featuring trumpet, oboe and 
clarinet soloists. Then it is on to the Pacific 
N.W. Music Festivall...and if all goes as plan- 
ned, the Trio Accord will return in early June 
to teach and workshop again, 
Local volunteers needed to help bring the arts to Terrace 
Hats off to the concert society 
ONLY TERRACE Concert 
Society members know 
how much performers like 
Oscar Lopez can eat. 
That's because society 
members throw a bash for 
the performers after the 
show. 
It's a party the Concert 
Society's volunteers de- 
serve, especially consider- 
ing bringing the arts to 
Terrace isn't as easy as 
picking a date and booking 
an act. 
For the 12 volunteer 
members of the Terrace 
Concert Society, bringing 
musicians, performers and 
comedians here involves 
hours of planning. 
Take the upcoming 
performance by the Ang~le 
Dubeau ensemble La 
Pict'S, for example. 
WORKING HARD: Volunteer Karen Birkedal has five years. The society itself has been around for 28 
been president of the Terrace Concert Society for years. The society brings the arts to Terrace. 
Planning for Dubeau 
and her eight-piece orche- 
stra began 18 months ago 
when concert society pre- 
sident Karen Birkedal 
(also a volunteer) booked 
the act. 
Booking artists depends 
on who is touring in north- 
western B.C. and whether 
or not the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre can provide the 
performers' necessary 
technical requirements. 
Another key factor is 
cost. Performers aren't 
cheap, and the concert 
society is dealing with a 
limited budget. 
Birkedal explained she 
books acts with the money 
that comes in from people 
who buy season's tickets, 
"It's really important 
that people buy season's 
tickets because it puts 
money in the bank so we 
can go shopping for acts," 
• she said. 
"If I relied on gate sales 
we could never bring any- 
one in." 
The concert society has 
224 regular seasons ticket 
holders. Birkedal said the 
society lost about 100 re- 
gulars when the economy 
took a dive two years ago. 
After the society has 
booked an act, members 
are often responsible for 
planning the artists' 
flights, accommodation, 
and whatever else they 
may need. 
This month, as luck 
would have it, La Pietb.'S 
hiifpsichordist couldn't fly 
her instrument here - she 
doesn't have an airplane 
travelling case - so Birke- 
dal had to find a local in- 
strument the harpsichordist 
could borrow. 
When Dubeau and her 
ensemble arrive February 
5, (that's if the plane 
lands) a volunteer will 
have to pick them up at 
the airport and deliver 
them to their hotel. 
Another volunteer must 
organize tickets sales, 
while someone lse is re- 
sponsible for providing the 
audience's refreshments 
for the night of the perfor- 
mance. 
Volunteers will also be 
responsible for ushering 
people to their seats and 
introducing the act. 
Once the performance 
is over, it's party time! 
"We have a'~darn good 
time," Birkedal said. "And 
the  performers have a 
wonderful time. We want 
to show them we're not 
country bumpkins." 
Volunteer Marilynn 
Oman said the party after- 
ward 'is a nice time for 
everyone to sit back, meet 
the musicians and eat. 
"Performers tend not to 
eat before their perfor- 
mance," she said. "But 
watch out afterwards." 
Concert Society's hard 
work was rewarded in 1997 
when the performers voted 
it the Best Presenter of the 
Year. 
"It's nice to know all 
the little things we do 
make a difference," Birke- 
dal said. 
If you would like be- 
come a member of the 
Terrace Concert Society, 
contact Karen Birkedal at 
635-5603. 
Ang~le Dubeau and her 
eight-piece all female or- 
chestra will perform here 
Feb. 5 at 8 p.m. Come 
early and enjoy a glass of 
wine or beer. 
Vinok Worldance, 
billed as Canada's own 
version of the Riverdance 
troupe, will perform here 
Feb. 12 at 8 p.m. The 11 
dancers, all from the Ed, 
monton area, offer a dance 
repertoire from around the 
world from the passionate 
flemenco to the spiritual 
Hasidic Jewish dance. 
What givesr Terrace bragging rights? 
RESPONSES TO the Best 
of Terrace questionnaire 
2000 are pouring in! You 
only have two days left to 
complete the form and 
drop it off. 
The Best of Terrace 
Questionnaire 2000 is 
your chance to tell your 
friends, neighbours and 
tourists what you like most 
about living in the north- 
west. 
We all have our own 
personal reasons why we 
chose to live here. 
For some, Terrace is a 
safe place to raise a fami- 
ly. 
Others choose to live 
here to take advantage of 
the great outdoors. 
The fishing is world-re- 
nowned, the hiking takes 
your breath away, and the 
back country skiing is re- 
markable. 
Sports enthusiasts go 
crazy rock climbing, 
kayaking, mountain bik- 
ing, downhill skiing, 
snowmobiling, golfing, 
playing tennis and swim- 
ming. 
For people who move 
here for employment, it
takes them only minutes to 
commute to work, and 
parking is rarely a pro- 
blem. 
Line-ups at bank ma- 
chines and tellers are in- 
significant and queues at 
supermarket check-out 
counters are nothing com- 
pared to the 20-minute 
Vancouver variety. 
For others it's the soli- 
tude and peacefulness of 
Terrace that does the trick. 
It's quiet and restful - the 
traffic is insignificant 
compared to any metro 
centre jam - and the air is 
clean. 
Enough of our reasons 
why we love Terrace. The 
questionnaire below is 
your opportunity to brag 
about Terrace and the 
northwest. 
And hey, there are even 
some questions to help you 
get stuff off your chest to 
make you feel better while 
waiting for spring. 
Results will be pub- 
lished in the February 9 
issue of The Terrace Stan- 
dard. 
i i! standard @ kermodel net or drop :off answers at the TerraceStandard 32-i'0 Ciinton Sireet! :'i 
I. Best place to spend a sunny afternoon: 
8. Best watched TV program: 
14. Best new trend: 
2. Best local/northwest website: 
3. Best spring salmon catch of last year: 
4. Best reason to be thankful you live in Ter- 
race and not in Kitimat: 
5. Best reason to drive to Prince Rupert for 
the day: 
6. Best local musician or band: 
7. Best place to spend your last $10: 
9. Best place to chill out in Terrace: 
10. Best server (waiter, waitress or coun- 
terperson) in the city: 
11. Worst paved road in Terrace: 
12. Best gift for your significant other for 
Valentine's Day: 
13. Best place tO go on a first date: 
15. Worst new trend: 
16. Best place to go for a walk or hike: 
17. Best volunteer in the city: 
18. Best place to take visitors: 
19. Best Canadian beer: 
20: Best kept secret in the northwest: 
I 
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CITY SCENE i / : i I 
Theatre 
Terrace Little Theatre presents Norm 
Foster's "Wrong for Each Other". Diana 
Braathen directs this hilarious and 
heartbreaking look at relationships. Running 
February 10, 11, 12, 17, 18 and 19. 
Terrace Little Theatre would like to 
announce a change to their season line up. 
Dud to unforeseen circumstances, we've been 
forced to change our last production of the 
season. Instead of Polly Pen's musical "Bed 
and Sofa A Silent Movie Opera', we will Concert: 
present "Vigil' by celebrated West Coast 
p laywright ,  Morr is  Panych.  To The Terrace Concert Society presents 
accommodate performance at the Skeena Angele Dubeau Ensemble La Pieta on 
Zone Festival May 10-13 in Prince Rupert, Saturday, February 5, at 8 p.m. Tickets are 
we've also cut back performances to 6 available at Erwin Jewellers in the Skeena 
nights, April 27-29 and May 4-6. 
Winner of three Jessie Awards in 1996 
including Outstanding Original Play," Vigil' 
is a black comedy about a middle-aged bank 
clerk who leaves his job to attend to his 
dying aunt. 
Valentines 
Day Dance 
The first annual Emergency Services 
Valentines Dance Saturday, February 12 dancers and musicians presenting music and 
at 8 p.m. at the Thornhil l  Community dances of the world to audiences all across 
Centre. Tickets $10 each. Tickets available at Canada. Often referred to as "Canada's 
Blueridge Ventures on Kofoed, River United Nations of Dance", Vinok is theonly 
Industries on Keith, Off Road Specialities on group of its kind in western Canada. It's vast 
Keith and the Thomhill Firehall. Music by repertoire includes dances, music and songs 
the Accelerators. (Also live DJ, door prizes from over 30 cultures - Bulgarian, Cajun, 
and free rides home!) Proceeds to towards 
the purchase of an A.E.D. (Automatic Chilean, Dutch, Greek, Hasidic Jewish, 
external defibrillator, a medical devise used Indian Gypsy, Italian, Mexican and many 
to get patients' hearts tarted again) more. Not to be forgotten are the fabulous 
costumes - many which have been hand 
made in their country of origin. 
Mall or at the door. 
This new ensemble, led by by violinist 
Angele Dubeau, is  entirely composed of 
women, mirroring the orchestra of the 
orphanage La Pieta in Venice during 
Vivaldi's time. Angele Dubeau hopes this 
new project will recall the pleasure of 
performing in a small group without a 
conductor. 
The Concert Society presents Vinok 
Worldance Saturday, Feb. 12. Vinok is a 
professional company of multi-talented 
Nights alive: 
Teens aged 13-18 drop in! Come to the 
Carpenter's Hall Fridays from 8 p.m. to 12 
a.m. and ~aturdays atthe Teen Learning 
Centre from 8 p.m. to 12 a.m. There will be 
workshops, music, videos, dances, crafts and 
much more. It's free! 
Pie-teen program for children 8-12 are 
invited to the El" Kenney Gym Fridays from 
6 p.m. to 8 p.m. for crafts, videos and 
games. Parents must accompany youth to 
register, Volunteers and any donations are 
appreciated. For more information call Marj at 
635-0174. 
Cheap, Cbea 
check out our 
NEW 
Daily 
Beverage 
Features 
MUSIC 
Thursday, Friday & Saturday 
Dance The Night Away! 
- POOL r HUNGRY ? 
TOURNAMENT Our Restaurant 
Every Tuesday is open 
7pm ~i 6 am - 11 pm. 
Prizes for 1st, 2nd & / Great Food Anytime 
3rd LTry our daily specia 
KARAOKE 
Every 
Thursday 
Come in and 
join the fun 
REMEMBER! 
The Cold Beer & 
Wine Store is open 
11  am-  11 pm 
for your convenience 
CANADIAN TIRE 
www.canadlantire.com 
Or Email us at 
www.cantlre.terrace@osg.net 
SAFEWAY 
www.safeway.com 
Thursday. February 3 
An evening with Rocque Berthiaume, 
author of The Gitselasu: The people of Kit- 
selas Canyon, at the Terrace Public Li- 
brary at 7:30 p.m. Mr. Berthiaume will 
provide a talk and video presentation on 
his book. Call the library for more infor- 
mation at 638-8177. 
Friday. Februacv 4 
Terrace Youth Soccer Association at 
for God's leading and presence in every 
school in Terrace and Kitimat. Moms 
from all schools are welcome to an after- 
noon tea to join in song and fellowship at 
the Alliance Church on Agar Avenue, 
Terrace. Time: 1-3 p.m. For more info call 
Diana Penner 638-1626. 
Thursday. February 10 
Terrace Public Library Storytelling 
Circle will meet at 7:30 p.m. in the 1i- 
the Terrace Arena banquet room. Dates: brary's meeting room. The storytelling 
l¢r idav l~ah ,4 fr,'~m ~ O n m Cot,,,.a~, c i rc le  is  opened to adults interested in  
. . . . .  d '  - - -~"  - =~=+.  ~'~ ] .+ . .+ l l J . . ,  ~ l~ l .u . t+. i l l~ .~,  • . • . 
Feb 5 from 10 am to 4 -m Frida- telhng stones or learning the techmques • . lJ. ., y ,  . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .: " . . . . . . . .  T.ERRACE  . . . . . . . . . . .  February 1.1.from-6.9p.m:..and.Saturday;--oLstol:y.tcl~g . .  ~all Holly at the l]~ry~ . l l  
. ! ! '~ .~~ ~.. + ; t•.~  Feb+ ;-,~ '2 from~l ' 0 ~,~inMo,4p,rh2!+gfiy:,ques- formore infi~ 63~-8177. . ~'~ +~: "1 
I ~ ~ ,, ': ...... ~1[ ]~]~]  ] ~ tions? Call Bev635-3719:':Who is eli- leridav. February 11 
+:, gible?- .boys ..and :.girls*,born 1982q994. - 
Proof of age must be presented. 
TER cc E T  ERRACE 
~ ~  ~ r ~ ~  
terrace.automall@osg.net 
~ D  The Terrace Standard 
standard@kermode.net 
Your  webs i te /emai l  address  
cou ld  be here!  
Contact  us  at  638-7283 
"%m ,P  
Baby's Name: 
Rhys Ruari Beeton 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 30, 1999 at 6:25 a.m. 
Weight: 9lbs 10oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Joletta Rateliff &
Edward Beeton 
Baby's Name: 
Payton Mary Margarite Mowatt 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Jan. 8, 2000 at l:10 p.m. 
Weight: l I lbs 7 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: BilUe-Jo & Fred Mowatt 
Baby's Name: 
Nicholas Antonio Swank 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Jan. to, 2000 at 11:55 a.m. 
weight: 6Ibs. 6oz. Sex: Male 
Parent~: Nadine &Brad 
Johnathan Matthew Andrade 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Jan. 14, 2000 at 4:06 a.m. 
Weight: 6lbs. 8 oz,. Sex: Male 
Parents: Jose Andrade &
Sally Philps 
t 
Baby's Name: 
Joshua Dean Mehinick-Slewart 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Jan. 15, 2000 at 7:12 p.m. 
Weight: 8Ibs. l0 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Carrie Menhinick & 
• Earl Stewart 
t 
Baby's Name: 
Kleran James Jones 
i Date & Time of Birlh: 
Jan. 16, 2000 at 2:47 a.m. 
Weight: 8Ibs. 15Ym. Sex: Male 
Parents: Theresa & Mark Jones 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more Information 
Overwa=tea 
II 
g , , , J r  
BC/Alaska Winter Campmeeting 
Feb• 4-6, Friday to Sunday, 7 p.m. night- 
ly, also Saturday and Sunday mornings at 
10 a.m. Special Guest: Evangelist Dan 
Brockman, Church of God, Tampa, Flori- 
da will be singing and preaching ospel 
each service. Other guest ministers: From 
Ketchikan, Metlakatla, Anchorage, Alas- 
ka; and Ohio. Come bring a friend and 
enjoy holy spirit-anointed worshipping, 
singing, preaching and a wonderful time 
of fellowship. 3341 River Drive, Terrace, 
BC, Pastor Arnold Miller - 638-1561. Ter- 
race Church of God. 
Saturday. February 5 
Terrace Bingo Association is offering 
a seminar/workshop n completing the 
BC Gaming application for Bingo license. 
his seminar/workshop is relevant o new 
applicants and renewals. New applicants 
can pickup an application at the BC Ac- 
cess Centre. The seminar/workshop takes 
place Feb. 5, 2000 and Feb. 26, 2000 
from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. each Saturday at 
the Coast Inn of the West Banquet room. 
Sunday. February 6 
Cut-a-then: Hair stylists from Images, 
Shades of Hair and Changes will be at 
the Skeena Mall Feb. 6 from 12 p.m. to 5 
p.m. cutting hair for $10. Mini manicures, 
which involves filing, removing cuticles 
and applying a clear polish, will also be 
available for $6. All proceeds will go to 
the Variety Club, which raises money for 
children with physical disabilities, 
Tuesday. February 8 
Riverboat Days Society: 1st Planning 
meeting for the year 200 at 7:30 p.m. at 
5339 Mountain Vista Drive. For more info 
call Kathleen at 635-2061. 
Tangling with your teen? Not sure 
what to do or say anymore? Feel like 
you're losing control? The Family Place 
invites you to join other parents for an in- 
formal evening at Kalum-Horseshoe 
Community Schools. Information, re- 
sources and survival tips about how to 
live with teens and still feel OK as a par- 
ent. February 8 at 7 p.m. at Clarence Mi- 
chiel. For more information," call Brenda 
or Darlene at the Family Place 638-1863. 
Wednesday, February 9 
Alzheimers Support Group meeting: 
Guest speaker Dr, Ferguson speaking on 
Brain Changes in Alzheimers Disease 
in the conference room in Terraceview 
Lodge at 7 p.m. For more info call Sandy 
638-0223, or Aveline 798-2581. 
Mothers Who Care is a non-denomi- 
national group of morns who are praying 
The Te~Eace Ladies Bonspiel:'2000"L ~ 
takes place Feb. 11, 12, 13. Join in for 
lots of fun. To register call Keith at 635- 
5583. 
Valentine's Day Crafts for children 6- 
10 years old will take Place at the Ter- 
race Public Library from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. 
The program is free. Please register at the 
library 638-8177. 
eating disorder information table 
will be set up in the Skeena Mall from 6 
p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Monday. February 14 
Local FAS Group is working on rais- 
ing awareness about Fetal Alcohol Syn- 
drome and its impact on individuals and 
families, and on prevention strategies. In- 
terested? Join us from 10:30 a.m. to noon 
at the Family Place, 4553 Park. Call 638- 
1863 for more info. 
International Film Festival From Pa- 
cific Cinemntheque Paciflque sponsored 
by the Northwest Development Education 
Association and the Terrace Multicultural 
Association, presents "Happy Texas" 
Monday, Feb. 14 at 9:15 p.m. at Tillicum 
Twin Theatres. Admission limited to 18 
years and over. For more info call Jeannie 
McElroy at 635-6370. Admission is $7. 
The Terrace Churches Food Bank 
opens its doors far its Feb. 2000 distribu- 
tion on the following dates: Feb. 14-17. 
The distribution centre is located at 4647 
Lazelle, rear entrance. Look for the Food 
Bank of Churches ign. It is important to 
bring ID for you and your independents. 
The food bank operates between the hours 
of 1-3 p.m. People with lastnames begin- 
ning with the letters A-H are welcome 
Feb. 14. People with lastnames beginning 
with letters I-R are welcome Feb. 15. 
People with lastnames beginning with 
letters s-z are welcome Feb. 16. Anyone 
missed can come Feb. 17. Donations of 
food or money can be made through your 
local churches as well as at Overwaitea, 
Safeway and the Bargain Store. Don't for- 
get about BC Sharing Coupons. 
The Kalum Horseshoe Community 
School Society would like to invite 
everyone interested in building a better 
community to its annual general meeting 
in the E.T. Kenny library. We are a newly 
formed society concerned with the health 
and well being of our children and fami- 
lies. Everyone in the community within 
the Clarence Michiel and E.T. Kenny 
school attendance area (Horseshoe) is 
welcome to join our new society. We will 
be signing up new members at the meet- 
ing. Community Support is needed to 
make this program a success. Our child- 
ren need YOur support, For more info call 
Ed Kasperski at 638-0306 or 635.2419. 
Yo u 
The Thornhill Jr. Secondary School Band wishes 
to thank the following individuals and sponsors 
who made their Craft Fair a huge success: 
1. Cassiar Mines/l"errace Men's 6. CFfK 
Hostel/Roy Atrill 7. Sherry and Marlha lhissen 
2..tim H0rl0n's 8. Diana W0ng Adams 
3. Cily of Terrace- Steve Scoff 9. Rosemary Craig 
4. Coast Moumin School Dktrid 10. Terrace Standard 
,eLna a special monK you to/vtr, miKe wen 
fonhis~ oyeryvhelming,dedieafion a d support. 
We would also like to thane all the parents and 
students who participated in the fair by seffing 
up, offending and cleaning up afterwards. 
Without your commitment his project would not 
have succeeded. 
Additionally we would like to thank the'public 
who attended the fair and made it an over- 
whelming success. This has inspired us to do this 
~ ~ ~ ~  as an annual fundraiser 
for the school and 
Thornhill Community. 
Donna Burton, 
Co-ordinator 
' Gift from the Sea: part  II 
Interestingly, kelp appears to have a reversing effect on 
hormone-related breast disease. Recent Canadian inves- 
tigation show that the absence of elemental iodine makes 
the breast more sensitive to estrogen stimulation. Such 
hypersensitivity can result in cysts and fibrosis, similar to 
scar tissue. "Natural iodine corrects this entire disease 
process." Again, kelp is known for its Iodine content• 
Additional Japanese studies demonstrate a direct link 
between other components in kelp and the prevention of 
breast cancer. 
Enlarged prostates of older men were reduced In size 
by taking kelp daily, as clinlcally documented• The happy 
result was that urination became painless• 
Kelp helps clear toxins and radioactive material from 
the body. It contains sodium alginate, which Is known to 
reduce radioactive strontium absorption. It can bind bar- 
ium and cadmium In the gastrointestinal tract, keeping 
them from being absorbed into the body• Some people 
have used kelp In recovering from radiation therapy• 
Ocean water is a potent source of minerals, and kell3 
seems to assimilate these into life-sustaining forms for our 
bodies• A rich source of Iodine, calcium, and silicon, it also 
contains minerals sulphur, phosphorus, Iron, sodium, 
potassium, magnesium, chlorine, copper, zinc, and man- 
ganese. High in B-camp ex vitamins, it's a source of pro- 
tein, essential fatty acids, fiber, and carbohydrates. The 
whole body may benefit from this seaweed. 
THE SOLUTION: Norwegian kelp Is often recom- 
mended as an optimum choice. Irish moss, parsley and 
capsicum may be combined as a synergistic formula. 
Remember, healthy bodies allow us to work, play, and 
1eel betted • 
For information, a consultation or tl 
purchase herbal nutrition producta 
at wholesale prices contact: 
Claudia Perry, Barbara Emery, Sid & There~ Ross, 
[)arcie Anneshy, Maureen Gent, Wayne Gray, 
Joan Hough (Kitimat) 
Bruno Belanger & Krista Botlyan (Terrace). 
ENRICH INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS 
Phone: (250) 638-1541 - Terrace 
(250) 632-2740- Kitimat 
Fax: .(250) 635".1565 
EMAIL: brun0@kermode.net 
C[mnging Canadians g{ea[~ " * : 
One  Person at a ~Tme 
Teen's poetry lauded 
WHEN HOLLY Norman entered her 
poem, entitled "Do You Remember", in a 
conte§t for teenage poets last year she 
didn't hink much of it. 
So when she recently received a letter 
from the Poetry Institute of Canada sta- 
ting her poem had been chosen from 
thousands ofentries, he was stunned. 
But Holly isn't your average 18-year- 
old poet. What makes her poetry unique 
is her choice of topic. She only writes 
Remembrance Day poetry. 
Once a year, every November, some- 
thing Holly's heart compels her to write. 
"It just comes out," Holly said. "I 
guess I just get brain waves." 
Remembrance Day is a special day to 
her, she says, because her grandfather 
and her grandmother's b other both fought 
in the Second World War. 
Her mother, Sandy Norman, who is a 
Legion member, has always encouraged 
her daughter towrite Remembrance Day 
poetry, which was always entered in the 
Legion's teen poetry contest. 
Holly won the Legion's contest in 1995 
and 1996. 
Holly says she puts a lot of "heart" 
into her poems. 
"Not many people my age want to 
write about Remembrance Day," she 
said. "They don't respect the day like I 
do." 
Holly's poem will be published in a 
book by the National Library of Canada. 
Do You Remember 
I didn't hear the gun shots, 
I didn't hear the cries, 
I didn't know the pain, 
But I remember. 
I didn't help, 
I didn't sail,, - 
I :didn;~:sh0ot;" ": 
But I/enie'rnber. 
I+w~iSn't ti~ere, ..: 
I~/asn't. biJfied,: 
I:~kasn!t:shot'at; 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 2, 2000- B3 
. .  , (y::: .... 
:Thank 
You 
LOCAL POET: Holly Norman's poem 
"Do you remember" will be published in 
an anthology of verse, entitled River of 
Gold, along with the best poems written 
by teenagers from across Canada. 
: Imay only be a teenager, 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service inthe Northwest 
Terrace Crematori .u3m since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
fA  Terrace, B.C. VBG 1X7 
NmmlSmlat Phone (i3S-2444 • Fax 635-635-2160 
24 hour pager 
The Terrace Churches Food Bank Commiltee 
would like to say a public 
"Thank You" 
to the many hands that helped lighten the work 
load when we were preparing for the move to 
our new premises. 
Don Highe - the building 
Coast Mr. Electric- wiring 
Terrace Builders - paint 
Terrace Interiors - paint 
Your Decor- carpet adhesive 
Richard & Rod Steele- carpet laying 
Bandstra Transparlation - moving & storage 
Tower Communication (Rod Dykman) - shelving 
Terrace Home Hardware - paint 
Terry's Lock & Key- new locks 
Trim Line Signs (Larry Craig)- signs 
Jim Griffith - Easy Care Siding - gufler repair 
"Thank You" for your willingness to lend 
a helping hand. 
I~8  • II • I~ • • • I t  • • But I remember. ~ . '~""~(~ <"-""4<'. <'-"--~('. <""'~<='. ~---'~<'. <'--'-<'('. '<""--<<'. <--'--'(<". <'--'~< " . <'-'-'~(~ 
I wasn't he enemy, ! ~ ~  ~v" ?~ ? I~1, "  ~ 4  A I wasn't he foe, " 
I wasn't born yet, ~( , ,~  e~ i~,~, , , ,. ~11,, 
But l remember ,  i.   ,AndyouCanS/wwit! ] 
I never got the letter, 
I never had the tears, 
I only saw the grave stones, Thi Day 
But I remember. S Va lent ine 's  
l rememberthatpeopledied, F ~ T ~  ~ ]you can  show your romantic moment by ,~ 
I remember how they fought, ~ ,~ 'k  V J I I remember why they did it, ~-  taldng your  sweethear t  out  to  d inner .  
For freedom Ithought. ~ ~ All you need to do is enter your name, address ,
I know now why this had to happen, 
I know all the sorrow and grief, ~ and phone number on the attached entry form and " "  
I drop it off at the Terrace Standard by noon February 11,2000 and 
• ,  ButI remember, yOU cou ld  be the w inner  o f  a d inner  fo r two at the  B! S teak  and  • 
Please again, do not let this happen, ~ Seafood  ~/I!;ii1.~ T 
": ~:' i ;;:!:~ Please let's try t° keep the" peace' ! :I  STANDARD-    ,7 ,/3 3 1 Cl inton Street, Please let's try to live in harmony, ~t 
Please nd the wars at least, q l  I ~ ~1,;: 
TERRACE ANTI POV- Christmas a reality for ,~' ~ P t 
+ +p ++ m+ o o+ +,,+ + , ii would like to thank every- A. lso thanks to the ~ i !  ~"~1~ one who donated to its an- children of Kiti K'Shan for 
nual Children's Christmas their donations oftoys. 
Campaign. Thank to the teens at ! ,  ) ~  T~LFp~O~F ~ , ~  
Thank you to all the bu- Skeena Junior Secondary 
sinesses and individuals for their food donations. 
patf°r all the hardwork theY in to  making this Rosanne Pearce V ~ " "  ~ ~ " - " - '~" - - - - - " - - " - -~  ~ ~~1~)~'~1,~!  
I Dinner Valued At $60 " "  " "  " "  " "  ~ 4 " 
It It It It i ~i Ii " 
~I,+=,~>"-"~ It=,>)---'> It=,~)"-"> +, >~'-"> +~,~>''~ ,  >~"--'~ , ,~ . . . . .~  +, >~....~r...j The b iggest  
. . , . ,  cont.Tibution"+to any  . . . . . . . . . . . .  : '  ! 
RSP i+ good d ...... : "R  + : " : a vice.., ........ ,,,,.,+ + +THE CONSEIL-SCOLAIRE FRANCOPHONE #93 .;~''~+'~'~::~'+'' + 
REGISTRATION PROCEDURES FOR KINDERGARTEN 
:::::~ . . . .  ++::++ Successful  RRSP p lann ing  depends  
on making choices that match 
your  long te rm goals.As a Clarica 
Agent,  I'll talk about  your  
Frank Donahue" retirement goals, and then help 
you put together an RRSP strategy 
I that  he lps  you ach ieve  them.  
Skeena Mall, Terrace BC, 
Tel 635-2387 Fax 635-6532 
Fr=, Und,,,' . l /  
.+ . . _  . . . . .  CI. RICA" 
Investment and Insurance solutions-Since 1870 
A Tm~em0rk el Claim IJ{e Imumte (ompony 
: ie~me~i~ o tile Imumme (ompo~ ml'~ Immko Im
 +LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
Fem    ooo PALACE m, u+2000 
4 ~ +  [m ~"~ 
Hosp~AL~I~a~' .~ Ke~deFden~ip 
rerr~e Sl~ing (~a M+'a T~ Council 
Terme. 
12 T.~ I3 '+~ ~mCmn I Slue~aek Anti-P~ 
Paraple F,L.~ociatkx~ Swim Club I, Group S~iely 
N~ttr~sl i n I , .+~,~ I RoyalCanad a Ki~ette Club 
++ram+ I19 T=m+ 1Ore+ II1.B S.. ~"~'"~1 ~e - r-,,~-~,, 
Terrace Minor I ~m'aT~Coundl I Tenace~a~9Oub so~,~om~o~ I "Te~;. 
19t=c+. Te~am D~10~ 7•e.=,+ IIR mnc~m pov~de~u p I -v  Teral:l~f~mal 
,m+'aT,,mCma i m~.,+~ 
Te~ace. Local l ~ e ~  
25~0~-126, +-~ ~ Siste~d I ~u~ 
~'erme I r,~o, fm~v~ 
M 'aT~P.,mmi a S<x~ty 
Games 1:00 p.m. 
Games 6:15 p,m, 
Games 9:45 p,m, 
(TERRACE/THORNHILL AREA) 
In preparation for the 2000-2001 school year, the School Board is seeking the cooperation of parents in 
registering their child on the following dates. If you have not already done so, pre-registration is requested 
in order to provide the School District Administration the time to plan staffing to meet school needs. 
SCHOOLS ARE OPEN TO TAKE REGISTRATION FOR KINDERGARTEN 
FROM 9:00 A.M. TO 12:00 P.M. and 1:00 P.M. TO 3:00 P.M. BETWEEN 
FEBRUARY 1 st, 2000 AND APRIL 15 m, 2000 
The School District will make every effort, dependent upon available staff, to place students who have 
registered by April 15th in their neighbourhood school. Students registering after April 15 may be placed 
in any of the Terrace/Thornhill schools, dependent upon available staffing. 
• To be eligible for entry to School in September, 2000, students must be five years of age on or before 
December 31, 2000. A birth certificate and proof of immunization will be required at the time of 
registration. 
Students are eligible for a full ddy Kindergarten program if: 
• they have been identified as having severe special needs, ' 
• they are of First Nations ancestry, or 
• they have significant difficulties speaking or understanding English i . ~: 
Requests for full day instruction should be made at the time of registration and the school will contact you to 
confirm this. 
To register far Kindergarten classes, please register your child at your neighbourhood 
Elementary school. 
Copper Mountain Elementary 
E.T. Kenney Primary 
Kiti K'Shan Primary 
Parkside Primary 
Thornhill Primary 
Uplands Elementary 
Princi pal, Mr. D. Bartley 
Principal, Mr. J. Vidal 
Principal, Mr. T. MacLean 
Principal, Mrs. C. Eide 
Principal, Mr. B. Eyjolfson 
Principal, Mr. B. Hildebrandt 
Phone 635-7760 
Phone 635-5828 
Phone 635-3115 
Phone 635-3513 
Phone 635-7066 
Phone 635-2721 
If you wish information on school boundaries, please contact any of ihe principals listed above. 
French Immersion Kindergarten and Grade One 
(A student does not have to be of French origin to enrol in French Immersion). 
Registration for French Immersion Kindergarten and Grade One takes place at Kiti K'Shan Primary. 
Registration for French Immersion Grade One is for students presently attending Kindergarten in English, 
who would like to begin in the French Immersion Program. 
The Conseil scolaire francophone (Francophone Education Authorily of B.C. - School District #93) 
offers full-time Kindergarten 
Registration for the Francophone full time kindergarten will be processed by Kiti K'Shan Primary School, 
phone 635-3115. 
To qualify for the Francophone Program, in accordance with the Canadian Charter Of Rights and Freedoms, 
one of the parents must: 
a) be a Canadian Citizen or landed immigrant of Canada 
b) reside in British Columbia, and have one of the following: 
• French as a first language learned and still understood; 
• Primary school instruction in Canada in French (excludes immersion program); 
A child who has received primary or secondary school instruction in Canada in French (excludes 
immersion); 
- A child receiving primary or secondary instruction in Canada in French. 
For more information on the Francophone Program, please contact the Jack Cook School at 635-9754 or 
Mr. Eric Leclerc (Principal) at 1-888-729-8988. You can also e-mail Mr. Leclerc at eric_leclerc@csf.bc.ca) 
9~ 
Gy~ CI~ 
. 
Thomhill Junior 
Secondary School 
Parent Advisor/ 
Council 
13 ~ 
Caledonia Senior 
Seoondary School 
Parent Council 
1~ ,e , .  
v Bueback 
Swim Club 
Shames Mo~ntain I Order of 
Ski Club I Royal Purple 
AISLE CONCESSION 
635-2411 
Terrace 8 Canadian 
Minor Paraplegic Assodation 
Baseball ~t~st 
Bulk~/Skeena 
Association Regard 
14 ~o~  5~.,,, tmplegic Assodation 
Hoalmmt 
Bdkl~/Skoem 
Association I~lon 
2 T~ 124 T~ 20s,..~u,, 121'crack'... 12 o+ ]23~, +++,1 I PsmPleO tc I OtAITIls~CU~ 
I 4sm<:fatio, H<~lm~ I Kitmm Kalum M~. i Te.ace Smmomd 
ParentAu~lialy I .~'+".~+' I BuntJeylSlm~a I kum.oi$1ded+lxxl I Enharmenmnt 
• I Association I Reg~ I sndEl~rs~odelv I Society 
27 12% I Catedonia Senior 
seco~ ~ E~se~ I ~c~,N~!  
A~,~n I Bu~ I 
r=mco=l ' ,~ '1  ~ I 
I 
Sat, Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Wed,,Thurs,, Eri,, Sat. Late Night Games 
Dingo Every, Saturday Afternoon 
T,V, MONITORS N0 SMOKING 
4410 Legion rTerrace 
Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Doors 4:30 p,m. 
Doors 9:30 p.m. 
i 
y .J 
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Beth Evans shares her history 
I WOULD love to share a They lived here for about a 
story with you of a very year and a half. They then 
lovely lady, Elizabeth made a move to Terrace in 
(Beth) Evans. 1953. 
Beth celebrated her Mr. Evans was Woods 
90th birthday Dec. 21, Superintendent and was 
1909, at Terraceview 
Lodge. She felt it was an 
honour to have her birth- 
day fall on the same day 
as Harvey Doll, who 
turned 103 years old that 
same day. 
When I stop to think a 
while, I can't imagine 
what life must have been 
like when Beth was grow- 
ing up. 
Life in those pioneer 
days must have been 
tough-going, particularly 
for a housewife. But when 
you reminisce with these 
pioneer women, they only 
remember the fun times 
and the excitement of that 
life long ago. They rarely 
speak of the hardship, the 
isolation or the hard physi- 
cal labour. And they say 
those were the "good old 
days!" 
Elizabeth Veronica 
(James) Evans was born 
at home on the family 
homestead on Dec. 21, 
1909 in Ste. Amelia, Man- 
itoba. 
Her parents were Wil- 
liam and Elizabeth James, 
who had seven children: 
Willie, Joe and Jerry, 
Celia, Mary, Elizabeth 
and Alice. Three of the 
children, Elizabeth, Jerry 
and Alice, were born on 
YVONNE MOEN 
the homestead in Manito- 
ba. 
Beth started school in 
Ste. Amelia, but the fami- 
ly soon moved to Port AI- 
bernia on Vancouver Is- 
land. 
In Port Albernia, Beth 
worked doing housework 
for families. This Is how 
she met her husband Lloyd 
Evans, who was a neigh- 
bour's boy. They courted 
and fell in love and were 
married on January 12,' 
1935 in Port Albernia. 
While living there they 
had three children. Claire' 
was born in 1936, Pat in' 
1938 and Edith in 1943. A 
fourth daughter Lois was 
born in Nanaimo in 1947. 
After their daughter 
Edith was born, they 
moved to Nanaimo and 
lived here until 1945. They 
lived in Parksville until 
moving to Prince Rupert in 
1952. Mr. Evans went to 
work for Columbia Cell. 
transferred to Terrace by 
Columbia Cell. 
When they first moved 
to Terrace, they l ived 
across from the Legion in 
the Columbia Cell build- 
ing - the old army build- 
ings at the Twin River Es- 
tate. There they had a big 
apartment and lived here 
until they bought a home 
on the corner of Munroe 
and Davis. 
Beth loved to entertain 
for special dinners, bridge 
parties, card games and 
was always proud to serve 
beautiful refreshments. She 
was also an active mem- 
ber of the C.W.L., which 
she had been involved 
with since 1934. In 1995 
she became a life member. 
Beth was also an active 
volunteer for the Hospital 
Auxiliary and volunteer li- 
brarian at the Terrace Pub- 
lie Library. 
Both Beth and Lloyd 
loved square dancing and 
'spent many weekends to- 
gether camping. Both of 
them were also great gar- 
deners. Lloyd had been ac- 
tive with the Rotary Club. 
Beth was also an active 
member of the Sacred 
Heart Parish. 
Lloyd worked for Co- 
lumbia Cell until 1968. He 
LONGTIME resident Elizabeth (Beth) Evans first 
moved to Terrace with her husband Lloyd in 1953. 
was instrumental in set- 
ting up the Columbia Cell 
mill in Kitwanga. 
Lateh he went to work 
for his son-in-law Johnnie 
Williams and worked for 
him until he died March 
20, 1972 at age 61, 
Mrs Evans continued to 
live in their home on 
Walsh, for about about a 
year. She then moved to 
Kelowna, where her 
daughter Lois was living. 
She also lived in Vancou- 
ver for a short time. 
In 1980 she returned to 
Terrace to live with family 
here. In January 1998, Mrs. 
Evans moved up to Terra- 
ceview Lodge. She is now 
a permanent resident. 
Beth is very well cared 
for and loved by her family 
and Terraceview staff. Her 
daughters Lois and Claire 
live in Terrace, Edith lives 
in Smithers and Pat lives 
in West Vancouver. She 
now has 12 grandchildren. 
We wish her good 
health and may God bless 
her. 
I I S ~  Difference at Terrace 
T ~ ~ &~strict Credit Union . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ ' One stop shopping at 
, oke is u ion 
k/J, ours  
, 
ype r : : : . . . .  nin 
• Redeemable :) plan. g ~ 1  
• Locked In . . . .  services l ; ~ l  
• • instant !] • Multiplier t ~  ] 
• Primer ' approvan 
• Members . . . . .  . i , .  !oac) of 
• .,~. ,, ,..;.~ .,.. ;.,.,. ;,.:~..~.:-..IoW interestRRSP loans 
• - . . . . .  I,,v'~ ,,.,,,,,,~::, i~i,.~ igstant.ta~' receipts ,i 
" B ~C ~ " l . . . . .  , ( ' ' . 
Index L i f i ked : :  -" I Contributions for the 1999 
• Ethical Funds . ~ taxation year can be made 
I ~  • ~ anytime up to February 29Ih 
Terrace & District 
Credit Union 
4650 Lazelle Avenue 
Telephone 635-7282 
open Fridays til 7pm! 
Beat he tax man and the rushl 
come in today. Your investment 
rate will automatically change 
with any increase to Feb. 29th 
INVOLVE BC 
Funding is available through INVOLVE BC, a 
new program that recognizes and supports 
the work of the voluntary sector in enriching 
the lives of British Columbians and 
sustaining and developing communities. 
" Key components of the program include: 
* Up to $20,000 per project is available to 
volunteer organizations for training, :' : 
workshops and other opportunities that • 
promote and support the vo untary sector. : 
The dead ine for app cations is " ' i 
February 28, 2000. : -~ :~ 
• Up to $75,000 per project is available for ' - 
innovative demonstration projects that. :. 4 " 
design and carry out regional or provincial . i 
training programs, provide support ' 
services for volunteer organizations, or 
bring together organizations through 
projects that use information technology, i 
The deadline for applicati0nsis ' "  ~. : :i 
March 1,2000. : /  L n 
For more information or to order theai~plicaii0ns 
. . .  ,.. and guidelines: ~.~ ~/i.i ~i ~.-.": .'.(.i:. 
• : call toll free :1,877-777-1533./  ~: 
, '  or visit Our Web site at, '  : : i i .  ,:L i 
' http://www.cdcv, gov, bc.ca : : . .  
::', :(:-!':;<!6nthelnternet ',::,; ' :  :' :;,? 
Mlnlsiry of Community Development, 
Cooperatives and Volunteers 
he f'mest 
steak night 
in town! 
Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch 13 - Terrace 
I I I  I I I II! i III I I I I I I I I I I I 
First Friday of Every Month 
J u i~ySteak ,  Bakc,  d Pqtato>~Sa lad ,  
i -2 .~; ;~: ; .%; . ;  ,.. ,:.,,, : . . . .  ' : : , f . s :~4. , ,  i ~'. , ; ,~i: i : :  . '~:~ ............ 
~:',';"!: : 5:00 p.m::servings 
mllm"liiliUlli':in*~,*imli'illlt , 
Member & Bonafide Guests Welcome. 
19 years and over only please. 
THANK YOU 
'~ K'SAN HOUSE SOCIETY 
TERRACE TRANSIT ION HOUSE 
Staff would like to extend a heartfelt thank you to 
the following businesses and organizations that 
have very generously donated or assisted us this 
year. We also would like to thank the many indi- 
viduals and families that drop off donations and 
/offer assistance. Being a non profit organization 
~communily aid is absolutely essential. This' commu- 
nity, all of you, have been wonderfully supportivel 
So then, on behalf of our clients, residents, and 
friends, we at the House would like to say thank 
you and we appreciate all your efforts and that 
together, we ARE making a difference. 
Sidowalkers Knox United Church 
RiMs Central Flowers 
' Home Hardware Royal Purple 
Cookie Jar Bakery Terrace Hospice Society 
Crows Nest Farm Kalum Forest Distrid 
The Potato Farm Canada Safeway 
Terry's Lock and Key Terrace liquor Store 
I.C.B.C. staff" Northwest Community College- 
Centennial Christian School Mechanic and Carpentry 
H.R.D.C Programs 
Kin,fie Club of Terrace Kristin's Emporium 
CWL &Parishners, Parents of Ebony's 
I/arilas School and Sacred Heart Beta Sigma Phi 
Church Dr. Dennis Fisher & Staff 
Kitwanga Quilters Club Dr.Gustavsen & Staff 
Canadian'fire Tim Hortons 
Classy Consignment United Church Women's Group 
Hospital Auxiliary Thrift Store Broth,rick Electrical 
Debbie Scarbomugh 
Coordinator of Terrace Transition House 
Terrace Transition House accepts donations of new 
or used dishes, clothing, blankeis, pillows, sheets, i 
pots and pans, and any other housewares~. I! you L. 
would like toldonate or ask us questions please .- 
call us at 635-6447. ~i 
Big  Brothers  & B ig  S i s te rs  
o f  Ter race  
Annual General Meeting 
Monday February  28, 2000 
7:00 pm 
B ig  Brothers  & S is ters  Of f i ce  
4711 Laze l le  Avenue 
Elections for the Board of Directors will be held. 
Nominations will be accepted from the floor. 
. ~  Year 2000 memberships $5.00 will be 
due and payable prior to the AGM 
Everyone is welcome to attend. 
~. .  For information call 635-4332 
Dr. R.D. Greenwood 
Chiropractor 
4635 Lazelle, Terrace 
MSP,  ICBC,  WCB ACCEPTED 
Dynamic  Ga i t  Ana lys i s  and  
Prescr ip t ion  Or thot ics  
Saturday  Appo intments  Available 
638-8165 
v i 
~p 
@ 
) .  
.............. ! .mcges  
! i i ,~ .  v.  
• < 
I . 
Karl- nne " 1 
~'~,'m~?r; u~.[~ i, >0~,  h glYear 
' Day  Of  Pamper ing"  
includes 1 facial, 1 manicure, 1 make-up 
1 shampoo, cut & style 
For the Special Price of $95,.00 +tax 
*Must be used as a purchase package within 3 months of 
4652 Lazelle Avenue 
635-4997 
V Toll free: 1-800-251-4997 V 
V 
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' ghere Do  We Go From [erei' 
An Investment Outlook For Your RSP 
: /  
\ 
You're invited to come out to hear the answers to these questions...'and others. 
• Where should I put my IkKSP Contribution for this year? 
• Where are interest rates and the Canadian dollar headed? 
• Where are the ~ best investment opportunities for 2000 and beyond? 
i i ~" DaveWilson,* Manager, Royal Bank of Canada " ii~:. I i;~:!.,i 
[ R ichard  Sf imt0n,  Investment Advisor, RBC Dominion Secu'riti"es: i:;i i[~;:i 
.... ' . . . . . . . .  ~ ~* i ~: i " ":~ *:;:" 
- . ~ SPECIAL GUEST SI~EAK.EIA; ) : -  :: ~~:~:~:~;: 
. i/; i ,  ;,~):: ::. L:,, Jim Allworth i : / ,  il :??:!~,): 
Vice President & Director, Vice Chairman, P, BC Domi,~ion Securities Sffategy Committee 
Jim Allwi~rth~has aev;,loped a reputation asCanada s"best-kept secret'! 2t~s~a*~i~'eaker*who, 
can explath:dmply ind ~:learly, how best o take advantage of investn'~ent 6pi~6itunifiei, b'ased 
on his understanding of the economy and today s demograplue market drsvers, 
i ~:~ :)-") i ' i Monday, February 7, 2000 at 7:00 p.m. ., 
• ~oast Inn of the West, 4620 Lakelse Avenue I r "~ , 
atlng is l imited, Please RSVP 635-8000. 
• . . ." 
11 '7  " Y :  . . . .  r 
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CHRISTIANA WIENS "PORT'S 638-7283 
I 
SKEENA ANGLER 
ROB BROWN 
"l'roubled times 
on Vanisle 
T he Island Highway runs over rivers. A few miles from Port Hardy it spans the Keogh at two places. Before reaching Port McNeil it 
bridges the Cluxewe. A few miles south of that it 
spans the lower Nimpkish where that river widens 
on its way to Broughton Strait. 
After a jog inland, past Nimpkish Lake, past he upper 
reaches ofthe Nimpkish River, Highway 19 bends back to 
the sea, the Tsitika, and the Adam River and the Eve. The 
mad crosses the Salmon River then descends to Sayward. 
Mount l-lhtsam presides over the valley on the seaside of 
the mad as it winds alongside ~e upper Salmon then turns 
to span Amor de Cosmos Oeek before moving on past 
Blodel and Duncan Bay on its way to Campbell River. 
The highway follows the sea, past Ocean Grove and 
Shelter Point. There are islands in the distance and creeks 
along the way. The road spans the Oyster River. After a 
feint in the direction of the Puntledge the highway moves 
south over the Trent, the Tsable, and smaller waterways 
before itcrosses the Englishman River, Nanoose Creek and 
the Nanalmo River. Before itreaches Victoria the highway 
crosses more creeks, and major ivers like the Cowiehan. 
These are the streams and rivers that water the east coast 
of Vancouver Hand; once so rich with salmon that the sight 
of them leR exploring Brits and Spaniards agog. Many of 
these were the waterways that our best outdoor writer, 
Roderick Halg-Bmwn, described so poignantly. Though 
it's been a while since these beautiful river systems carried 
the num~r offish they once had the power to, uniil a short 
:tlmi~ ago they were prowdifig fi,'ie steelliea~ Kshi ~gto aJot 
or ~giers, .... :: ~ .... -' 
• Now they are in crisis. 
From Victoria to Port Hardy fewer than half a dozen 
steelhead streams remain open to fishing. More than 20 are 
closed. After surveying creels, counting juveniles and 
adults, environment ministry fisheries staff- whose num- 
'bars are also in dramatic, unjustifiable d cline- are using 
words like extirpation a d extinction todescn'be steelhead 
stocks. 
Why? 
'Hard-nosed logging, angling overkill, oommemial fish- 
eries of the Fhst and Second Nations persuasions and habi- 
tat loss thanks to such developments as suburban sprawl are 
all villains in this drama. And, if the conspiracy ofall these 
forces were not enough, we now have declining ocean pro- 
ductivity, a recently diagnosed symptom that provides a 
grim prognosis for East Island steelhead. 
Evidence supplied by oceanographers indicates that he 
decline in productivity of the North Pacific ecosystem is a
probable r sult of global warming. This condition creates a 
death spiral where low smelt survival in freshwater r sults 
from low adult steelhead returns which are a result of low 
smelt survival t sea. 
But, finger pointing isa waste of time. What can be done 
about this crisis? 
Increased artificial enhancement is an option; or maybe it 
im't. The few streams flowing through Vanisle East hat are 
holding their own are.those which were not in attendance 
at the Enhancement Dance. Recently, desperate fisheries 
scientists have been talking of"living ene bank" programs 
where wild steelhead smelts are raised to maturity before 
being released tospawn. This is not Frankemcience, as it's 
name would suggest, but an expensive and unproven 
methodology whose fficacy will take several years to 
determine. 
Closing all the steelhead streams on Vancouver Island 
East to sports fishermen would aggravate he pressure 
problems on west coast streams and hasten the decline of 
sport fishing in general. Here is what must be done. 
First, we must realize that Vancouver Island steelbead of 
are important tothe world and have an intrinsic right o sur- 
vive. Second, we must acknowledge that he fishery for 
those fish is an important part of our culture. The sport 
needs to be maintained but only under the most restrictive 
and challenging regimes: fly fishing 0nly, the way Halg. 
Brown and Noel Money fished the same rivers, but with a 
no kill reel,lotion ut of necessity. 
Third, our politidans have to stop shoveling money out 
of the trunks of government vehicles onto the futile fields 
of amateur enhancement in hopes of garnering points in 
popularity polls. We don't need any useless population sur- 
veys on the Bulkley River or any of the other questionable 
pseudo science conducted by misguided amateurs under 
the aegis of community development organizations. 
We need to take the money from the job creation 
grams ovemeen by the corporate r newal twins and give it 
to the people who know how to do that job. We need to 
embark on a vigorous program directed at the restoration 
and enhancement of fisheries staff and their habitats with- 
Terrace powerlifter becomes 
a world junior champion 
ON THE WAY UP: Ernie MiI-Homens deadlifts 601 kilograms at the World Power- 
lifting Championships in Calgary Nov. 19, 1999. MiI-Homens' next competition is 
April 15 in California, where he will compete as one of eight Canadians in a bench 
and deadlift contest. The contest is sponsored by the magazine, Powerlifting USA. 
IT TAKES a whole lot of 
focus and commitment to
be a world champion. 
But if your Emie Mil- 
Homens, Terrace's worl- 
d-ranked powerlifter, lif- 
ting weights competitive- 
ly is a way of life. 
Mil-Homens started 
powerlifting 10 years 
ago, when he was just 13 
years old. On Nov. 13, 
1999 he realized his 
dream and lifted a total of 
1,615 kilograms at a 
World Championships 
meet in Calgary. 
Mil-Homens, who has 
never taken any steroids 
or growth hormones, 
deadlifted 601 kilograms, 
squatted another 601 ki- 
Meet the Midget rep team 
EVERY week from now 
until the B.C. AA Midget 
Championships in March 
the Terrace Standard will 
feature three of Terrace's 
midget hockey players. 
Gary Kerbrat, Ryan Hal- 
lam and Brian Rigler are the 
first of the five-week instal- 
ment. 
Hockey scouts are sure 
.to have their.eyes on Ter-, 
~ .race's big tgu&l] le~t d efen.~' t 
ceman, Gary r~erbrat, who 
hits hard and has the size tff 
do it. 
The 5'10, 175-pound de- 
:fenceman has spent 112 
minutes in the penalty box 
so far this year and suffered 
a concussion and a sprained 
ankle this season. 
Kerbrat is Terrace born 
and raised and like his 
teammate Brian Rigler, has 
played competitive hockey 
here since he was three. 
• But don't expect him to 
root for the Canucks. His 
favourite NHL team is the 
Detroit Red Wings and his 
favourite player is Steve 
Yzerman because "he leads 
his team to victory all the 
time.", 
When searching for Ker- 
brat on the ice look for jer- 
sey 18. Kerbrat shoots right 
and is responsible for eight 
goals and 29 assists this 
season. 
Kerbrat's on-ice nick- 
name is "Kerby". 
Gary Kerbrat Ryan Ha,am 
Age: 16 Age: 16 
Height: 5'10 Height: 5'10 
Weight: 175 pounds Weight: 165 pounds 
Born: Oct. 12, 1983 Born: Sept. 7, 1983 
Terrace, B.C. Terrace, B.C. 
Brian Rigler 
Ago: 16 
Height: 5'7 
Weight: 160 pounds 
Born: June25, 1983 
Terrace, B.C. 
A relative newcomer to 
competitive hockey in Ter- 
race, 16-year-old Ryan Hal- 
lam only started playing 
te~m hockey at 15. 
The left winger has pro- 
ven he's no rookie, scoring 
2;/goals and 23 assists o 
far this year. 
Although's he's the same 
height as Kerbrat, Hallam is 
10 pounds lighter and has 
clocked 62 minutes :in the 
penalty box. 
Hallam, who wears jer- 
sey number nine, didn't say 
who his favourite NHL star 
or team was but we know 
his teammates call him Hal. rap team and wears jersey 
The 0nly injury he's suf- number eight. 
fared this season is a broken Rigler knows his way 
arm. 
¢¢ ¢r ¢~ 
He's small and fast like 
lightning. And it's no won- 
der 16-year-old Brian Ri- 
gler's NHL hockey hero is 
Mike Peca. 
"Because he's small, 
tough and he works his butt 
off," said Rigler after an 
early morning practice last 
week. 
"Rigs," as he's known to 
his teammates, is a right 
winger on Terrace's midget 
around the Terrace Arena, 
playing competitive hockey 
since he was three years 
old. 
So far this year, the 160- 
pound-player, has gone un- 
injured and has scored a 
very consistent 24 goals and 
25 assists. 
He also shoots right and 
has charted 60 minutes in 
the penalty box. 
Rigler's favourite hock- 
'ey team is the Montreal Ca- 
nadiens. 
lograms and benched 413 
kilograms. 
Mil-Homens wall of 
powerlifting awards star- 
ted growing in 1994 and 
1995 when he won me- 
dals in two B.C. Body-: 
building Championships. 
And in 1996, he won the 
prestigious Lieutenant 
Colonel Arsenault Award 
for outstanding physical 
fitness in Navy Boot 
Camp. 
In 1998 and 1999 he 
went on to win the Cana- 
dian Powerlifting Cham- 
pionships in the Juriior 
181 pound class, moving 
quickly to take the North 
American junior 198- 
pound class. 
Sports 
Scope 
Lake trails 
excellent 
IT MIGHT be cold 
but the ski trails at 
Onion Lake andat he 
Hirsch Creek Golf-  
and Country Club are: :~ 
open, tracked and in 
great condition. 
All 30-kilometres 
of the trails are 
packed and tracked 
while the lit.trails in 
Kitimat are in good 
condition. 
The Kitimat Cross 
Country Ski Club is 
busy preparing for the 
Alcan Marathon, an 
annual charity event 
for the Heart and 
Stroke Foundation on 
Feb. 19. 
The race starts one 
kilometre south of 
Onion Lake at 11 a.m. 
for 15-kilometre or 
less racers and 10 
a.m. for those partici- 
pating in the 30-kilo- 
metre event. All races 
take place in the clas- 
sic style. Pledge I 
forms are available 
I through local sports stores. Call Bernad- ette at 635-6456 for more information. 
Register Local hopefuls  beaten ,or,ou,  
soccer  
at Oiympi q lifi girls C ua ere  born between 1982 
and 1994 are invited 
Joey Losler Jason Haldane 
friends and family who 
supported him financially 
as well as emotionally 
throughout his drive to 
make the Olympic team. 
Haldane and the Cana- 
dian Men's Volleyball 
team lost their initial bid 
for Olympic qualifiers on 
their home turf in Winni- 
peg at the Continental 
Cup. 
Canada lost to the 
Americans in three straight 
sets by scores of 25-20, 30- 
28, and 25-21. 
"It's going to be a dog 
fight," said Team Canada 
veteran Jason Haldane be- 
fore the heartbreaking loss. 
"I can see it as probably 
being the most intense 
match I'll ever play in." 
By finishing second at 
the Continental Cup, Ca- 
to register for youth 
soccer at the Terrace 
Arena banquet room, 
beginning Friday, 
Feb. 4. 
Registration runs 
two Fridays and Sa- 
turdays Feb. 4-12 
from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
on Fridays and 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m.on Sa- 
turdays. Proof of age 
must be presented at 
time of registration. 
Call Bey at 635-3719 
for more information. 
Drop.in 
futsal 
INTERESTED in 
playing indoor soccer t 
but not sure you c~ 
commit o a full se~: 
son of league play? 
Why not try Thurs- 
day night drop in fut- 
sal at Thornhill Ele- 
mentary. The session 
runs for two hours 
IT WAS A dream that was 
not to be for two local men 
who have risen to the top 
of their sports in Canada. 
And though Jason Hal- 
dane and the Canadian 
• Men's Volleyball team 
will get a second chance 
to qualify for the Olympics 
at two Last Chance Tour- 
naments in Europe later 
this year, local boxer Joey 
Losier wasn't so lucky. 
Losier, 23, lost his bid 
to compete on Canada's 
national team Jan. 20-23 at 
the qualifying match in St. 
Catherines, Ontario. 
Losier lost to lan Gard- 
ner of New Brunswick in a 
9-6 judge's decision. 
L0sier hadn't battled 
Gardner before but had 
battled a common oppo- 
nent and fared well. 
ier's aitempts, dedication to training hard 
"The guy is good and raising money for the 
there's no questioning trip. 
that," Dilley said. "It's amazing that he 
Losier was initially got as far as he did." 
in the Minis~ of Environment sothat hey can oonduct Unfortunately, said quite Upset by the loss but Losier, who has re- nada will automatically 
leading edge pmgrams that may save Van' isle steelhead, local coach Jeff Dilley, isn't making any excuses, turned to California to ' gain a berth in one of the 
among other thing~ We need to do it SOON, " Gardner had done his 'He lost: fair jandl trainin theAmerican.sys, three tournaments where 
i ~ i  i '  i : ~ homework and responded square, ''~s'aid Dilley, who tern, wanted to thank:al l  only the winner Will go to 
qulckiy and easily to ~Los, commended Losier for his loca l  bus iness ,  ifans, Sydney; :: 
: . . . .  .... . . . .  ....... i :  
, . . . . . . .  ) 
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Ken's Trucking leads 
Peewee hockey league 
AN N0U NCIE~ME.NT 
I : | l  I :  i l : l : i~ l : !  L' 
Agencies from Houston and 
8-5 to the Hazelton Bull- 
dogs. 
However, Terrace man- 
aged to bounce back on 
Sunday after a 10-3 win 
against C.E.P. from Kiti- 
mat. Terrace then found re- 
venge against Smithers' 
Pioneer Bippers after losing 
to them 2-1 in Terrace's 
Peewee House tournament 
in December. Terrace beat 
the Bippers 7-1. 
Ken's Trucking finished 
the round robin with two 
wins and two losses, and 
placed third in the tourna- 
ment. 
In regular season action, 
Farwest Fuels and Ken's 
Trucking squared-off in a 
Monday night matchup Jan. 
17. 
After a defensive first 
period, Ken's Trucking 
opened the scoring with a 
point-shot goal from Aman- 
deep Parmar with 8:10 left 
TYLER NOBLE 
A VARIETY of events hap- 
pened in the Peewee House 
Division in January, begin- 
ning with Ken's Trucking 
road trip to Hazelton for an 
out-of-town tournament. 
Terrace's top Peewee 
House team returned home 
with hard-fought third place 
medals, after another two- 
day tournament Jan. 15-16. 
Ken's Trucking played 
two tough teams Saturday, 
losing 12-2 to Bassani 
Peewee House  League s tand ings  to Jan ,  24  
(Each team plays 18 regular season games) 
TEAM GP GF  GA W L T PTS 
Ken's Trucking 15 65 23 11 2 2 24 
Skeena Sawmills 16 51 37 7 6 3 17 
Bradford and Sons 16 39 53 6 8 2 14 
Lakelse Logging 17 38 7g 6 9 2 14 
Farwest Fuels 16 40 45 4 9 3 11 
in the second period. Farw- 
est Fuels answered back at 
the end of the period as 
Landen Archibald put 
Farwest on the board. 
The third period featured 
non-stop action. Farwest 
took the lead early in the 
third with a goal from 
Dustin Hystad. Solid de- 
fense from Farwest denied 
Ken's Trucking from num- 
erous coring chances. 
However ,  hal fway 
through the third period, 
Ken's Trucking tied the 
score at 2-2 with a point- 
' shot deflected by Justin 
Roylance. 
Both teams had many 
scoring chances, but excel- 
lent goaitending from 
Kevin Sarsiat for Farwest 
and Alex Maclean for Ken's 
Trucking stopped either 
team from getting any fur- 
ther. The crowd was on the 
edge of their seats all the 
,way to the buzzer as the 
final score was 2-2. 
Ken's Trucking also 
faced Lakelse Logging Jan. 
24, and won a lop,sided bat- 
tle 12-1. Ken's Trucking 
lost to Lakelse Logging 4-2 
in their previous matchup 
on Nov. 27, 1999. 
BM back on top in men's.futsal, action 
THE BATTLE for first in Terrace Super BM has scored 41 goals in eight Internationals with 12 points to date 
men's occer is so tight, one point se- games o far this season. The Blazers 
parates the league's top two teams, have scored 39 goals in 11 games to 
Super BM's recent 4-3 win against date. Nilton Predicante and Percy 
Kitwanga put Super BM hack on the Fowler, with 10 and six goals each, 
top of league standings with 21 points lead the way for the Blazers. 
this season. The Kitwanga Falcons, holding 
The Cavalheiro's Blazers, in num- strong in third, beat the Blazers 4-3 
ber one spot since hefore Christmas, Tuesday, Jan. 25. The Falcons have 
are now in the hunt with 20 points, played 10 games as of Jan. 27 and are 
• With the help of Brian Barwise, sitting tight with 19 points. 
Marc LeBlanc and Trevor Lutes, That puts them well ahead of the 
and Jack's Pipers with 10 points. The 
Internationals added four goals to their 
37 goal total Jan. 25 heating Jock's Pi- 
pers 4-2. 
Canadian Tire also beat Northern 
Knight 8-3 Jan. 24. Those two teams 
round out the league with nine and 
three points each. Canadian Tire's star 
player, Corey Trogi, leads the league's 
scoring race with 12 goals in nine 
games this season. 
Coldwell Banker  1st Terrace Realty is 
p leased to welcome as their newest  
Sales Associate 
TED H ICKS 
Ted brings with him over 25 years of sales 
management and consulting experience in  
retail sales. As a Coldwell Banker Sales 
Associate and a member  of BC Nor thern  
Real Estate Board, Ted invites his friends ~ 
and acquaintances to call h im for any of 
their real estate needs. 
lSTTERRACE REALTY g_~.~_~? l  I 
member oF coldv.~ll Banker affiliales of Canada • 
Kei  Ave', Terrace, ! 
~4 • " H ." Terrace Minor Baseball ~ ~ii:Y.:~.~i;~i'~a ~IL !~.  ~ /3 )¢~ /3)¢)/3)1 
• . . 1.4 . . . . . . . . . . .  
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KIP. i I, KAI IYlNI ) (  5] 10 Keilh Ave., Terrace, VSG 1K9 ~: 
Ter  e t e.a anqu,, oom 1 :, 
• ~ ,,...~,~ • , ,. ~ ¢ . . . .  ~..,.~ ~ - - - -  ; 
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Let us send your old eyeglasses 
to the developing world. 
OPERATION EYESIGHT UNIVERSAL : 
im ml BE 
• Charitable Registration# 119068955 RR0001 :/";.= 
#.  ~ 
3227 Kalum Street, Terrace 
email: century21w&s@kermode.net 
www.century2 leananda.com 
Independently Owned & Operated 
Terrace Arena Banquet Room 
Friday,,Feb 4th, 6-9 pm 
Saturday, Feb 5th, 10am-4pm 
Friday, Feb 1 l th, 6-9 pm 
Saturday, Feb 12th, 10am-4pm 
Any questions? Call Bey at 635-3719 
$89,000 MI.S #29474 H ,/i~ ~ i  ~] .~ $25,~00 MLS 
Excellent Location Starter Bungalow Custom Bungalow 
~4 2812 Skeeos St 107.4530 Scott Ave, ", 
• [~ 5 Mrm, new N/(~ &mace, Gazebo, 0utbldgs 2 Mrm Townhousc " 
14 . $147,000 MLS $74,900 MLS 
I~ 
Jackplne Rosd 
I : 
:; - . _  , .  __ - _  
P 
:i Home To Rent Properly Management 
'4 .3 bedrooms, 2 storeys, 1 i /2 ~re you m ovingtrom lawn 
.~ bat h_.,References. Reduced to and yaw home-hasn't so d? 
:~ ~0vWmo. ~tme, ti~dyou a rren,~r a.nd 
Where: 
When:  
Who is eligible? Boys and girls, born 
1982-1994. Proof of age must be presented 
$229,000MLS 
Schools close by 
$109,900MLS 
Equity Builder 
$11,000MLS 
Southside ComFort 
$124,500MLS 
$100,O00MLS $194,500MLS 
Affordable 3 gdrm I st Time Buyers Alertll Well Maintained Home Acreage & Custom Ho~ 
$74,000MLS $102,500MLS $127,000MLS $269,900MLS 
Semi view of Terrace 
$274,500MLS 
Brand Newl Nearly New Rancher Open Plan Mobile Victoria Court 
$53,900MLS $155,000MLS $36,900EXCL $89,900MLS 
Spacious Family Home 
$199,000MLS 
~'  Y..:; . ' ,  ; , .  -~,, ~ ~',:,~\~..~,~ 
Bowling Lanes 
Commercial Zoned 
• , . . . . . .  , . . .  
Katherine Hicks Steve Cook Lfllmn Cook 
¢ Ba lea  Aaeoctate  Broker /Owner  Cuetomer  ~rv lco  
II 61~9592 ~8-7144 ~8~371 61~9592 
g I]1 . i . : 
Homeowners ¢~ . . ,~,  
Condos .~,, ~~4¢,~ 
*Boat *Aircraft ' " ~ ~  
*Travel Medical .,.~ ~ ~ i ~  
Bondina Tenant ~"  ~ ~ J i ~  . . ,~ . • . "~..  
Commercial Mobde Homes .~ ~ ~ ~ ~ [  
*Logg,ng Trucks & Equipment ' . ~ ~  \~!~ • - . .  
Monthly Payment Plans Available :V  ~ ~  
1 JI.JLd~g0 J. dlcy ~ '.~,. ~,: ,. ',v'q~' ':..~¢,'..*~ :..'~:.". ~
. OR I - 8 8 8 - 5 4 9 - 5 5 5 2 ~ ,U~o, of ~,.~,~ • D~,.~ e,~ut u,~o. 
Country Living Recent Renovations Lots of Room ~ 79,900M1~ $94,500MLS $39,900MLS 
' Building, Business Great Combination 
$104,000MLS $215,000MLS 
Commercial investment Pit Stop LEASE 
I 
' Ted Garner Derick Kennedy ~L~L¢.~'?". 
M 
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' Moving? Visit us First! Consider the convenience of boklng at real estate in ano~ner cily lhe very mornent you decide [ ~ [ ~  r i~  
~' to move. You can search for properties by area, lype, price, number of bedrooms and bath- 
~ rooms. Once your choice is made a local REALTOR will arrange viewings for you. 
~ .' " ..... ~' . Find your new home by visiting our online Multiple Listing Service ® at hgp://www.mls.ca em~ LISIIt~ $~VICE .~,#~/, ,~, , ,~ REALTO~ 
_ I I I 
' www.mls  ca  ' lira 
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ROYAL LEPAGE Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
l IIIIIIIIIIIII I l l~]~l~ l  www.royallepage.ca 
Terrace I 1© 1 
, Feature Home 
5241 Mountain Vista Drive 
MLS$139,900 
Affordable Family Living 
Why bui ld when you can move right into this established 3 bedroom, 2 bath 
home with full basement? Only 8 years young with carport and double paved 
driveway.This home is situated on the bench, near public and school bus routes, 
backing onto greenspace. The bright kitchen has a picture window facing a 
• southern v iew of  the mountains w i th  patio doors out to a patio wi th  duradeck. 
This home is in immaculate condit ion throughout.  Natural gas heat and hot 
water, outside basement entry f rom the carport and easy care vinyl siding make 
this home low maintenance and family friendly. 
A must see for a family looking for 
• : : ' ' a great area and a great value. 
Listed MLS $139,900  
~,ing appQintmrent call LISA GODLINSKI 
i TER~E~635~2404i(daysii:or ~35;~9'.50 (evenings):~.i.i, 
" ' :  !i . . . .  ' :  ' '  '".!'~ ::' : '  ':~', 'r'~:'*,: "'~':'=: ÷ 
'1111111111111111111111 6 3 5 -  2 4 0 4 
ROYAL LEPAGE l ~  024644 Lazele Ave'' Terrace' 
 m,mmlm  X© I. Terrace 
http://www.mls ca 
Independently Owned and Operated P~,Cd~ 
129 - 4524 ~cott Ave #16, 3941 Old Lake s e Rd 1945 Bobsein Cres 4910 Medeek Ave 
3304 Johnstone St 3909 Westview Dr. 
4946 Halliwell Ave 
ROYAL LEPAGE 
~l[ l l lgHg lm~l~l l  
TERRACE 
i Er ika Lariger • Lynda Boyce Lisa Godlinski 
~i 635;~4773 :i7635-022~(ce11) " 635-4950 " 
2409 Kalum St 
3423 Edlund Ave 
3756 River Drive 
4605 Loen Ave 
3844 DeJong Cres 4929 Gait Ave 
3315 Kenney St. 2510 Craig Avenue 4645 Beaver Cres. 
Stop By Our Office For A Copy Of The New 
i i  ~ I I  Real Estate m Northern B,C, Newspa 
Diana Wood '  : '  Rdia S~ndho;" Liane Habermann 
635-1976 .~ .638-8.5~4 ... . . . .  635-40?5 
, i  j 
i 
! 
% 
638-1400 
4654 Lazelle Avenue 
www.remax-terrace.com 
Same great location! New geeat price. Act Now[ Modular home on 
John  Evans  Executive home in the Horseshoe 5 acres in Jackpine Flats D ick  Evans  
638.8882 Top Condition Priced to sell 635-7068 
13 yrs.  Exp. $179,900 lVILS $139,900 I~LS 20 yrs. Exp.  
New Listingl 3 bedrooms with Handyman Spooiall Reduced to SelI!L Strata TitledI Suitable for 
Horseshoe Cul-De-Sac 1/2 Acre On Bench 
Custom Built Custom Built Shei la  Love 
4 Bedrooms 6 Years Old 635.3004 
$189,900 MLS $249,900 MLS 7 yrs.  Exp. 
1 Acre Horseshoe 
Downtown 3300 Square Feet 
Zoned R-5 Excellent Value 
$200,000 MLS $229,000 MLS 
garage, fenced yard, plus a 
3 bedroom rental suite 
$124,900 MLS 
][ 
Large lot (potential to 
subdivide) REDUCED 
$74,900 MLS 
Retail]Service Businesses 
Residential Suite Potential Upstairs 
$134,900- $149,900 MLS 
Full basement home on a large lot 
with carport and paved rive 
$116,900 lVILS 
Family Home In A Quiet Area Of 6 Bdrm Home In A Good ] 
Shaunee The Bench. 90% Finished Bsmt. Location 0fThe Horseshoe [ Suzanne 
Kruisselbrink With Roe. Rm & Family Rm Property Backi Onto Christy Park Gleason 
Great Family Home 
Feature Fireplace 
The Red F, st te 
New Bench Beauty 
3 Bdrms, Family Room Off 
Kitchen, Deluxe Ensuite 
$209,900 MLS 
Beautifully renovated mobile 
from end to end, top to bottom 
5 appliances- very hnpressivd 
$29,900 MLS 
3 bedrooms, 3 baths 2 bedrooms. 112 basement Downtown 
Hardwood floors -N/G fireplace 80'x 200'lot Side by Side Duplex 
New Kitchen & Bath Garage Zoned C-I 
$174,500 MLS. $79,900 MLS Reduced $169,0001~ 
Revenue Property Waterfront home with guest Great Starter 
Excellent Condition Throughout Gordon  cottage. 150' sandy beach Recent Updates 
Olson on Meziadin Lake Horsehsoe Location 
638-8198 
635-5382 $129,900 MLS $184,900 MLS _[ 1O yrs.  Exp. 0 yrs.  Exv.  
75'x 200'lot 70'x 200'lot Restaurant Opportunity I Southside 
Beautifullylandscaped Private Setting Including equipment IGreat Starter or Investment Home 
1 1/2 Storey Home & Shop Good Buy - Just Reduced East of Terrace I Detached Garage/Shop 
$169,900 MLS $80,900 MLS $125,000 MLS $89#00 MLS 
Laur ie  Forbes  
635.5382 
20 yrs. Exp. 
6 bedroom home in the 
Horseshoe near schools 
4 appliances included 
$129,900 MLS 
,94 Acre Beautifully Landscaped. 
Updated 5 bedroom home/new roof 
- versatile zoning 
$124,900 MLS 
Large split level family home 
located on 113 acre in 
Horseshoe on quiet cul-de-sac 
$164,500 MLS 
Seuthside .41Acre lot 
20 x 46 shop, 1,364 sq. It. home 
Full basement 
$139,900 rilLS 
Updated 3 bedroom home near 
Schools and Hospital. New 
vinyl windows, siding, roof 
$109.000 MLS 
Large Family Room Close To Town And Hospital 
$139~900 MLS $157,000 M1,S 
Great Neighbourhood ATI'N: T~ckers/Mechanics 
Fully finished throughout 40'x 100'Quanset 
Patio overlooks beautiful back yard Thomhill 
$179#00 MLS $149,900 MLS 
638-1945 
20 yrs. Exp. 
5 Plus Acres In Jackpine 
With New Doublewide (1997) 
?rivate Spot With Flat Ground 
$129,900 MLS 
$169,900 MLS $89,000 MLS 
6 plex in town Executive Style Home 
Good investment property Will Consider Smaller 
2 storey, 2bedrooms & den Home In Trade 
$329,000 MLS $269,000 MLS 
Hans Stach  Reduced 
635-5739 No thre street 
12 yrs.  Exp. $89,900 MLS 
Copper Mountain 5 Bedrooms 
Natural Gas Fireplace Private Rural setting 
Over 1,200 square feet 5.78 Acres 
$79,900 lOlLS $242,500 MLS 
3 bedrooms 
Close to Schools 
78' x 122' lot 
$87.500 MLS 
3 bedroom mobile in good 
shape. Includes 4 appliances 
Enviro.lock insulated dry roofsyste[ 
$34,000 MLS 
Viv Steele 
635.6905 
2 yrs. Exp. 
Bench 
Side By Side 
Duplex 
$225,000 IPILS 
3 Bedroom deluxe rancher 
1,762 Square feet 
View 
$127,900 MLS 
ii~ ~ : i 
2.4 Acres 
3 Bedrooms 
24'x40' InsulatecYlteatod Shop 
$254,900 MLS 
3 Bedrooms 
Paid Up Sewer System 
0.21 Acre 
$79,000 MLS 
14'x70' Mobile In 
Jackpine Flats On 2.5 Acres 
Ffidge, Stove &Dishwasher lndudcd 
$89,900 MLS 
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fACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
• on a saturday, Sunday or Monday, lhe deadline le 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all dlsolav and classified adF, 
' ,TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advedlser 
1Week (Standard & Advortlser~ $13.38"(~¢. os'q 
3 week8 ($1andard &Advertiser) $25.68"(~. as'r) 
*Additional words rover 20~ 20¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11,48 per column inch Pickup $5,00 Mall out $10,00 
(BIRTHDAYIANNIVERSAI~WCARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES / 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $7,42c,in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $13.72 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad In the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
L osi  
:ANNOUNCEMENT: 
, . ....~ :' , . . ;  . : 
CTION ..... AD 
Classifications! 
ANMOUNCF.MEN/S 616 COMMERCIAL 
105 AHNOUNCEMENTS 628 ro~ SALE OR RENT 
I 1O ANNN~RSARIES 636 FK3USES FOR RENT 
120 BIRTHDAYS 640 MISC. FOR RENT 
125 CHURCH 644 MOBILE HOMES 
130 COMING EVENTS 648 ROOM & BOARD 
135 ENGAGEMENt/ 656 SHARE 
WEDDINGS ACCOMMODATION 
14S IN MFI~ORU~4 660 STORAGE 
150 U~GAL NOTICES 668 TOURIST 
155 ORIIUARIE5 ACCOMMOOATIONS 
160 TENDERS 676 WANTED TO RENT 
165 THANKS 680 WAREHOUSES 
PERSON4L REAL ESrME 
210 ~U SINF.SS PERS(~NM5 70S ACREaGES/LOTS 
230 LOST & FOUND 71 $ COMMERCIAL PROPERTY 
240 PERSONALS 730 FOR SALE SY OWNER 
MERCHAN~L~E 73S HOUSES 
31S AUCTIONS 745 MOBILE5 
330 COMPUTERS 7SS OPEN HOU~ 
355 FURNITURE 770 WANTED 
360 GARAGE SALES AOTOMO/~E 
36S/v~SC, FOR SAIJE SIOCARS FOR SAI~ 
380 TIMSER 81S TRUCKS FOR SALE 
39S WANTEO 
Pt3S / FARM 854 AIRCRAFT 
410 FARM EQUIPMENr 858 A'rv's 
425 LIVESTOCK 
435 PErs 862 BOATS / MARinE 
866 MorORcYCLES 
INDUSTRY 870 RV'S CAMPERS 
460 EQUiPMENt' 874 RV'S 5TH WH EB.S 
470 LOGGING/TIMSER 878 RV'S MOTORHOME5 
480 MACHINERY 882 RV RENTALS 
EI~OrMENT " 890 S~OWMOSILES 
510 BUSINESS 
OPFORTUN~E5 SERVK~S 
520 CAREERS ' 908 BUSINESS 
530 EDUCATION OPPORTUNnlES 
540 HELP WANTED 910 BUPJ)ING SERVICES 
570 TUTORING 912 CARPENTRY 
S80 WORK WANTED 914 CHED CARS 
RENTAL 920 CONSTRUCTION 
604 APARTMENTS 932 HANDYMAN . 
608 HAS~J~ENT SUFFE 936 JANITORIAL 
612 CA~NS/coTrAGES 944 MISC. SERVICES 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appmprtale headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that It Is against the provincial Human Rights Act to dlscdmlnata on the basis of children, medial status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads, Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement sad to retain any answers directed to the.News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are recalved. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after Ihe first publicanon, 
It Is agreed by the advertiser equesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard In the event of fsUure Io publish an advedisament as published 
shall ba limlled to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect Insartlon for the podlon of the advertising space occuplad by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability In any event grester than lhe amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address. 
Phone. Start Date # of Insertions __Terrace Standard #......_Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIFICATION, Credit Card No. Expiry Date~ 
Q VISA Q MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 
6 
11 
7 
12 
17 16 
13.59 13.e0 
25 .89  2e. 11 
14.66 14.e7 
2s .96  27.18 
a 
l f3 
18 
4 
9 
14 
19 
J I  • B IENBI  Cl ip  & Ma l l  Th is  Form To :  
Ter race  Standard  
3210 C l in ton St., Ter race ,  B.C.  V8G 5R2 
8 
10 
lS  
13.S8 
25 .e8  
14,02 14.23 1~..45 
26.32 26.84 2e .7e  
15.09 18.30 15.82 
27 .39  28.1 4 28.36 
STANDARD 
For longer ad, ; )tease usb a separate sheet 
Phone 'Fax  
638-7283 638-8432 
; :210  BUSINESS 
I L":PERSOflALS :; 
ANYONE KNOWING the where 
abouts of Brent Peltier. Please 
call (collect) hi6 father at 250- 
635-0971, 
BALANCE FASHIONS Cloth- 
ing 20% off Winter Sale. For 
more info call Gall 250-638- 
2073. 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Cana- 
dian Pardon seals record.. 
Amedcan Waiver allows legal 
entry. Why dsk employment, 
business, travel, licensing, de- 
portation, All Canadian/Ameri- 
can immigration applications. 
1-800-347-2540. 
www.bchvdro.c0m 
DESIGNATED PARKING Plac- 
ard Program for people with 
mobility disabilities, sponsored 
by the BCIILRC. Call 1-877- 
288-1088 for an application or 
information and referral servic- 
es available for people with dis- 
abilities. 
SINGLE MOTHER looking to 
meet other single mothers to 
start a support group and share 
ideas.. If this interests you 
olease call Lora 250-638-8123. 
These feet are the ~;  
shape of an unborn "~!)~/ 
babxs feet at ten weeks 
after conception. 
~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & HEALING CENTRE 
Open Channel, ' ~rot Readings- 
Laurel Ballard MscD Phd 
Palm Mystery. Merino Driedger 
"WORKSHOPS" - 
Faerie Realm - Feb. 5
Earth Religion - Feb. 12 & 13 
Natural Msglek - Feb. 26 
"3611C0tt0nwood:Cres! ~ 
: Thorrihiit B.Ci VSGIfCS::.! :: 
i 761 
:i :IY i 
wE  ,.Gs: i !!i
" ' ',: ' :  ,'i ~: ' / : '  : '""; "": '~: "?': ' 
On February 14 
Tell Your Sweetheart 
How Much You Care 
With A Valentine's Greeting =. 
These Valentine's Greetings will be  
publ ished in the 
February  9, 2000 Terrace Standard 
TERRACE KICKBOXING club. 
New bigger location. Ring, 
heavy bags, speed bags, etc. 
We offer light to full contact. 
W.K.A training or just get in 
shape while learning self de- 
fense. Introducing Kickflex-Car- 
die, aerobic stretching workout 
on real equipment not airkick. 
First workout free. Call Tony at 
250-615-KICK. 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
Ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
or Ematl: manucomp@unl- 
serve.cam 
EVANLY.RAYS 
FREE 2000 CALENDAR 
SRV 39.99 colledors edition 
rated best service and most accurate 
psychics in~a in 1998 +1999 
• Career W 
• Relationships 
Spouse habits 
• Picking Lotto #'s 
• • in 2000 
1-900-45  ! -4055 
24 HRS. $2.99/ J ln  - 18+ 
. .  I':~lO 
r I~q l  
GS~ 
!: " i' 
k 3210 Cl inton St. T 
COSSETT, BEVERLY ELDON 
Lordly,  Lordly,  or 250-635-5860 ~kc~l'~l:~¢l~l;  i Born April 10, 1934 in Roxville, Nova Scotia. FO~N~8~ Dr d~ ~r~° ! i  ~5i! fit 3Si ~Sn~ 
40 
The Olher Gang 
IANNOUNCEMEN T • ii "::, ~ '% " !  ,.i : 
Passed away Jan. 25, 2000 in Terrace, B.C. 
Predeceased by son Terry and father Oelmar. Beverly will he 
remembered and sadly missed by his beloved wife of 39 years, Eva, 
as well as their large family. * 
1hey include daughter Brenda, her husband Calvin Knapp and their 
children Levi & Dylan. Daughter Rata and her husband Tim Wilcox. 
Daughter Leta and her husband Ambrose Haggins and their children, 
Alexander and Larissa. Daaghler Gale, and her husband Brian Smith 
and their son Max. Also son James. 
Beverly also left behind his mother, Berlha Cossett, his sister Lorna 
Fryer and her husband Herb, and nieces, nephews and close friends. 
A memorial Servke for Beverly was held on Friday, January 28, 
2000 at the Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses in Terrace, B.C. 
The Cosselt family would like to express Iheir gralitude and appre- 
ciation for the love and supped shown during this difficult lime. 
Especially, they would like this gratilude 10 be extended to the medi- 
cal staff at Mills Memorial Hospital for their dedicated ad compas- 
sionate care during Beverly's illness. 
:: : 7 
240 PERSONALS '  
~ A A A A A A A ~ A A A A A  A 4 A A A  ~ A ~ A A ~  A 4 ~ A A A A A A A A  A A 
I II Annual General Meeling of lhe Terrace II I 
I I I I  Publk Library Assodation II I 
[ ]  I I wm be held on I I [ ]  I Former Terrace rest- 
I l l  Thursday, February 17, 2000 JJI I dent, Edwin (Ed)Piesche 
J passed away at his 
[]11 in the Terrace Library Meellng Room at 7:00 p.m. l ib  I Lanley home, in his 
[ ]  J I Bedi0ns to ~e Board of Trustees ~11 take place and nominations J J [ ]  J sleep, January 6, 2000. 
[ ]  J J for these positions will be accepted from the floor. I J [ ]  J He is survived by his Iov- 
( ) 
van Niedarhausern 
N 
(John), Silvia Weidner 
(Larry McGougan), Ralph 
(Cindie), Gerry (Dianne) 
and Tina Currell (Bob), 
eighteen grandchildren and 15 great-grandch dren. 
He is also survived by his sister Lisel van Seelen and 
three niece with their families in Germany. 
Edwin Piesche was born August 7, 1921 in 
Kunersdorf, Czechoslovakia to Alfred and Frieda 
Piesche. After the war, Ed and Margaret married and 
lived in Germany until 1953 when they and their 
three daughters immigrated to Canada. The family 
lived in Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan and 3 more chil- 
dren were born there. In 1962, Ed and his family 
moved to Terrace where he started a pa ntlng bus- 
ness, Ed's Painting & Decorating, The family lived in 
Terrace until 1974 when Ed & Margaret moved to the 
lower mainland. 
Hewill be deady missed byLoII of hisfamily and his J, 
many friends, both here and in the Io~ver mainland. J 
FOUND ONE set of keys, Hep- 
pie Road, on Braun's Island. 
Jan. 15, 2pm. Call 250-638- 
0586. 
FOUND SMALL black cat. Wa- 
ter Lily Bay area/Lakelse Lake. 
Affectionate. January 27/2000. 
Call 250-798-2535 to claim. 
LOST JUNE 17 at 9:30pm at 
the Bingo Hall In Pdnce Rupert. 
a black leather wallet. Please 
return, no questions asked. I.D. 
very Important. Please call 
(250)624-2002 extension "0". 
Reward offered. 
SHORT HAIR tortoise shell fe- 
real cat. Five years old "Spicy" 
from Miller.Ave. On Jan. 10. 
Call 250-635-4025. 
CANADA'S MOST renowned 
and respected psychics. Live 
and ConfidentiaL..Amazlng Pre- 
dictions. Let Victoda, Madlyn, 
Peter, Kelth, Mona, Ana and 
other gifted psychics help dis- 
cover your destiny. Relation- 
ship, Daily Cdsis, Finances? 
24hrs/18+/$2.99mln. 1-900- 
677-5872. MYSTICAL CONNE- 
TIONS 1-877-478-4410 (credit 
card only). Email www.mystic- 
connectlons.com 
INVITATION TO TENDER - 
HIGHWAY 16 WATERMAII~ 
INSTALLATION CONTRACT 
(Kenney St. to Munroe St.) 
Tender documents and 
Offer Forms for installation 
of approximately 425M of 
450ram watermain are 
available from Monday, 
February 07, 2000, and 
may be picked up for a non- 
refundal~le f e of $25.00, at 
the Publlc Works 
Department, 5003 Graham 
Avenue, Terrace, weekdays 
between the hours of 8:30 
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. " 
Tender to close at 2:00 
p.m. On Thursday, February 
24111,2000. . . . . .  
I ~ |vd g F_ ' I  I [e ]  ~ I I  I [e ] l l  I =1 ~ I ~]  =1' 
Description J Reference J Closing Date 
I J504-07-20001 March 14/00 
Repo~ng, inspecting, and treating standing wood pole stubs on distribution lines in 
Terrace. 
1) Teuace - area 1 
SetaUs available from the office of BC Hydro, 1155 McGill Road, Kamlo0ps, B.C. V2C 5L1 
Tel. (250) 371-6905 
Sealed Tenders cleady marked with reference number will be received at the above 
address until 11:00 a.m, on the above dosing date. 
TH!  POWER IS  Y O U R S  
, BC hgdro 
m 
CITY OF TERRACE 
PUBLIC NOTICE OF INTENTION 
/ 
ROAD CLOSURE& ROAD EXCHANGE 
I 
TAKE NOTICE THAT, pursuant o Section 525 & 527 of the 
Municipal Act, the Council of the City of Terrace intends to stop 
up and close that portion of highway (the "Closed Road") 
marked as "Closed Road" and shown hatched on the accompa- 
nying drawing and exchange the "Closed Road" for those por- 
tions of land marked "Road" and shown in heavy black outline 
on the accompanying drawing. 
, I-.~A, ~,r,.I, qln ~/0 ~ ~: : . " t  :' ~ : , ,  T ~  
¢,~- a,, , " ,:) ~ . . . . . . . .  
~ Z 
:C . )  . m " 
; . : 
THE PROPOSED ROAD CLOSURE & EXCHANGE BYLAW MAY 
BE INSPECTED between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p,m., 
each day, from. Wednesday, February 2nd, 2000, to Monday r 
February 14111, 2000, inclusive, excluding Saturdays and 
Sundays in the reception area at the City of Terrace Public 
Works Building at 5003 Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C • 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
MUNICIPAL ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. • ; 
RaN PCXDLE, Chief Administrative Officer .... 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBUCHEARING 
LAND USE CONTRACT DISCHARGE ! 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to discharge 
Lafid Use Contract Bylaw No. 664-I 972 
THE SUBJECT PROPERTY: 
The application affects the property, within the City of Terrace, 
shown shaded on the accompanying map and described as: • 
Lot 1, Dis~ict Lot 369, Range 5, Coast Disffict, Plan 7024 
. . . .  - . . . . .  N . . . . .  aONSP EL. - -  
THE INTENT: 
In order to allow for Ihe possible future xpansion of the Terrace 
Curling Rink. 
BYLAW INSPECTION: 
THE :PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in the raceD. 
tion.area t the City of Terrace.Public Works Buildincl at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours of'~;30 a.m. 
to 4:30p.m. each day from Wednesday, Februar !nd, 2000, 
to Monday, February 141h, 2000, excluding S~ rdays and 
Sundays, 
PUBUC HEARING DETAILS; 
Any persons wlshlng.to voice their opinions regardin~l this 
application may do so in writing, and/or in person, Af ]HE 
PUBLIC HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL 
CHAMBERS, AT 7:00 P.M. ON MONDAY, FEBRUARY 14THs 
2000. 
,THis NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
, ,~~. .~ R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AME.N.~DME~TS. 
i . ' RON POOLEi(~llidAdm,nidratlve Officer.; ~: : i  
The Terrace .Standard, Wednesdayi'February 21 2000 -B9 
RDee "crlptl°n I RS°f4r'°;'c:°°° I ~°?clhg4~e 
60L~83B. SKA x TEn 
60L394 •SKAx KAL 
1L385. TKW x SRS 
1L391 -HUS x HML 
1L393 • HUS x NHS 
Details available from the office of BC Hydro, 1155 McGill Road, Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5L1 
Tel. (250)371-6906 ' 
Sealed Tenders clearly marked with relerence number will be received at the above 
address until 11:00 a.m. on Ihe above closing date. 
THi  POWl l  IS YOURS , 
BChgdro 
' Sim Gan Forest Corporation 
Forest Development Plan 
Nollce is hereby given that Sire Gan Forest Corporation wl ha d a pub c 
viewing of the proposed forest davefopmenl p an for Forest L cence 
A16666. This plan will cover the Chemainuk/Shumal, Kwlnatahl/Hoan 
and East Kinskuch geographic areas. 
This forest development plan shows the location and orderl devela ment . - y P 
of proposed harvesting road development, maintenance, and deacliva- 
lion. The.plan also inJudes information an the maintenance and 'protec- 
tion o[ omer resource values in the area. It is available for review by 
resource agencies and Ihe public before approval is considered by the 
Ministry o| Forests. All approved higher- eveI pans that encom ass the 
development area will be made available [or review at this time. p 
The forest development plan will be available for review during the week 
o[ February 14 to February 21, 2000 at the following dates and leca- 
lions; Terrace Public Library 4610 Park Avenue Terrace, B.C. during nor- 
real business hours (Monday lpm to 5pm, Tuesday to Friday 10am to 
9pm, Saturday lOom to 5pro and Sunday 1pro to 5pm) Sim C;an Forest 
Corporation, Branch Office, 3974 Old Lokelse Lake Road Terrace B.C. 
and Gikvinks hlkw Band Council office, 207 Zaul Zap, Gitwlnksihlkw, 
B.C. during normal business hours (Monday to Friday 9am to 4pro} 
A representotlve o[ Sim Gan Forest Corporaton 'wil be ~ailable at 
Tillicum Lodge (Nass Ca~p) from 12 noon to 9pm an Wednesday 
February 23, 2000 to discuss the proposed plans and receivecommenls. 
To ensure consideration before a ~proval isconsidered by the Ministry of 
Forests, wr tten comments m sst ~e received at 3974 Old Lakelse Lake 
Road, Terrace, B.C. V8G 3V1 by Aprl] 05, 2000. 
ff any interested parties are unable to review theproposed plans during 
these times, arrangements can be made to view the plan at a time con- 
venient to them. Please contact Red Fowler at (250) 635-6956,  or in writ- 
ing at Sim Gan Forest Corporation, Branch O[fico, 3974 Old Lakelse 
Lake Road, Terrace, B.C. V8G 3V1. 
48D MACHINERY 
CANADA'S BEST 24 
HOUR 1 on 1 (18yrs+) 1- 
888-913-8122 from 
$2.00/min. Credit card bill- 
ing. •. 1-900-451-2220 
$3.99/min Website: 
www.discreettalk.com 
CAN'T USE Viagra? Maximus 
Natural Cream now available. 
For FREE info kit call Mark's 
Plaza Pharmacy. Toll Free 1- 
877-6664 
GOOD NEWS: Have you heard 
any Lately? Then get to know 
God better through a FREE 
'"Bible Study Course" and Bible. 
For more information write 
Good News Bible Study, Box 
=349 Telkwa B.C., VOJ 2XO. 
~Phon~ Rickl collect 0-2~0-84'6- 
5219. 
MALE ORGAN enhancement. 
FDA approved. Medical vacuum 
ipumps or surgical enlargement. 
Gain 1-2". Permanent and safe. 
Resolve impotence. FREE 
brochure. Call Dr. Joel Kaplan. 
312-409-5557. Insurance reim- 
bursement. : Visit websita 
. www.drioelkaplan.com: '* " 
SWF 33 non-smoker, fun lov- 
ing, attractive, fit and financially, 
secure. Enjoys outdoor, movies" 
and dancing. Seeks SWM 33- ~ 
45 honest, employed with simi- 
lar interests for companionship 
or relationship. Respond to File 
#52, C/o Terrace Standard, 
32.10 Clinton St, Terrace, BC 
VSG 5R2. 
"HOT XXX GIRLS LIVE" 1- 
900-830-0044. $4.99 per 
minute. Must be 18+. 
COMPUTER REPAIR: Hard- 
ware, software. Basic tutoring. 
Free pickup. $30 per hour. Call 
Dale 250-635-6647 
,. 520 CAREERS 
DELICIOUS LAMB. For sale. 
Cut & wrapped to your specifi- 
cations. $2.79/Ib. Delivery avail- 
able. Hamblin Farm Mr~ats. 
Houston. 1-800-665-6992 or 
250-845-2133 
FRIDGE AND stove for sale, 
yellow fridge, $300. Green 
stove, $150. Call 250-635-6730. 
HAVE YOU ever enjoyed a 
story of success and big mon- 
ey? "The Thrill of the Deal" A 
great readll Just off the Pressll 
Author spent time In Smlthers, 
Houston, Bums Lake, Vender- 
• hoof, Prince George + Quesnel. 
Lots of names you will know. 
Pictures galore. Call 1-250-692- 
3722 for your copy. A great 
read. 
USED COIN operated washing 
machines $250. Ph 635-2838. 
. .  
We Buy, 
Sell 
& Trade 
USeD 
.~ i l l  
CD'S  
] SKEENA MALL 
.[. TERRACE 
k[. 635'49,48 
COLOR ME red kennel Alaskan 
Malamute puppies. Wolf-grey, 
bll'Jwhite, red/white. Microchip 
Deworm. $2500. Shipping avail- 
able. Delivery negotiable. Wil- 
liams Lake. 250-392-1198 Fax: 
250.392-1519. 
WE STILL have a few female 
Golden Retriever pups left. Ba- 
sic house training, second set 
shots, raised on a farm w/child- 
ren. 250-635-2224. 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocators. Hauling avail- 
able. Dave Crossan 250-567- 
2607, 6 km Mapes Road, Van- 
derhoof, BC 
BEDRM SUITE $150, SkiDoo 
Trailer $200, Futon (new) green 
$495, Antique table $300, 2 
Lamps $25. 250-635-1543. 
WOOD COOK stoves - old time 
stand by for cooking • and heat- 
ing. Selection of various sizes + 
BUILDING LOGS wanted: 
Spruce or Fur. Please call Don 
(250) 835-8881. 
JOHN DEERE 440 skidder. Ex- 
cellent condition. New tires, 
Trigg chains. $15,000 OBO. 
667-B skidder. Good working 
condition, with or without new 
chains, $10,000. 250-638-1811 
after 6:00 pm. 
LOGGING TRUCK loads of 
Birch firewood for sale. Phone 
638-7290. 
,: 1987 HITACHI EX200 with 
Denis stroker/delimber. Under 
8000 hours, MD3 measuring 
system. Top & butt saws. Excel- 
lent condition. Lowbed to near- 
est town. (604) 867-9272 or 
(604) 867-9341 after 6:00 
$$GOVERNMENT PRO- 
GRAMS information Govern- 
ment assistance programs in- 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8866 
ARE YOU looking for extra in- 
come? Get started todayl Call 
now for an appointment. 250- 
638-0005 or 250-638-0053 
BIG PROFITSI $6,000 invest- 
ment in the Japanese Yen, 
could have recently given you a 
return of $45,000. Call 1-888- 
807-4364 for your REPORT & 
find out what market is ready for 
THE NEXT BIG MOVEII 
I I 
W(.l~ UI-A LEVEL 3 
Feb 14-25 Moa-Fri 8-4 $639 
Mar 20-31 Mon-Fri 8-4 $639 
Kitwanga Feb 15-Marl 1 "rues 
evening & Saturday Thur$639s- 
& 
Ki twanqa Curlin,c I Club 
WCB OFA LEVEL 1 
Fri Feb 11, Sat Feb 26, Man Feb 28 $83 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
Wed Feb 9, Sat Feb 12, Sun Feb 27 $83 
W.H.M.LS. 
Via computer anytime $50 
EXPERIENCED COOK Smith- 
ers Golf Course, April to Sep- 
tember, cooking for up to 200 
twice a week. Resume to: 250- 
846-9685 fax, emaih cam 
@bulkley.net, or Box 502, 
Smithers, BC VOJ 2N0. 
FULL-TIME assistant manager 
required. Preferably with retail 
experience in sporting 
goods/out-door store. Position 
in Smithers in new out-door 
store. (Out-door retail and tour- 
ism centre). Out-door experi. 
ence (back-packing, climbing, 
etc.,) an asset. Please submit 
resume by February 25/00. Out- 
door Essential, Box 9, Smithers, 
BC, V0J 2NO. Fax: 250-847- 
1912, email: info@northerlight- 
stours.com 
INLAND KENWORTH Parker 
Pacific - Quesnel, B.C. requires 
a HEAVY DUTY EQUIPMENT 
MECHANIC. Applicant must 
have hydraulic & electrical 
background for forestry swing 
applications. Competitive wage 
& benefit package. Send 
resumes in confidence to In- 
land Kenworth, 3150 Highway 
97N.; Quesnel, B,C. V2J 3J4 
Attn: Roy Cherry 
HERBALIFE INDEPENDENT JOURNEYMAN PAINTER re- 
models. $500 + upwi~tds. 250- i Distributor. for product or oppor- quired, must have skills in all ar- 
567-4302. tunity. Please call Evelyn 250- eas of painting and finishing. 
635-1543 This permanent position is for 
career minded individuals only; 
HOME WORKERS NEEDEDII willing tolive in Smlthers. Send 
To assemble our products. For resumes to: Interior News File 
free information send S.A.S.E. #101, Box 2560 Smithers, BC 
HAY FOR sale large round Crafts, 8-7777 Keele St., Dept. VOJ2N0. 
bales, Ibarn stored Alfalfa gr&s~ ~. #2, Concord, Ontario, L4K 1Y7 
mi:~ed ~no ialn. i Phone 250-846,- i or cal 1-88Q~7~'~7A09'% ' REQUIRED PERMANENT ve 
9209 for mbre info.i ' ', ! EOCA~~SIN~i~U 9 :':~ ,~ ' .Y '~f~ '~]~! ;~, . -~q~_q,  
' ~" rless fnP'~i~;:~..li a;~h~i~o,~ two aayspe~',week.! MUStlDe tlU- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ent in  English~, ?non;si~0ker low overhead, unlimited poten- 
BULK GROUND or rolled grain " 
all mixtures. Buy or trade all 
Classes of livestock. Pick up 
and delivery. Southslde Feeds. 
1-250-694-3500 50R52 
CHAROLAIS - Purebred polled 
yearling bulls. Excellent quality. 
Easy calving. Bred for the com- 
mercial producer. $2,000/up. 
Berth Charolais 250-567-4584. 
GENERAL LIVESTOCK haul- 
ing, cattle, horses,sheep. Li- 
censed and insured for Canada, 
USA. Hay hauling and sales. 
250-694-3448, cell,• 250-692" 
6559, fax 250-694-3769. Jeff 
Giesbrecht Transport, Bums 
Lake, BC> 
tlal for growth. $30,000, for 
• more tnfo call 250-638-1292 or 
email: nwbp@telus.net 
OWNER RETIRING, selling he- 
tel, care, laundromat, bar. Has 
VLTs. Near Ft. McMurray Oil- 
sands, Alberta. Will carry some 
financing OAC. 780-771-3999 
Fax 780-771-2333 
PlZZARAMA PIZZARIA Fran- 
chise: Spires Panagopoulos off- 
ere a successful formula for 
making pizza, and money. 
Complete training, support and 
marketing provided. Information 
604-683-2113. 
TEST DRIVEl Unique opportun- 
ity to own and operate a 2000 
Pete with zero down. You must 
have min. 2yrs flatdeck highway 
experience, able and willing to 
run Canada/USA and possess 
good references. Tom or Andre. 
800-663-0099 
TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
er industry. Network Techni- 
cian, Computer Technician, 
Programmer Analyst, Office Ad- 
mlnistrator. For program or 
• student loan information, from 
our CDI College (Abbotsford 
Campus) Call toll free today 1- 
888-229-1555 
CAMP CALEDONIA (on Tyhee 
Lake near Smithers) is recruit- 
ing for this summers camping 
GOOD SELECTION of yearling 
Slmmental bulls. Lots of natural 
muscle and flesh; structurally 
correct and moderate birth 
weights. Both horned and 
polled. Select now' for spring 
delivery. XBAR Simmentals. 
'250-567-4127. 
GOOD SELECTION of Yearling 
Simmental bulls. Lots of natural 
muscle and flesh; structurally 
correct and moderate birth 
weights. Both horned and 
polled. Select now for spring 
delivery. XBAR Simmentals 
250-567-4127. 
LONE FIR - Hereford bulls. 
Good selection of quality polled 
bulls. Look early before calving 
starts. View parents"& siblings. 
Priced for the comm: cattlemen 
250-690-7527 Ft. Fraser. 
NATURALLY RAISED Angus 
beef & pork for sale. Custom 
butchering and sausage mak- season. We need paid staff 
Ing. Ha'mblln Farm Meats Hous- i from July 1st 1o Aug. 5th, 2000, 
and volunteers for individual 
ton. Delivery available. 1-800-, camps. We're accepting appll- 
665-6992 
cations for: Assistant Director, 
NEED A Black •Angus Bull? Craft Director, Waterfront DIrec- 
Check out the pen at Belsham's tot, Nurses, Sports Director, 
Kitchen Staff, Female and Male 
have first aid ticket, bondable. 
Send resume with references to 
File #16, c/o Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace BC, 
VSG 5R2. 
Lazy B Ranch Test Centre In 
Fort Fraser. Heifer bulls, perfor- 
mance bulls. For best selection 
come eady. For more Informa- 
tion call Crosby Angus (250) 
567-4127. 
Wintel ~ Hours 
are now in effect! 
Counselors, and Maintenance 
Director. Resumes can be sent 
to: Camp Caledonia, P.O. Box 
'3328, Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0 
DELIVERY PERSONNEL 
needed immediately to deliver 
new phone book, must have 
own vehicle and be In good 
shape. Call 604-318-8217. 
EARN $200, $300, $500 or 
more per week, assembling 
product in the comfort of your 
own home, send a self ad- 
dressed stamped envelope to: 
O.P.H, 6-2400 Dundas St. 
West, Suite 541 ref 683 Missis- 
sauna, Ont, L5K 2R8 
ESTABLISHED CHRYSLER 
dealership In a brand new facili- 
ty. We need team oriented peo- 
ple to grow with us in these po- 
sitions: Parts Manager, Service 
Manager, Technicians, Appren- 
rices. All repllles in confidence. 
General Manager, Peyra Chrys- 
ler, Box 1140, High Pralde, Al- 
berta, TOG 1E0 Ph'. 780.523- 
5007 
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES: 
full and part time positions 
available. Attractive opportuni- 
ties available for people who 
wish to build a secure future in 
the challenging environment of 
consumer finance. We require 
people who are out~]oing, enjoy 
meeting and dealing with the 
public, some sales experience, 
a valid drivers licence, and a 
minimum grade 12, although 
candidates with business de- 
gree or applicable courses are 
preferred. We offer a thorough 
on the job training program, ad- 
vancement opportunities based 
on medt, and a good salary and 
benefit package. F/T position 
requires willingness to relocate. 
Please submit resume to Dar- 
ren M. Smith, Trans Canada 
Credit Corporation, 4548 
Lakelse Ave, Terrace, B.C. VSG 
1P8. 
OCCASIONAL WORK on Fri- 
day and Saturday, 6 hours per 
day, demonstrating products in 
food stores. We need a reliable, 
enthusiastic person who is per- 
sonable and able to communl- 
cate features of food items 
while preparing and giving cus- 
tomers a sample. Please call 
Patricia at P&C Marketing Serv- 
ices 1-877-811-3366 toll free 
number. 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY: 
Auto Technician, GM training 
required. New progressive deal- 
ership in BC interior, contact 
Rene 1-800-880-5515 or 250. 
992~5515, fax (250) 992-6334 
S~O~E AUDITOR Groce~.~Q~ 
Drug store experenCe fot:~l~t .:~' 
~rthweet :  e 
Occupational Health & Safety 
Committee Training 
Bill 14 Workers Compensation 
Amendment Act is now law. 
February 4 
February 9 
Februarv 16 & ~ 
8:30 am-5 :30pm $124 
8:30 am-  5:30 pm $124 
~,f l f~  - 1N.NN v,m ~1 ')A 
25th Anniversary 1975-  2000 
Simply Account ing  ............................. $184 
February 8 - 17 
Heart Smart Cooking .......................... $89+ 
February 11 & 12 
Management Skills for Supervisors ...... $445 
February 14 - 17 
MS Excel (Spreadsheets)  .................... $164 
February 14 - 23 
OFA Level III ......................................... $639 
February 14 - 25 
Global Posit ioning System .................. $149 
February 15, 17, & 19 
Ch i ldsa fe  (NID Day special) ............................ $ 70  
February 18 
Managing & Resolving Confl ict  .......... $189 
February 18 (NID Day special) 
Mapping Using Microstation ............... $975 
February 22 - 26 
intro to PowerPoint '97 ........................ $164 
February 22 - Mar 2 
OFA Level I ........................................... $ 83 
February 24 
Transportation Endorsement  .............. $ 83 
February 25 
Foodsafe Level One ............................. $ 99 
February 26 & 27 
MS Access  (Database) ....................... $164 
February 28 - Mar. 8 
General Pesticide Applicator ............ $ 250 
Mar. 2 - 5 
• WHMIS ~ .-' "-- ~- ~. ~"-,' '~ , ' -  . .... _. ... . . . . . . . . . .  ...,:. ....... : . . .~ ,~; , , . , , , , . , . , , . ' : .~  501" 
manent part time retail price au- 
dits. Resume'to CPI P,O. Box 
214962, Sacramento, Calif. 
95821-0962 
mmmmmm~ 
Place 
classi 
word 
Rea,.,, 
WORLO./ 
I N T R O D U C I N G  
WHERE THE 
POWER OF THE 
CLASSIFIED AD 
MEETS THE 
POWER OF THE 
INTERNET! 
http://www.bcclasslf ied.com 
When you place a classified word ad in our newspaper, 
your ad will automatically be posted on the Intemet, for 
the entire duration of the booking. 
E.  • 
I I  =1 I |  ~ i f f ' !  1 i 
"STANDARD 
Ph: 250-638-7283 FAX 250-638-8432 
B10 - The Terrace Standarc 
Mills Memorial 
Hospital Auxiliary 
IS ACCEPTING 
QUOTES TO 
RENOVATE THEIR 
Thrift Shop 
at 
4544 Lazelle, Terrace. 
Contact 
Betty Nordstrom, 
635-3352 (afternoons) 
for scope of work. 
Closing Date: 
February 16, 2000. 
RESIDENT MANAGER Quatse 
River Campground- Port Hardy. 
Previous experience in camp- 
ground management an asset. 
Competent repair and main- 
tenance skills required. Reply: 
Manager, Box 1409, Port Har- 
dy, B.C. V0N 2P0 Fax (250) 
949-5195 
THE OMENICA Golf Course re- 
quires a head cook for the 2000 
season. Job will entail manage- 
ment and control of food servic- 
es in the restaurant, e.g. buy- 
ing, menu formation, inventory 
control, cooking, etc. The facility 
• is a privately owned full service 
t8 hole championship golf 
course situated in the near 
proximity of Vanderhoof, B.C. 
Salary negotiable. Please send 
resume to: John R. Morgan, 
Head Professional, Omen,ca 
Golf Course, RR#2, Site 10, 
Camp. 22 Vanderhoof, B.C. 
V0J 3A0. For more information 
call (250) 567-2920 phone or 
fax (250) 567-2923. 
WANTED AN Orten Gilllngham 
tutor or tutor trained in working 
with learning disabilities for a 
grade 9 student. Phone 250- 
615-3293 
:CERT IF IED IELECTRIC IAN 7: 
PLANERMAN/MILLWRIGHT -~ : 
CERTIFIED HOME Support 
Worker. Willing to do cleaning. 
personal care, shopping, etc. 
Reasonable rate. Experienced• 
Phone 250-635-7834 Sharon. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER- 
Richard Thornton Con- 
struction.Available for renova- 
tions, repairs or new construc- 
tion. 25 years experience.Call 
Richard 638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Ju}gen Mattheis. 635-7810. 
Sun-Frae vinyl products. 
EXPERIENCED PAINTER, In- 
terior/Exterior. Low rates. Free 
estimates. Special rates for se- 
nolrs. 250.615-0160 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING. 
TRUCK and '28' trailer en- 
closed, will protect your goods 
across town or across country. 
Will assist, or load for you. Rea- 
sonable rates, Now in two loca- 
tions. Terrace at 615-0002 or 
638-6969 (cell). 
lr2, 3, bdr apt. Avail immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd• 
635-6428, 635-2424 or 615- 
0345. 
CUNTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 
APPUCATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
s420.00 monih. 
One block from sv;'imming pool. 
No Pets, references rqquired. 
Phone635-3475 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~, 
.Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Park,fig 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Closeto echools&. " '  
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• Ask for Man,ca Warfier 
Call: 635-4478 
APARTMENTS ii 
Toldng Applicofions |;  
. Now , | .  
Bedroom suiles ] 
Clean, quiet renovated~ites ] 
.mp~i~lno "HI 
. Laundry.fadl~es on each floor |. 
. Onb routO J i 
:On sltemenagement . Ill 
' Nopets : I~, 
,, | , ,  
rov[.w-, ,. n i63'8 1748: 
Wednesday, Februa~ 2, 2000 
I 
aring dependable people who : I 11 
Have a Home Support WorkedNurses Aide . ~11 
Certificate ' II 
Or a nursing background I I  
Enjoy working with people in their homes li 
Have a vehicle and pager (required) I I  
pply at: Terrace Home Support Services I I  
#1 ' 3215 Eby St., Terrace, B.C. I |  
Phone: 635-5135 J~  
=.~ j., 
'Retrace  dMm 
:gotl;  
has an immediate opening for 
A CUSTOMER SERVICE PERSON 
To the successful applicant who: 
• must have 5 years building supply sales experience 
• has extensive knowledge of hardware and building 
materials 
• Is customer service orientated 
• can work as part of a team 
Terrace Builders Do-it Center provides: . . . .  
• an enjoyable working environment - ..... i 
• excellent benefit package 
• current Industry tralnlng 
• with remuneration in accordance wlth experience 
Please send your resume' to: 
Attention: Jim Almgren 
Terrace Builders Do-it Center 
3207 Munroe St. 
Terrace, BC V8G 3B3 
.R 
Ministry For Children And Families 
cBRmsH REsm~ FOSTER FAMILY 
OLUMBIA REQUIRED FOR "GEORGE" 
e 15 Year old male; 
• Attends Lakelse High; 
. ADHD, appositional disorder, conduct disorder,. 
attachment disorder; 
• Visual earner, very energetic, sports oriented; 
• Enjoys snowboarding, hockey and biking; 
. Likes horse, animals, and fixing things; 
. A nurturing, supportive, nonthreatening 
nonjudgemental learning environment eeded. 
Specialized family care rates are available to 
potential caregivers willing to care for 
"GEORGE', while providing him with a secure 
,.and !oving:environment:. ~, ..~ ............ ,. .... , .. ~ 
For more information ~I JL  F~___.~____ ~ 
please contact Eron at 
The Ministry for Children & Familles.li|l I You can make 
Phone: (250) 638-2311 rnnm a d  ,nce. 
Ministry For Children And Families 
cBRITLSH SPECIALIZED FAMILY CARE 
OLUMBIA HOMES REQUIRED 
Specialized family care homes needed to provide 
respite for males ages 10-17 years who may be 
diagnosed with the following: 
e Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; 
. Oppositional defiant disorder; 
, Conduct disorder; 
, Tourette's Syndrome; 
. Fetal Alcohol Syndrome/Fetal A cohol Effects. 
As a result of these diagnosis's these youth may 
present with various behaviour problems. 
If you are interested in providing a maximum of 14 
daysper month respite/relief to the Families of 
those children please contact the Ministry for 
Children and Fami l ies~ 
638-2311. Fostering 
Specialized family care 
home rates are available, a difference. 
FIT STAFF PHARMA CIST- 
TERRA CE 
Zellers Inc. has opportunities for Pharmacists 
with excellent conversational skills and empha- 
sis on Customer Service. Zellers offers competi- 
tive salaries, comprehensive benefit package 
and shopping discount. 
Zellers has an Employment Equity Program and 
encourages applications from all qualified candidates, 
Including women, aboriginal people, visible minorities 
and people with disabilities. . 
Please forward ZELLERS INC. 
resume in Shauna Irwin 
confidence: Pharmacy Manager 
Skeena Mall 
4761' Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, BC V8GIR5 
(250) 638-2094 or 638-7722 (Fax) 
' - I ~ '  I l l  i . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  ~ I "  I '  
Construction company 1ocaled in Queen Charhlfe City, B.C. seeks 
on office manager to: 
I. Oversee accounls receivable, accounts payable, payroll, bank 
reconciliation a d monlhly financial stalements. 
2. Proficiency inSimply Accounting, Excel, and MS Word a must. 
3. Desired applicant isa senior level cerlified general account 
student or have equivalent experience with excelhnl organ. 
izalional skills. 
We offer competitive salary, dependent on experience and capa- 
bililies. Beautiful waler front home available as subsidized 
accommodations if required. Start date immediately• 
Fax resumes to 250-559-8318 
Attention Mark 
" SITE-KEEPER 
Local business requires an 
on call location site-keeper 
with a clean driving and police record. The posi- 
tion requires some lifting, excellent paperwork 
skills and the ability to occasionally handle a six 
ton single axle truck in off road conditions• The 
position is suitable for someone who is looking to 
add work to an existing business or for someone 
semi retired with a trucking background. The 
expected workload is one day per week starting in 
February 2000. Reply, in hand written form, with 
a brief of your work history and explain how this 
part time opportunity will work for you. 
I i 
Reply to: 
Box 48 
• Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5A2 
Donohue Forest Products Inc. Mackenzie Region, is presently looking for 
individuals to fill positions in our Solid Wood Division. 
The successful candidate must be a certified electrician and have at 
least two years sawmill experience with a good understanding and 
working knowledge of PLC's. 
The successful applicant will be a Certified Millwright with a minimum 
of 3 years planer experience, or a Certified Planermill Maintenance 
Technician I or II. 
Wages are in accordance with the current IWA collective agreement. 
Donohue Forest Products also offers a comprehensive b nefits package. 
Mackenzie is located approximately 200 km north of Prince George, BC 
and offers all the amenities and year round recreational opportunities. 
• Qualified applicants hould apply in writing, stating qualifications and 
experience by February 5, 2000 to: 
, :  :: ": ' . .~')  , t J ;~v  ~, r : f ' !  bCC~ . i .~  , 
.,~l~uroan Resou(c~s ~,,~0 ~Wood,pivisio 9 ~ .' ,',"~ ' ,  ' :  'i" ~ ~ ' ' 
i :  . . . .  . . . . . . .  L ' "  " ( "  . . . . .  ".~,.,,;1 I1£~..  , I 5 . [ J~ ,C I~.C I f ' ; IU3 ' . '  
Donohue rarest Prouucts Inc-, . . . . . . . . . .  , " ~BZ' Im 
Mackenzie Region jpllj' ' ~ 
P.O. Box 250 " 
Mackenzie, BC VOJ 2C0 
Fax: (250) 997-5133 Donohue Forest 
e-mail: kbja@donohue.ca Products Inc. 
O TERRACE DAIRY 
QUEEN 
Has  an  open ing  fo r  
Assistant Manager  
The candidate should have strong 
administrative skills and be comfortable 
providing enthusiastic leadership in a fast 
paced environment. 
• An ability to provide successful cus- 
tomer service is a must. 
Please send resume to: 
4532 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, BC 
or fax (250) 635-2596 
*Closing Date February 10/2000" 
Wi l l iams Lake  &: D is t r i c t  ~® 
Cred i t  Un ion  
MANAGER HUMAN RESOURCES 
Williams Lake and District Credit Union is seeking an 
energetic an innovative team player to assume responsibility 
for managing its human resources functions and managing 
the ongoing process of cultural change within the 
organization. Responsibilitiesinclude human resources 
policy development, provision of recruitment services, and 
administration of compensatign, training and employee 
performance and development programs, As a member of 
the management team, you will ensure that human resource 
programs upport the business trategy and will act as an 
advisor to managers and staff in the day to day 
administration of human resource policies and programs. 
The successful candidate will have4 to 6 years related 
experience and possess trong interpersonal, team-building, 
communication a d counputer skills as well as an ability to 
plan, organize ;rod prioritize work assignments. 
Demonstrated knowledge of human resource and training 
concepts, tatuatgry equirements relating to'employment 
and related resources are requirements of this position. 
Qualifications include a post-secondary degree or diploina 
in a directly related iscipline or an equivalent combination 
of training and experience. Previous experience in the 
financial industry is a definite asset, 
Williams Lake and District Credit Union offers a 
cGmpetitive wage and benefits package. If you are 
interested in joining the Williams Lake and District eam, 
apply in confidence by' February 25, 2000 to: Jill 
Telliday, Human Resources Consultant, Credit Union 
Central of British Columbia, 1441 Creekside Drive, 
Vancouver, BC V6J 4S7; Fax (604) 737-5059; e-marl: 
jtolllday@cucbc.com 
NECHAKO~ POSITION VACANT 
NORTHCOAST ROAD SUPERINTENDI~NT 
/CO~TRUOTION TERRACB 
,, / . . . . . . . . . . . . .  TERRACE " 
Nechako Northcoast Conslructlon o progressive Road and Bridge 
Maintenance Contractor in the B.C. Northwest iscurrently accepting appli- 
cations for Ihe above mentioned senior management position. 
rhls position requires acompetent, highly motivated individual with slrong 
adershlp qudilies, above average communication skills, and an in-depth 
~owledge ofthe Road and Bridge Maintenance industry. 
job description can be obtained from Peter Lansdowne, General 
Manager. 
Resumes from qualified appllcants are requested by February 9, 2000 to 
be delivered to: 
Peter Lansdowne, General Manager 
Re. Box 745 
5720 Highway 16 West, 
Terrace, B.C, VBG 4(:3 
Phone (250) 638-1881 Fax (250) 638-8409 
STIKINE REGIONAL 
COMMUNITY HEAL TH COUNCIL 
has an exceptional opportunity for 
SHORTTERM (Locum)& 
LONG TERM (Permanent) 
REGISTERED NURSES 
The positions will be of interest to a Registered 
• Nurse with a minimum of 2 years experience in 
erriergency rooms and/or 2 years in an out post 
or remote location. This full time position offers 
hands on nursing care, ER, pharmacy, 
outpatient clinics and many other experiences 
and opportunities to learn and grow. 
DUTIES include: 
. Clinical and emergency services, 
• Patient care planning, 
• Development of day clinics and 
• Dispensing medications from the 
community pharmacy 
We offer a very competitive salary, 
a full benefits package, and signing bonus 
(permanent full time positions only). 
Please forward your resume to : 
Attention: Executive Director 
Stikine Regional Communi ty  Health Centre 
P.O. Box 386 
Dease Lake, BC 
V0C 1L0 
Fax: 250-771-3911 
E-mail: thomas.wricjht @srchc.hnet.bc.ca 
EUROCAN PULP & PAPER CO., a wholly owned 
subsidiary of West Fraser Mills Ltd., is an 
integrated producer and marketer of high quality 
linerboard and sack kraft paper. We are seeking a 
hard-working self-starter for the following position 
at our Kit,mat, B.C. operation: 
Cost Accountant 
Reporting to the financial Manager, the 
successful candidate will be responsible for the 
preparation and analysis of various cost 
statements, operating plans and capital 
expenditures for the Company's pulp and lr eper. 
::operations,,,and~ will .• supervise the Accounts 
You must have completed the ~lrd :'isvel: :of the" 
recognized CMNCGA program and possess 
some forest products or equivalent manufacturing 
experience. You are a self-starter with the ability 
to work with minimal supervision,, while also 
functioning as part of a larger group. 
This position offers an attractive salary plus a full 
range of benefits. 
The successful candidate will also be eligible for 
relocation assistance to Kit,mat. 
Located In the Pacific Northwest, Kit,mat 
provides excellent educational, medical and 
recreational facilities, as well as a vadety of 
outdoor activities which include salt and 
freshwater fishing, cross country skiing, hiking, 
golf, etc. Affordable housing Is also available. 
Qualified candidates are invited to submit a 
detailed resume by February 11,2000 to: 
Employee Relations Assistant 
Eurocan Pulp & Paper Co. 
P.O. Box 1400, ~ B.C VSC 21tl 
EUI : IO I : :AN 
PULP  PAPER CO.  
A D Iv ,  e Ion  o ' f  W e s t  Fraser  
COAST MOUNTAINS SCHOOL DISTRICT 82 
CONFIDENTIAL SECRETARY ...... 
Director of Human Resources/Personnel Services 
blicafi0ns are inviled for Ihe position of Confidential Secrelary 10 the 
~ct0r of Human Resources, C0asl M0unlain School Distrid 82.1"his is a 
now full lime pasJli0n, and if is excluded from union affiliafi0a. 
The successful candidate will have exlensive canlad with administrative 
off cers, Union members, excluded staff, and Ih? pub.lk With n Iha scope 
of, =ssignec duties, the applicant .wil! be required 10 demonstrate a major 
del ree at ( nergy, initiative and, dedkali0n Io excellence of work. 
ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS: 
I. Demonstrated knowledge, ability, and inferesl in working wilh word 
procesiing and campuler equipment. 
2. A proven ability to act with fad, diplomacy, and efficiency under 
pressure conditions. Excellent wrilten and oral communications 
skills are required. 
3. A oroven record of excellent work in a confidential executive s cre- 
tarial position. 
4. A proven ability to accomplish a wide varie!y of assigned tasks 
within deadlines prescribed and with minimal daily supervision. 
5. Ability l0 transcribe from didatian equipment. 
DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS: 
6. A working ability in shodhand. 
7. 1he successful applkant my.be required to work occasional eve- 
ping and weekend hours. Infrequenl travel may also be required 
tram lime Io lime. 
~yboar! ng feel may be adminislered. The successful applicant m~t 
p!y wi!l lhe Criminal Records Review Act. Only Ih .ese appl!mnfs who 
shm:Hisled will he conlad.ed. App]icof ne, complete wilh resumes 
and references, will be accepled until 4:00 p.m. |ebruory 15, 2000, 
oddres~J to: 
Mr. Donald MacPhmon 
Diredor of Human Resources 
. '  c/o Secretary Treasurer's Office 
Coast Mountains School Distdd #82. ~. 
3211 Kenney St. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3E9 
Fax: (250) 635.4287 
i i 
, , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , , . , ,  . .~,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
/ 
::i .:: 644MOBILE  , ::: 
i HOMES : .... ' .  
715cOMMERCIAL  
PROPERTY ' • , . . ,  . .. 
730 FOR SALEBY 
. . . . .  OWNER•"  
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail immed. 
On site management. 250- 635- 
5136 or 635-6428. 
TERRACE APARTMENTS 
-newly renovated, 2 Bedroom 
-$500 per month 
-free hot water 
Call collect @ 632-4308 
or (ell @ 1-250-639-4069 
-close to school and hospital 
PARK MANOR APTS TM 
2 bedroom apt., 
$600 mth, includes heat. 
CJose to swimming pool &
downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
Ph. 635-3475 
2 BEDROOM apartment with 
washer/dryer, fridge/stove and 
gas fireplacel Located down- 
town, with parking, secured en- 
trance and is available March 
l stl Call now for appointment. 
References a must, no smoking 
or pets. Call 250.635-2250 or 
250-635-1622. Quiet, clean + 
affordable @ $650 monthly. 
2 BEDROOM apartment. Newly 
renovated. Very clean, basket- 
ball etc., no pets. Ref. required. 
$500 month 250-615-6762 or 
250-635-0662 
2 BEDROOM duplex for rent. 
Quiet area. Available Imme- 
diately. $500 month plus depos- 
it. 638-8503 after 6:00 pro. 
3 BEDROOM suite in Thornhill 
close to schools, laundry facUi- 
ties in bld.cl. 250-638-7290. 
4621 LAKELSE Ave. 
$485/month plus 1/2 month 
damage deposit. Garbage pick- 
up available. Downtown loca- 
tion. For more into contact 250- 
638-1965 
636 HOUSESFOR:  
, : RENT : : 
636 HOUSES FOR. 
., RENT:: i :: 
TERRACE 
COZY 1 bdrm suite, utilities in- 
cluded, $450/month + deposit. 
250-638-8482. 
FOR RENT Bright, clean, spa- 
cious 2 bedroom unit with on. 
site caretakers. Five applianc- 
es, gas fireplace and mini star- 
age. Good value for $750 
month. 250-635-4954 
FOR RENT large 2 bedroom 
townhouse. Newer, very clean, 
on site mgmt. 3' appliances 
fenced yard, Crawl space, stor- 
age, oak cabinets, ceramic tile, 
1 1/2 baths. No pets. 
$750/month. 250-638-0661, 
FOR RENT new 1 bedroom su- 
ire tar working •person includes 
4 appliances and utilities $475 
per month. •Phone 250-635- 
5270 ..... 644 MOBILE, : 
:HOMES .'. . FULLy FURNISHED bachelor suite in T{['lornhill,-all utilities 
34X40 QUONSET building with 
compressor, work benches. Lo. 
cared in Thomhill. Contact Gar- 
ry at 250-624-4894 for more in- 
formation. 
OFFICE SPACE 
Psychologist ~lh well- 
established a~wnl0wn 4-office 
complex seeks individual in 
cqmpalible business to share 
office space. 1 office available 
immedialely. 
S250/m0nlh all inclusive 
(250) 615-6863 
ALMARLIN BUILDING 
3219 Eby Street 
Tel: (250)635-7191 
Ground Floor: 
2,625 sq. ft. 
Second Floor: 
1,130 sq. ft. 
REASONABLE 
RATES 
2 BDRM townhouse. Clean 
quiet. Ffidge/stove. Suitable for 
professional couples. No pets. 
Ref. required.Phone 250-635- 
3796 
2 BEDROOM duplex in Thorn- 
hill. Fddge, stove and washer 
and dryer hookups, Just been 
renovated. $575 per month. 
Phone 250-615-9301 after 6pm. 
2 BEDROOM duplex includes 
fridge, stove, draperies. Large 
back yard. Available Feb. 15th. 
$615 per month. No pets. 250- 
635-2556. ", ' 
2 BEDROOM log house on 20 
acres, Jackpine Flats. Outbuild- 
ings. Pets allowed.~750/per 
month. 250-638-0760 
2 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath town- 
house. Stove and Fridge includ- 
ed. W/D hookups. No pets. 
$600 month. 250-635-5213 
Incl., washer and dryer, no 3 BDR. suite located on Soucie 
~moking, no pets, $500 month,  Ave. ,~;~No~, ,dpets.$6p.0./.r~onth, 
zbu aamage aeposit 250-,6,38,,~ w P..honel~250.L635,i489~'.~i "; 
0541 . . . .  - . . . . . . . . .  ., ',, 3 B 6 tim %~/h5ous~Tbase= 
ONE,, BEDROOM . apartment Dn.~ ment. for rent., Walki~':distance 
s=te management, no pets, ref's to downtown Terrace. No pets. 
required. Call 635~7429 .. . .  Bef reqd. 250-638-7140 or 250- 
ONE BEDROOM apt. N/G. ' 632-5918. 
heat. Privateentrance. Central. 
ly located. Also wanted a per- 
son to share apt. For more in- 
formation call 250-635-6611. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment'in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets. Refer-, 
ences required. $360/month + 
$180 Sec. dep. Phone 250-635- 
2065. 
ONE BEDROOM in quiet rural 
location on edge of town. Pets 
welcome. $325 month. Avail- 
able Immediately. 250-635- 
9102. 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 
close to town. Laundry facilities. 
Reasonable rent. Ref reqd. 
615-7665 or 635-5653. 
ROOM FOR real  Close to 
downtown. No parties. 250-638- 
8944 
SIDE BY side, 3 bdrm duplex in 
Terrace. Newly built, well kept 
for rent more into.Call 250-632- 
5249. . .  
' . i .  
$580 PER month. 2 bedroom 
clean, spacious suite. Located 5 
minutes from town on 6 country 
acres..AII utitilies included plus 
laundry room. Satellite avail- 
able. Non-smoking. 250-638- 
0989. 
1 BEDROOM ground level su- 
Ite, no smoking, no parties, no 
pets. Close to downtown. Avail- 
able Immediately, utilities in- 
cluded. $400 plus damage de- 
posit. 250-635-6730. 
2 BEDROOM basement suite, 
Close to schools, hospital, 
downtown. Washer, dryer, 
fridge, stove included. $475 
per month plus utilities. 250- 
635-5431. 
2 BEDROOM basement suite. 
3 BEDROOM house near hos- 
pital and schools. Gas heat. F/S 
included. Hookup for W/D. No 
pets. $750/month. Call 250- 
638-1648. 
3 BEDROOM up/down duplex, 
close to Uplands school, large 
yard, F/S, hookups for W/D. 
References and damage de- 
posit required. Available Feb 1. 
250-635-3827 
5.BEDROOM house with 2 car 
garage, ideal for logging truck; 
available Feb. 1st, Asking 
$970/month. Call 250-635.5757 
for vlewin.q. 
BRIGHT CHEERY- newly ren- 
ovated 2 bedroom 'home on 
quiet, serene acreage. 10 mln 
from town. 5 min walk to great 
fishing. Ref. required. Non 
smokers, no indoor pets. 
$750/month. 250-635-2124. 
FAMILIES WELCOME, 2 
bdrm, 2 bath, f/s, 2 car parking, 
$800 per month. 250-638-1182 
FOR RENT 3 bdr suite located 
on Soucie Ave. No pets $600 
month. Phone 250-635-4894 
FOR RENT available Feb. 15. 
Bright cosy house- three bed.. 
rooms- fenced yard- all appliac- 
es .shed- close to town -rent 
$700. 250-635-7473 •evenings 
250-638-6394 days. 
LARGE 3 bdrm house. Freshly 
painted, large yard, garden 
area. Lge shop. $800/month, 
plus D.D. References req'd.. 
Thornhill. Avail. Feb 1/00. Call 
250-635-5678. 
LG. TWO bedroom main floor 
duplex. F/S, N/G/H. Just reno- 
vated, dowtown. $650/month 
Security deposit req'd, No pets. 
250-638.0790. 
NEW SMALL 1 1/2 bedroom 
house. N/G fireplace,' suitable 
for single person. $500 per 
month plus utilities and damage 
deposit. 250.638-1880. 
NEWLY RENOVATED 6 bdrm 
Good for couple. Available Feb. '& 2 bthrm house avail. Feb. 1st, 
1st. No pets. Call 250-635. $750/mth, $375 damage depos- 
2153. It. 250-635-9446 after 4 pm 
,BASEMENT SUITE for rent, for ONE BEDROOM suite with 
one single person. No smoking, view on Queensway. $450/per 
One bedroom house available month. Ref required. Phone 
• "Immediately. 250-635-5893. 250-635-2837 or 250-635-7844. 
FURNISHED 1 bedroom bsmt 
suite in Horseshoe area. Incl. 
utilities. $500/month. 250.635- 
7554. Available Immediately. 
SMALL 2 bdrm suite available 
Feb. 1st, Utilities Included. $450 
month. Good xeferanoes re- 
ClUlred.. Call 250.638-8639 
THREE BEDROOM suite. Gas 
fireplace. Close to schools and 
town. $650/month. References 
required. 635.6760 and leave 
messa.qe. 
TWO BEDROOM bsmt suite. 
Available immediately. Jackptne 
Flats. All utilities and cable in, 
eluded. Pdvate ~ entrance, 
$6O0/month. 250.638-0089. 
SMALL 2 bedroom Duplex for 1 
or 2 people, stove, fridge, no 
pets. $375/ month. Call 250- 
615.5515. Thornhill. 
SMALL 2 bedroom duplex, 
stove, frldge, $425 per month. 
Utillles not included, On 
Queensway, Terrace. Available 
Feb. 15th. 250-632-25~,0. 
TAKING APPLICATIONS for 
two bdrm duplex on quiet south- 
side st. F/s, w/d, storage shed. 
Must be clean, ~ qulet~ mature 
and rasponslble. N0 ~=htbklng, 
parties or pets. $750/per month. 
250'635.2769 for ai0olntment 
SMALL 2 bedroom house close 
to downtown. Call Monday-Fri- 
day 8:00 am-4:30 pm. 250-635- 
2838 
VANCOUVER, HEART of 
downtown. Executive lofted stu- 
dio suites in new high-rise. Su- 
perlative location, spectacular 
views. Monthly or extended 
stays @ $1350 + util. Well fur- = 
nished and equipped, T.V. mi- 
crowave. HAN floors, Secured 
U/G parking. Contact Dawn @ 
1-604-938-4502. www.vip- 
homes.com., Emaih roehlig@di- 
rect.ca. 
2 BEDROOM trailer on private 
lot. Rent $,400/month +utilities, 
~va i lab le~iate ly .  Call 638: 
0438 aftei:n~0ns, 635-7025 
evenin.qs. 
~ ::::::::.::: 
3 BEDROOM mobile home with 
full addition. Newly renovated. 
Located in Thornhill, close to 
school. 4 appliances. Referenc- 
es required. Damage deposit. 
$750 month. 250-842-6867 for 
interview. 
3 BEDROOM trailer in Terrace 
Trailer Court. Stove & fridge in- 
cluded. W/D hook-ups avail- 
able. $600 per month. Ref. 
req'd. 250-635-5230. 
*SNOWBIRDS Vacation 
Suites* Weekly/Monthly aLas 
Vegas - new deluxe 1 bedroom 
W/complete kitchen facilities, 
fully furnished, utilities paid, 
phone/TV. $189/week US 1- 
600-750-2052..Mesa Arizona - 
Lovely studio/lbdrm, furnished 
patio apartments located In 55+ 
community W/clubhouse, golf, 
heated pool. 1-602-986-0185. 
SKI SUN PEAKS BC (45mln 
from Kamloops) Fully equipped 
Condos & Chalets. Hot tubs, 
Saunas, Ski in/out, sleeping 2- 
32. Kids 12 and under w/adull 
full price ticket freel Stay 6 
nights & get 1st night freel TOP 
OF THE MOUNTAIN accomo- 
dations and management 1- 
800-585-8834. www.mwsolu- 
lions.cam/top. Emaih sunpeaks 
@direct.ca 
SKYLINE MOTEL Special 
Rate. $30 + tax one person. 
Add $3.00 pp. $3.00 extra bed. 
Excluding long-weekend/Spe- 
cial event. Free Room-coffee, 
local phone, movies, indoor 
swimming pool. Hottub/sau- 
na/coin-lau ndry/queen bed. 
MonthlyAVeekly. 250-374- 
8944/Fax:250-374-8950. 1763E 
Trans-Canada, Kamloops BC. 
Bring this ad, expires March 
15/2000 :~ 
WORKING COUPLE W/2 child- 
ren. Wanting to rent home in 
Cedarvale/Usk/Gossen Creekl 
area. Phone 250-638-7830. 
BREATH TAKING 107 acres 
on Kalum River, treed, 5 min 
from town, 3 bdrm trailer w/ad- 
dition, 50 ftx45tt open shop. 
$250,000. 250-635-2224 
OUCH~ REDUCED to $144,900 
10 acres and 3 bedroom reno- 
vated house in Terrace. New 
siding, windows, tile, carpets, 
good land with creek, subdivi- 
sion ,,..,,i :possibilities;.;' "'Owfier 
moved, ~ 250:54'2:655~." ~ ~::! 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 2, 2000- B1 I' 
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY for 
sale. 4 commercial lots, corner 
of Clinton and Greig. $114,000. 
Owner will consider financing. 
Ph: 250-635-7466. 
8,000 sq. ft. pr ime 
Hwy 16 East location. 
Ava i lab le  
March 1, 2000 
Ideal ly  suited for 
Auto Dealer, RV Dealer 
or Building Supply 
Wightman & Smi th  Rea l ty  L td .  
3227 Kalum Street 
,=Terrace BC V8G 2N2 ~J 
Deriek Kennedy 
10 ACRES in Townl Unique. 
property & house. Custom built 
in 1998. Private wooded area, 
lawn, wildflower meadow & gar- 
dens. Mountain Panoramasl 
Parkland adjacent to property. 
Small wired shop. Propane fur- 
nace with wood heat backup. 
Stucco sided, natural wood 
windows, river rock foundation. 
Custom kitchen cabinets, tile 
entranceway, hardwood floors, 
fireplace. Soaker tub upstairs. 3 
bedrooms plus office, dining 
room, living room, 2 baths, 
1800 sq ft finished on two 
floors. 1000 sq ft partly finished 
above ground basement with 
full windows, Owners are mov- 
ing. Purchase pdce $325,000 
Phone 250-635-0080. 
1995 SRI Home, 14x71-3 bdrm, 
6 appliances, built-in china cabi- 
net, vaulted ceilings, ceiling fan, 
custom drapes, carpeting 
throughout, patio door off of din- 
ing room on to 12x18 deck, new 
sided storage shed. Fully 
fenced on biggest corner lot. 
#50 Timberland. $69,900. 250- 
638-7696 
Subscribe Today 
STANDARD 
3210 Clint® Stleet Term(e, B,C, VSG 5P.2 (250) 638.7283 Fax (250) 638-8432 
Keep on top of all the news and views that 
are important o the northwest with the 
paper that leads the way in 
Quality News Coverage 
Subscripti0n Rates / 
1 Year ................................. $57,30 (GST included) 
(Wilh,, B.C.) 
1 Year ................................. $50,75 {GST included) 
(SENIORS) 
1 Year ........................ ..... $64.39 (GST invaded) 
(Outside 0lp~n=) 
USA and Europe ............... $158,25 (per 6 mo,) 
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HousePlans Available Through .. ~Northwest  T i le  ~ , ., jr" 'JL'IIII'II II  On t,me and on budget 
~J[ IJi- SAI.ESP &ANDMarbleINSTALLATIONS 1411~J ~ Home renovations • New home construction 1~" ~, 
~ ~ l ~ a  J'~ Comq See Our Showroom ~'~J 4 Commercial construction. Roofing ~ I ~  
~1 J~ Ceramic Tile, Marble and ~ ~ Cerlified Blue Max® rigid foam/concrete installation %, 
I~ Glass Blocks .~J 1~ BC.certified builder 1~ j4  
! ~,~'* Tel. ' .., 
~ lerrace.builders@osg.net 4qlt 61=¢"OO=!2 ~! "1~ BARTON CONSTRUOTIOI~ LTD.  
1-800-470  DO IT ' lr iMrl~.~_ ~ ~,,~'~GARYCHRI$'ffANSEN ~L~ ~ GENERAL CONTRACTOR . I~- ,  .~ 
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CHIMNEYS •MOSS REMOVAL & ZINC S~J~I~00 • Home Imerovement $ ,~ jn )oo  
• FURNACES *AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS I kwv J )e r  week**  Business Directories ~=wvper  week**  , 
• BOILERS *AIR DUCT CLEANING plus GST plus GST 
• FIREPLACES •OIL STOVES 'Based on 13 week contract 'eased on ! 3 week contract 
• DRYER VENTS *SEPTIC & GREASE TRAPS 
" 'JiI,~IaL,ULW 3210 Clinton St., ~/'~ • EAVESTROUGHS •JEN AIR CLEANING STANDARD 
-,. Phone 635-1132 3,,0c,,.=,, . o. 0. ,  e,,, . . - .   DARD Fax:Terrace638"7283638-8432 ~l~ 
B12- TheTerrace Standard, Wednesday, February 2, 2000 
View properly, 5 
year old home ~ 1 ~ , ~ ^ ,  '~i);~i!!!:!~il 
with cedar siding, ~ B ~  B=~, .~: i t~ i~ i i .~ .  
1900 sq. ft. with ~: ~ ~; i  ~ ~-~ i l  
1100 sq. fl. of fin- 
ished basement. 5 
bedrooms, 3 1/2 
bathrooms, large 
office and family 
room.  
Wood floors, maple kitchen, fireplace, cathedral ceilings, 
loft den, hot tub,. garden shed, double car garage, paved 
driveway. 
Beautiful fully landscaped, treed, private view lot in excel- 
lent neighbourhood on a non through street. 
CARS FROM $500 Govern., 
ment seized & surplus. Sold Io- ~' 
cally, Call for listings. 1-888- 
341-9500 Ext. B300 
FOR SALE: 1985 Honda Civic 
CRX, blue/blue; new wind. 
shield; good running condition, ~ 
well maintained. Passed proven- 
elal inspection $1800. Phone 
250-635-7112 attar 5pm 
5 BEDROOM house with full 
basement. Natural gas heat, 
large backyard with fruit trees. 
Horseshoe area. 2 baths. 
Phone 250-638-0252 to view. 
COUNTRY LIVING in Burns 
Lake. 2 minutes from town. 
School bus at door. 1/2 acre.. 
2200 sq. ft. living area, 3 bed- 
rooms, 2 baths, large kitchen, 2 
Islands, F/S, D/W. N/G heat, 
central vac., full basement, par- 
l~ . . .~ . . ' : : ' : "e ' -~< ' : ' 
3502 Cory Drive. 
1 - 3pro  
Sunday, February 6 
LOOKING FOR someone to 
take over lease of 1998 Mazda 
Protege. CD player, rear 
window defrost, 4 winter tires. 2 
1/2 years on existing lease. Will 
pay for first six months. For 
more information call 250-635- 
9588 
Your Host 
Steve Buffer 
and ~RATIONS .~ 
Terrace, B.C, Ph: 635-1338 :ii~ 
"~ shelly Hoy~e~-Morrdli i 
4818 Agar Avenue :: 
Tern~:e, B.C. 
Canada VSG 1H7 i' 
1": (250)638-8631 ';. 
* F: (250)638-8691 : 
Home Parties • Boby Showers * Phone Ordees * Fundmlse's : 
~ l e  Parties * Wardrobe Cons~nl :,:: 
.,"IS Upholste f l"  
• . TT' let us re¢lo "0 
Fine furniture restored 
~@.  A n t i q u e s ~ -  Heirlooms - Classics ~ 
• For Appointment Call 
', Shirley at 615-7155 
M 0 V/N G 
• Across town or the country 
I~ ,~ • Will assist or load for you 
• Reasonable Rates 
• p,da !e . . . .  
~ ~  615~0002 ca!; 638,6969 
' . -  ' : , .  _ - -  , ' .:~:.~ .: : 
Pampered Paws DOUBLE CLEAN 
Pet Parlour 
Pets need Io be pampered leell 
BATHIHG, BRUSHIHG, CLIPPIfl6, HAIL 
TRIMMING, |AR CLEAHIHG ETC. 
2240 Spruce Street 
Terro(e, B( 
635-1108 
CARPET, CARE 
IICRC Certified Technicians in: 
d "Caroet Cleaning ¢'~/o~. 
~r~,d~ t~- Up~h-01itery Cleaning 
- Flood Restorolion v%~/ 
'Fiber Zone Pile iifter helps restore Pilel ~ ~ ~ 9 9 ~ 9 
*High IntensHy AIr Movers peed drfingl V~m' -~ i  tially finished. Drilled well. Hot 
tub, satellite system. Land- 
scaped, $128,000.00. 1-250- 
692-3906 after5 p.m. 
EASY LIVING 1995 manufc- 
tured home with view. 938 sq.ft. 
2 bedrooms, 2 bath, walk in 
closet. Patio door to sundeck. 5 
appliances, storage shed. Land- 
scaped. Adult odented. 10 
minutes walk to downtown. 
$69,000. 250-635-8211 
735 HOUSES 810CARS FOR:I 
~ i  i SALE  
EXECUTIVE DUPLEX strata ti- 
tled, 3 bdrms, 2 bath upstairs, 
fully finished basement, U/I 
bdrm bath family room & laun- 
dry. Built-in D/w; over-range mi- 
crowave, movable kitchen Is- 
land. Mirrored closet doors, Td- 
pie E Argon Windows. Pre- 
wired for secudty central vac- 
cu.m, surround sound. Wired 
shop, 10x20 deck, double ga- 
rage, 1960 sq.ft, finished each 
side. Pdce $159,900. Call 635- 
0518 anytime or 635-1990 
eves. + wknds. 
' ~ :  • • . . 
745 MOBILES• ;il 
• i " , -  '~,, i 815 TRUCKS FOR 
' . .  SALE. :': ! 
. : " . :  'i .;i: * :  : .  i 
MILLION DOLLAR view. Love- 
ly bdght executive home. Locat- 
ed at 4517 Cedar Crescent. 
1,900 sq ft. Up and down. 3 
bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, large 
new deck, 2 fireplaces, walkout 
full basement, tdple garage. 
Very large lot over looking Ter- 
race and much more. Priced at 
$329,000. Open to offers. To 
view cal (250) 635-1543. 
PAYMENTS LESS than rent at 
64,000 O.B.e. For this 3 bdrm 
condo with basement. 5 ap- 
prances IndlUi:lbd~'!~-t250,635. 
2717. ;-**} i..; i "i~ f~ " 
PERFECT STARTER:h~me or 
Revenue Proparty. Located in 
the Horseshoe. Two bedrooms, 
laundry room, vinyl windows, 
wood floors, N/G heat & hot wa- 
ter, large :fenced back yard. 
$89,900.Call 250-638-7668. i 1 890~~i" ';:" • . , :  , , . . . . , , . ,  , 
:: SNOWMOBILES • 
197212X70 on 83x180 lot. Nsw 
fumaca, fddge, stove, insulated 
porch, W/D H/U $67,900. Older 
10x38 new porch B/B heater, 
H/W tank on 84x180 lot, 
$48,900 or both $108,000. 250- 
635-9899 
3 BEDROOM home w/legal su- 
ite down on large private lot on 
river, close to town. 8 applianc- 
es, gas, $139,900. 250-638. 
1292 
3 BEDROOM house. Land- 
scaped 2 acre lot. Jackplne 
Flats. Outbuildings. Wood and 
Electdc furnace. $179,000, 250- 
638-0760 
3 OR 4 Bedroom split level 
house. Renovated, oak cup- 
boards, N/G, FP, HW/F Fruit 
trees, garden area, greem 
house, covered patio, 10x16 
shed, fenced. $104,900. 250- 
638-0034 
CHALET STYLE home on 125 
acres, partially fenced, barn, 
round-areana, ArtEsian spdng 
water, great view. Located: KIs- 
piox Valley. Ph: 250.842-5560 
after 6pm. 
CONDO FOR sale. 1320 sq.ft. 
Throe bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths. 
N.G. heat and water. 3 ap- 
pliances, large patio. Secuflty 
system. $95,600. 250-635- 
5040. 
IMPORTS GREAT INVESTMENT[ 1600 
sq. ft. 4 bdrm house, 2 up 2 dn 
on 2 comer lots. Comer of Eby. 
and Davis, 1 block from Zallers. 
Clear title, no agents. $119, 
900. Call 250.615-5433 
Cmu  '21 .. ,,, ,,,, 
Wightman&SmithReally Cell 638-7115 
3227 Kalum Street, Terrace BC 
LARGE FAMILY home in 
Horseshoe area. 2600 square 
feet. 6 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms. 
Lots of room for the money. 
Asking $145,000 Call 250-638- 
0426. 
1996 MERCURY Sable, fully' 
loaded, excellent condition.. 
Asking $14,000. Phone 250-'" 
638-7700 
12'X68' DEREGISTERED three 
bedroom mobile home comes 
with 8'x36' addition, 300 sq. ft 
storage shed, fully landscaped 
half acre lot in quiet residential 
nelghbourhood on a dead end 
street, located in Queensway 
area. Asking $74,900. For ap- 
pointment to view please call 
250-635-4000 
1995 14X70 mobile home, with 
2 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, plus 
finished addition 8x16. A large 
glassed in patio, excellent con- 
dition. Fully fenced in yard, ask- 
ing $66,000. Call 250-635-5105 
FOR SALE BY OWNER: a four 
year old 26x46 modular home 
In an adult only park. Two bad- 
room and den. Master bedroom 
1983 CHEV 4x4 3/4 ton. One 
ton running gear. 6" suspension 
lift. 454 freshly redone. 250- 
642-5982 Leave messaqe. 
1988 FULL size Bronco 4x4 
with propane, 5 speed transmis- 
sion, and sun roof. Very good 
running condition. $3000. 250- 
635-7519 for appointment to 
view. 
1992 JEEP YJ, 158,000 km. 
New engine with 27,000 km. 
New brakes. 3" lift. Transfer 
case rebuilt, alpine deck with 
amp and 6 pack CD changer 
and much mum. Must see to 
appreciate. G.C. $12,000 
O.B.O. 250-638-8450. 
has ensure and walk in clospt. ~ 1995 CHEV 4x4:plckup 3/4 ton, 
Three .skYlj.ghts, Je.ttub. in. main, ~ ..6.5 turbo diesel, .extended cab; i 
bathrobm, centra vacuum air short" box Excellefit Cohdi ~,~;, 
conddlonlng and natural gas Leather intedd~ . . . .  " .,,.' .... ~ f(~fi I~d~ and to 
f replace. Asking $92,000. Must many options to mention.'Ask-. 
be seen to be appreciated, ing $25,000. Call evenings. 
Phone 250-638-1269 
NEW PRICE of $26,000.00. 
You just can't do any better for 
your money. 3 bedrooms, 4 ap- 
pliances, 12x48 mobile with full 
addition, 1158 Sq. Ft. A must 
see. 250-636-1740. 
1973 MERCEDES Diesel. Ex- 
cellent conditIpn. $4,000. 250- 
635-9588 
1979 CORVETTE T-roof. 350 
auto, $10,000 OBO. 1-250-692- 
7025 or 1-250-592-7025. 
1987 PONTIAC G'rand Pro. In 
excellent running condition. 
$1600. 250-615-4700. 
1989 TOYOTA Cresslda. Toyo- 
ta flagship. Fully loaded. Leath- 
er , sunroof, high kilometres,' 
but . In excellent shape. 
$4200.00. 250-615-3100 or 
• 250-638-8072. 
1990 MAZDA MX6. Dark Blue, 
2 door, 5 speed, 125,000 km, 
new tires, very good running 
condition. $6500.00 OBO. 250- 
638-0268 
1992 PONTIAC Grand AM SE 
Quad IV, power everythlng, 
cruise, tilt. 140K, good condi- 
tion, asking $5200. Phone 250- 
• 635-7452. 
250-635-2126 
1997 CHEV Silverado Crewcab 
4x4 6.5 diesel 80K Full load, 
New winter tires, cassette, CD 
player, EC, $34,000. Tel. 250- 
635-9121 
1997 FORD F150 XLT Super- 
cab 4x4 4.6 V8 engine, Au- 
tomatic O.D. Transmission, 
Power windows, NC. power 
seat. Loaded. Trailer towing 
package. Immaculate condition. 
$22,900.00. Phone 250-635- 
7311 
SNOWMOBILES SPECIAL. 
4x4 Dually Crewcab all redone. 
(Have receipts) Serious inqui- 
ries only. $11,500 O.B.O. 250- 
638-0092 
1996 YAMAHA Mountain Max 
low mileage. New 1.5" trac, 
ERC $3900 O.B.O. Year 2000 
Polads 340 Indi Deluxe, 0Km 
electdc start, hand warmers, 
$4400 O.B.e. Phone: 250-771- 
4604. 
RMK 800 only 200 miles. No 
marks or scratches. Comes with 
belly pan, windshield bag, cover 
• & spare belt. $10,000 Call 250- 
847-4147 after 7pm. 
SNOWMOBILE. SEATS recov- 
ered, below replacement cost. 
Satellite vinyl & fabrics. 4520 
John's Rd. 250-635-4348. 
Noladzatkm= 
N~V LgOmON 
#104-4644 Imelle Ave. 
'rmmm, a.c., ~ I $6 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
Imell~e b~lnR S 1N:er~ oM .rid bll~d 
lind I=ldnll the bus In vl ih your  morn 
i t  work, Cheb¢= did I! |atety wllh 
her 'whh¢ ¢~ne, Ihank~ to ~kllLq 
We Iltulthl her. 
1956 Hart Highway 
~11 PRINCE GEORGE,  BC 
563-5412 
I11 1-888-301-2288 
Wr;1~ 
; .w='~'= '*"~ '  .,.'-,~-' 
• : : r . .  • . : . , 
". 'i~'~, ~... : , - - .~ . .~; . . .  " • ..(: 
~;:~:.: ~:~;!i m~$n;~,  ~ ~:. :~i!~ 
; e ',oll0w 
iN~'~. ' .~ .~.  " . :~:: , . . ,  ~.~ F .  ~.~. , , ~ 1  
Furniture Moving 
NORTHWEST Express 
v' Local Or Out Of Town 
V' Full Service 3Psh36 N63eSw'81~On ue IJ~ z~r~l  7:: 
Inquire about U-Load Discount Terrace, B.C: VSG5A6 .~ ii: 
PHONE 635-7504 Cell: 615-9377 @P~O~@ ~I~I~A~ l~e  ~@~ ;~i 
' " :: ' ! • . : : .  : • 6 :  :, : 
J• Digital Satellite Systems 
I " FOR SALE  
i J ' Ethnic Programs Include: 
! •Hindi .Italian 
I•German . •Japanese / l ~ ~  
J •Portuguese •Spanish 
I.Chinese •Arabic 
:J Plus Many Morel ,~ l~m ,.- ~'~" 
"1 Call: 250-638-0315 ~--ae~,m II 
I 
iNo Mi  
i b.: • • Full BarServi ;::: :fj  0-500 peo 
,';'::~b • Certified Ba~ 
'/ i  `: • Very Reosonah ii~ " 
i Call Us For ~;~ 
" [ ]  Ha,,sle Free BaH i.:i: 
Ue250-635- !  ~; 
: |  
IOVER 200 new & Used R.V.'s 17'l J' 
new brands. O down financing, |
Imdes, or we pay cash. F6r best t 
price in B.C. Carl us ~ 1-eQO- I
668-1447 or www.voyager.~.com i 
B.C." Int~riors largest dealer I' 
.~:l~dger R.V. Centre Hwy. 97 I~ 
Vi (i.~!!rr~nqqn q~Ar-] 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Ph: 635-2909 
'93 Arctic Cat 
EXT 580 MC 
$3,000.00 
Come See 
YZ]25, YZ250, YZ426 
They are here 
I 
50%OFF I 
'98 Yamaha SRX 
700 Mntn, lunnell~-- 
$7,995.00 
Demo 
XR2000 STREET 
BIKES :ARE 
COMING SOON 
'97 Chrysler Sabring 
V6, Auto, Loaded 
$18,995 
'98 Dodge Durango 
V8 Auto, NC, Leather, 7 
Passenger, Loaded 
$32,995 
'97 Dodge Neon 
Auto, Air Conditioning 
$13,995 
'97 Dodge Dakota 4x4 
Club Cab, SLT, auto, air, tilt, 
cruise, windows, locks 
$23,995 
'97 Jeep Gr Cherokee Laredo 
6 cyl, Auto, Air, windows, locks, 
Super Clean 
$27,995 
'96 Chrysler Town & Country 
leather, quad seats. Dual air 
& more 
$31,995 Now $26,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
$15,588 
'96 Jeep GR Cherokee 4x4 
• Laredo 
Auto, Air, windows, locks & more 
$25,995 
'95 Chrysler Intrepid 
V6, Auto, Air, Crusie, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks & More 
$13,995 
'94 Chrysler Conc0rde 
6cyl, auto, NC, tilt, cruise, 
• windows, locks & more 
$12,995 
~OT ERRACE 
EM, FORD 
Wants to 
buy your 
" AL , ,Qg ....l f f  
vehicles. 
For the best 
price, call 
us first. 
4631 Keilh Ave 
250-635-4984 
1-800-463-1 i 28 
LOOKING FOR an experienced 
nanny. References required. 
Preferabl~, someone who 
speaks Vietnamese. Apply by 
resume to 3801 Eby St., Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 4..16. 
LOVING MOTHER of one will 
babysit in my home. Queens- 
way area. call 250-635-9168. 
'98 Ford F150 XCab 
4x4, XLT, V8, Auto, Lariat, 
Loaded 
$30,995 
'96 Ford Escort 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Windows, 
Locks 
$9,995 
'92 Mercury Cougar 
MOTHI~W~ WlL l~ ' :~ i t  '0, ~ I Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise; 
working p~lrents in b~ fi'~mld ~!~l:: ,,i;~ Windows, Locks i 
Snacksl "ahd lunch provided."~,':|'~ i; *: .... $8~995i::;!!:~; - 
Horseshoe area. Reasonable 
rates. Susan 250-638-7700 
NANNY REQUIRED. In my 
home, up to 20 weeks per year. 
Mature woman, non-smoker. 
Wages negotiable. 250-635. 
'6472. 
THE RAINBOW Castle Pre- 
school has space available 2 
days per week at $75 per 
month. Licensed experienced 
staff with good references avail- 
able. Call Lisa or Tracey at 250- 
638-8890.'Subsidy available for 
low income families. 
mml=im  
1991 Chev Camaro 
Beautiful Ride 
$9,995 
1990 Honda Civic IX 
4Dr Sedan, 5 Spd, cruise, P.W., RL. 
$6,500 
1996 Chev S10 Blazer 4x4 
V6, Auto, NC 4dr 
$23,995 
1993 Pontiac Sunbird GT 
5 slxl, 6 cyt, fully loaded 
Was $12,995 
Now $10,995 
1993 Honda B( Accord 
4 DSDN, Auto, A/C, P.W., RL, Cruise 
$13,995 
1995 Chev Beretta 
2dr coupe, 5 speed 
$11,995 
1994 Nissan Pathfinder LE 
4 dr, 4x4, VB, Auto, Loaded, Leather 
heated seats, Top of the Line 
$22,995 
1997 Subaru Legacy GT 
sedan. AWO, Auto, CD, only 38,000k 
5,995 
1998 Honda CR-V 4WhDr 
umy 40,000 kms 
$24,995 
19~~ager  
v $14,995 
1990 Chev i/2 Ton 
2 WhOr, Auto, P.U., Canopy 
$6,995 
1998 Ford Windstar 
VBAut0, NC, power wlnd0ws, locks, 7 
pass,, low kin's, fact~ warranty 
$21,995 
1997 Pontiac Grand Am 
GT 
4 cyl, 5 spd, NC, fully loaded, spoiler 
Was$20,995 
Now $18,995 
199~b'a  
auto, 6 ~~&'~Y wheels 
$19,995 
1996 Civic Hatchback 
5Spd 
$11,995 
1999 CivicEX 4Dr Sedan 
NC, ABS, power group, auto 
$19,995 
1993 Mazda MPV 
6cyl, auto, 7 pass 
$11,995 
1993 Honda Civic Spec, Edit, 
NC, 5 spd, cass, 
$9 ,995  
1996 Suzuki Sidekick 
4 dr,4 wd, 4 cyl,5 spd 
$14,995 
1995 Ch~--'~'er Inb'epid 
~0,V6 
$13,99..... 5 
I LAST 199 COUPE Sl LEFT pRICED TO SELL 
7- mmGgzCm  
4838 HWY t6 W, TIERRACE t~.~ 1-8on.865-1990 638-8171 
'97 Chevrolet 4x4 
X-Cab Silverado 3rd door, V.8 auto 
• fully loaded 
$24,995 
'97 Pontiac Bonneville SE 
VO, auto, air conditioningl tilt,!ocks 
cruise, cassette, windows &more 
$22,995 
'96 Pontiac Grand Am 
2 dr, V6, 5 Speed, pw, pl 
$12,995 
'96 GMC Jimmy 
All wheel drive, fully loaded 
$28,995 
'96 Chevrolet Camaro 
2,28. V8, 6 Speed, Air, Cruise, 
Tilt, Windows, Locks, 1'. Top 
$21,995 
'95 Chev Tahoe 
350 V8 Auto, low kin's, loaded 
$29,995 
'95 Chevrolet 4x4 XCab 
Diesel 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, Cassette 
$25,995  
'94 Chevrolet Cavalier 
Auto, Air & more 
$9,995 
'97 Suzuki Sidekick 
JLX, Sport, 4Dr, 4x4, windows, 
locks & more 
$18,995 
'97 Toyota 4 Runner SR5 
V6, auto, air 
$27,995 
'96 Toyota Camry 
Auto, Air, Wondows, Locks, 
Cruise, Tilt 
$17,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6. 5 speed, running boards 
$26,995 
'93 Toyota Camry 
YB, Auto.AIr, Tilt. Cruise. Power 
Locks & Windows & More 
Now $15,995 
4916 Hwy. 16 West 635-7187 
1.800-313-7187 Dm59S8 
www.terreceautomall.com 
/ ! 
f Looking for~ 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information c
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Cenb'e 
and is funded by the Ministxy of Social 
%.O.evelopment a d Economic Security) 
CAN'T MAKE your payments? 
We can help. By tomorrow 
things will be Looking Up. Cred- 
It Counselling Society of B.C. 
.How 
are  
we 
doing?. 
When we fall slx~rt of  your 
expectation, please tell us. 
When a news~al~or story does 
not seem to ~flect falrly what 
was saia~ let our edlto~ k~ot~ 
Di ec  
BC'S Only Non-Profit Servicel Wben we are unable to solue 
1-888-527-8999. you UrtoCOmplaint, submit t o wetbe: encoutuge 
CONSOLIDATE YOtJ'R-"~pay- a.C, Pre~ Councll ' 
ments, One oasy payment, No 
more stress. No equity-security. 900. 1281 g.:.GeorglaSt. 
Good or bad credit. Immediate VancouuerB.CYd£.~F/ 
approval. Immediate relief. Ha- Te~'Fmc (504) 583-2~7! 
tional Credit Counselors of Ca- " ~ ~ O R i  nad . For nearest office. 1.888- 
777-0747. Licensed and bond- 
ed, 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Cana- 
dian Pardon seals record. L IMOUSINE LTD American Waiver allows legal 
entry. Why risk employment, 
business, travel, licensing, de- 
portation, All Canadian/Ameri- ~ . G E R A N D  EXPRE~.S SERVICE 
can immigration applications, 1- i Daily sche~ce from Stewart .to 
100-347-2540 J Terrace and re turn~nts  in between. Pick- 
lop a ~  ~e,  C.O.D. and 
courier service. • T ER R ACE 
I~]OW 
I IVI: , 
Let us send your old eyeglasses 
to the developing world. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 
i 
COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOCIAT ION 
Brili:l, Columbia nd Yukon 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
DO YOU WANT TO REACH 
OVER 2.3 MILLION READ- 
ERS with your product or ser- 
vice? For just $290.00 The 
BC & Yukon Community 
Newspapers Association 
reaches over 100 newspa- 
pers with a readership of 2.3 
million in B,C. alone each 
li your ~ ~~Canad l~ l  
; For mor~:~h~r~a~16h, p ease 
call Natalie Young at the 
B.C.Y.C.N.A, (604) 669- 
9222, extension 3. or email: 
netclass @ bocommunl-  
tynews.com. 
BRITISH? WORKED 
THERE? Or drawing "frozen" 
pension? Get facts on your 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 2, 2000 - B13 
~ OPERATION EYESIGHT UNIVERSAL 
1-800-585-8265 
Char i tab le  Reg is t ra t ion  # 11906 8955 RR0001 
C 
..... ~ .  
Place a. 
classif ied . . . .  
word ad and... 
Reach the 
WORLD.  
I N T R O D U C I N G  
~.  ~ WHERE THE POWER 
OF THE CLASSIF IED 
,~,~ AD MEETS THE 
i l ~  , . . , = ~ ~ ~ = , = i  POWER OF THE 
D ~ ~  INTERNET! 
~ ~ - -  ~ -.,,F. http:l/www.bcclasslfied,com 
When you p/ace a classified word ad in our newspaper, 
your ad wil/ automatically be posted on the Interest, for 
the entire duration of the booking. 
.STANDARD 
Ph: 250-638-7283 FAX 250-638-8432 
Network  C lass i f ieds  
These ads appear in approximately 100 (~r~ for25words 
community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon NJ ¢.. 9 O $ 6.00 each 
and reach more than 3 million readers, additional word 
BUSINESS 
•OPPORTUNITIES 
GREAT. CANADIAN Dollar 
Sto'i'e ~ franchise opportunity 
from $65,000, including 
stock. Member of Canadian 
Franchise Association. #302- 
31 Bastion Square, Victoria, 
B.C. V8W 1J1. Fax 250-388- 
9763. Webslte: www.dollar- 
stores._com, .~, , . .  . ~, 
RARE OPPORTUNITY. 
Need working partner with 
FIV sales experience and 
40K for new (ranch theme) 
complex. Sales. Service. 
Rentals Storage. Prime 5 
acres on Highway 97 in 
Sunny South Okanagan 
250-493-4253. 
Last year, Max underwent  
surgery to implant  a new 
kind of pacemaker, one with 
technological  advancements 
unavailable just  5 years ago. 
Every time you give to the 
Heart and Stroke Foundation, 
you fund research that leads 
to medical breakthroughs, like 
" the one that saved Max's life. 
Now hc  £OH speHd IHOr¢ l'{JNe available. Smal Investment 
with iris grmzdfather, required. Phone: 1-888-307. 
" . '..' ...;i,~-'~6633, : • _ _ _  
: : :  ";-!. 'Lottery, club,:100% Matching 
:: Bonus, Great Product, Great 
:!;: pi'ogram, Great Income 
• • . :' ': iPotentlal Low monthly Cost 
with No inventoryl Call: 1- 
- ' " 877-281-0617. 
• : .- - :- ' ' :~ . ' i ,  ;UP.TO $30,000 or more per 
, growing concept In this Billion 
~ " : ~ :: : ~:fDollal" Industry will be open- 
P lease  give tot l  ~ /  "" !~='~ ng stores In your area. 
:and Stroke Fou : i! "':'}~ . ~ : 1-888-526-3388 Toll-free: :-i "::~ ....  ; . . . . . .  -::$117,000 rum-key, 
• '.: : b COLLECT CASHI COKE, 
;.. Pepsi, Frlto.Lay, Mars, Re- 
fill unique vendors In your 
area, F/F P/T, No selling. 
::'' MIn.investment $13,980, 
Call 11-888.840.5964 (24Hrs) 
~i Member B.B,B. and D&B. 
~ SIDELINE? O'DonnslI-DRG 
HEART one of Canada's largest 
AND STROKE , .,,,,. ca endar and Promot 0na 
FOUNDATION ~ -7~/. :~ i eompanles needs sales 
,' Pr0fessl0nal/Retirees to call 
' :  /on  Focal businesses. 60% of 
grossprofit 905-427-8587, • 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
UK pension rights and our SHOW YOUR VALENTINE 
"anti-freeze" campalgnl Call how special they are. Add 
nonprofit Canadian Alliance some fun to the time you 
British Pensioners FREE 1- spend together. Adult toys & 
800-760-6633 E-maih novelties. B.C.'s "Garden of 
maya@brentwood.bc,ca. Eden" Boutique. Your privacy 
is ALWAYS respected. Shop AUTO 
online www.eden2k.com. 
CARS FROM $500. 
Government seized and sur- CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
plus. Sold locally. Call for in- FREE 128 page "Career 
formation, Toll Free 1-888- Opportunities" Guide shows 
341-9500 Ext. B100. you how to train at home for 
top paying jobs. Earn More. 
BUSINESS Call Granton Institute today 
OPPORTUNITIES at 1-800-361-1971 for your 
A MILLENIUM GOLDMINE. free guide. 
Power snack distributorship. CAREER TRAINING 
70% population prefer 
healthy snacks. Prime ac- EXCITING WELL PAID ca- 
counts. No selling, pt/ft, Turn reers in computer program- 
ming. We will prepare suit- an Investment of $15,490 into 
able applicants. Home Study a cash income, up to 
$3100/mth. 1-877-233-4677 Diploma Program. Financial 
(24hrs), assistance, loaner computer 
systems and job placement 
EARN CASH & build future fi- tools available. No experi- 
nanolal security in your ence necessary, 1-800-477- 
spare time. Revolutionary 9578www.cmstralning.com. 
new security product has EDUCATION 
ground level opportunities 
BE A SUCCESSFUL 
WRITER .... write for money 
and pleasure with our home- 
study course, You get individ- 
ual tuition from professional 
writers on all aspects of writ- 
Ing-romances,.short stories, 
radio and TV script, articles 
and chlldren's stories. Send 
today for our FREE BOOK 
TOLL FREE 1-800-267.1829 
FAX 1-613-749-9551 The 
Writing School 3340-38 Mc 
Arthur Ave. Ottawa, ON K1L 
6R2. 
/Hit 
! 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
INSTITUTE, Work as an 
Admission Advisor In your 
area while enrolled In corre- 
spondence courses for the 
Certificate of Counselling 
Science, Free catalogue 1- 
800.665-7044. 
A NEW CAREER? Train to 
be an 
Apartment/Condominium 
Manager, Many Jobs avail- 
ablel Free Job placement as- 
slstahce, Government regis- 
tered program. For Informa- 
tion/brochure Call (604) 681- 
5456/1.800-665-8339,  
www.rmU.ea. 
EDUCATION . 
WORK FOR THE largest em- 
ployer In the worldl The 
Tourism Hospitality Industryl 
Adventure Tourism, 
Travel/Tourism, Pre-employ- 
ment Flight Attendant or 
Hosp i ta l i ty /Resor t  
Management, Canadian 
Tourism College. Surrey 1- 
HEALTH PRODUCTS 
BUY QUALITY VITAMINS 
and herbal supplements di- 
rect. No middlemen. 
Wholesale factory prices.' 
Guaranteed home delivery. 
Call today for your free full 
colour catalogue. Toll free 1- 
877-900.4372. 
HELP WANTED 
653 - WEEK OF 
JANUARY 31/00 
To place an ad cal 
this paper or the BCY- 
CNA at (604) 669-9222 
I 
SALES 
PLEASE MUM, the leader in 
providing quality, yet afford- 
able children's and ladies' 
clothing through home pre- 
sentations has opportunities 
available. Earn 40% commis- 
sion selling kids wear, ladies 
wear or both. Call today for a 
free catalogue and business 
800-668-9301 or Vancouver PETERS BROS,, .CON- .. ' . . . . .  6" 9'6"4 ..... package 1 UUU b b ~ (6041736-8000 . . . . . .  . . . . .  STRUCTION ltd. is lOoking - " ~ --" .T~ :,, ...,' =,-..-~,,~i',~ 
• " ' ~ ~ . . . .  I ' ' t~  '~  ¢"  "He " , ' vc  
....... ~'~.';;,'.,"'£~.~,~;.: ......... for ~experlenced l~avIr~g p~r-' ..... SKIING ................ ::.'~.:-: 
• ,'M=-'LUTM,'mr i .... 'so~nel, crushing personnel, SPECIAL ~nE~l~T~l~'Fl,O3t)'r~q 
OPPORTUNITIES and two construction supervi- Kelowna, B.C. $100 off/night 
AUTOMATIC TRANSMIS- 
SION TECHNICIAN required 
for Chrysler dealership. 
Factory training provided. 
Excellent wages and benefit 
package. Position available 
immediately. Apply by re- 
sume to: Denham Chrysler 
Jeep, 6005-50 Ave., 
Lloydmlnster, SK, S9V 2A4. 
306-825-5337. Attention: 
Dave McKean. 
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNICIAN 
REQUIRED. Prefer 
Journeyman but will consider 
Apprentice Applicants, Top 
wages paid, Apply to Don 
Huggins, Huggins Motor 
Products, Box 1989, 
Kindersley, SK, SOL 1S0. 1- 
800-661-8228, 306-463- 
2653. E-maih 
hugginsgm @ sk.sympatlco.ca 
APPLICATIONS BEING AC- 
CEPTED by high paced pro- 
gressive dealership, for Used 
Vehicle Coordinator, Seeking 
energetic, positive IndMdual 
who understands significance 
of marketing used vehicles. 
Successful applicant will 
work with Pre-Owned Vehicle 
Manager In Lethbrldge and 
also communicate with two of 
our other General Motors 
dealerships in Alberta to as- 
sist In process of buying and 
selling inventory. Apply by re- 
sume to Mike Davis at'. Davis 
Pontiac Buick, 115 W.T. Hill 
Blvd. S., Lethbrldge, AB, T1J 
4T6. 
EQUIPMENT 
HERMAN NELSON portable 
constructlon/ollpatch portable 
heaters. Eng ne or electric 
motor driven with canvass 
ducts. Complete brochures 
and coloured catalogue avail- 
able. Aerotech, Winnipeg. 
204-633-1999. 1-800-486- 
4328, 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
LOGS into boards planks, 
beams, Large capacity. Best 
sawmill value anywhere. 
Norwood Industries, manu- 
facturer of sawmills, eagers & 
skldders, Free Information 1. 
800-566.6899, 
HOME THEATER LIQUIDA- 
TIONI No money down. Only 
$99./month. It's like having a 
movie theater in your own 
home, First 50 callers receive 
free satellite dish with pur- 
chase, Toll free 1.888-528- 
8818. 
sots with paving background. 
Moving allowance may be 
available. Please send re- 
sume to 716 Okanagan Ave. 
East, Penticton, BC V2A 
3K6, Or fax to (250) 493- 
4464. 
JOURNEYMAN STEEL FAD-" 
RICATORS needed. 
Okanagan valley. Send re- 
sume to fax 250-546-9066, 
www.rapld-spanbrldge.com 
EARN $300 PER WEEK with 
your computed Copy 3,5" 
software disks from home. 
Send S.A.S.E. for free report 
and duplication rights. Omni- 
X: 2372 Yonge St., #9, 
Toronto, ON, M4P 2E6. 
ARNOLD BROS. TRANS- 
PORT LTD. Presents Great 
Opportunities in the year 
2000 for Company Drivers, 
single & team (team sched- 
ules available). Owner 
Operators, single & team 
(check out our great fuel 
prices). Dry Van-Open Deck 
Reefer 1 year rain. OTR exp. 
- good abstract - U,S. ability. 
Join our teaml 1-800-567- 
3656, 
PERSONALS 
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT. 
Order the best videos by mall 
and pay less. Free Video 
Offerl Free Catalogue. 
Discreet. HMC Video 5288 
Paro, 101.C, Montreal, 
Quebec, H2V 4G7. 
ATTRACTIVE WOMAN 
around the world seeking 
marriage with Canadian men. 
See our webslte 
www.forloveconnectlons.com 
or order catalogue with 
photo's for $10, Box 43052, 
Victoria, B.C., VSX, 3G2. 
Phone: 1-250-382-2016. 
PETS 
GREAT PYRENEES PUP- 
PIES. Taking reservations for 
pups. Livestock protection. 
Marriage of 2 outstanding 
bloodllnes, Karolaska and 
Qulbbletown, Over 50 years 
of breeding excellence. CKC 
registered. (250) 835.8238. 
REAL ESTATE 
TIRED OF THE HIGH ;cos:r 
OF LIVING? Consider mov- 
ing to small town 
Saskatchewan. Broadvlaw Is 
a clean, safe, Inexpensive, 
place to retire. For Informa- 
tion contact the Broadvlew 
Town Office: Address - Box 
430, Broadview, $K, S0G 
0K0 Phone 306-696-2577. 
Emall 
town.of.broadvlew@sk.sym- 
patlco.ca. Or Lynn Baker - 
Phone 306-696-2206, 
- 4bdrm + den, ski in/out vil- 
lage condos. Hot tubs, gas 
fp, deluxe kit. A-1 accomm 
Feb 1-18. Other dates & con- 
dos available tool 1-888-676- 
9977 or www.cond0sunllmit- 
ed.com. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
FUTURE STEEL BUILD- 
INGS - Durable, Dependable, 
Pre-englneered All-Steel 
Structures. Custom-made to 
suite your need and require- 
ments. Factory-Direct afford- 
able prices. Call 1-800-668- 
5111 ext. 132 for free 
brochure. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
"Cheaper than Wood" 
Quonset-Straightwall quon- 
set-all- new Alpine Model: 
4:12 roof pitch, Pre-engl- 
neereC "Steel Buildings. 
Factory Clearance. BC 
Company, Alpine Steel 
Buildings. 1-800-565-9800. 
TRAVEL 
*AUSTRALIA*- FREE EM- 
PLOYMENT package with 
travel & accommodations, 
Log on nowl 
www.ozjobs,net Or call 604- 
878.3323, 
TIMESHARE RESALES. To 
buy, sell or rent worldwide, 
World's Largest Reseller. Era 
Stroman since 1979. Buyers 
call 1-800-613-7987, Sellers 
call 1-800-201.0864, Internet 
www.stroman.com. 
TRUCKS 
"O DOWN O,A,C." 
Guaranteed credit approvals, 
Trucks, 4x4's, crew cabs, 
diesels, sport utilities, 
Repo's, broken leases, heavy 
duty equipment. Take over 
payments, Free delivery. Call 
The Untouchables now. 1- 
800-993-3673. Vancouver 
327-7752, 
SAVE ON TRUCKS & CARS, 
New & Used, Guaranteed In. 
stant credit approval. Free 
home delivery with 0 down, 
Call today 24hrs 1-877-212~1" 
3232. Ford. Dodge. GM. 
WANTED 
A CLEAN environment and 
money In your pocket, 
General Scrap pays best 
prices for all scrap metals. 
Batteries (minimum 40 Ibs.) 
$2.50, 780.453-7000. 11915- 
156 Street, Edmonton, 
f 
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Dog team eannCdO unters; 
what t(:) do why ,;,.,,.,.,,,..; 63S'TI PS I 
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EUeen Pugs photo 
WHAT A WAY TO SPEND THE WINTER: Eileen Puge and her dog team prac- 
flee on the roads and mountains near Terrace. 
is to get off the trail and 
take your dog with you. If 
you have a small dog, put it 
in your arms and turn your 
back to the team. If you 
have an aggressive dog, 
hold it close to you and 
keep your eye on the team 
coming toward you. 
If a team is coming at 
your dog, ward them off 
with your arm and they will 
keep going. The trick seems 
to be if the team keeps their 
momentum going then 
chances are, they will fly 
past you. Most teams will 
BY EILEEN PUGE 
As a musher I have come to 
the conclusion a lot of 
people do not know what to 
do when confronted with a 
team of dogs and their dri- 
ver. Therefore, I thought I
would let you know what to 
expect. 
First, not all dog teams 
are well trained. They can 
cross the road at any given 
time 9nd will expect you to 
get out of their way. 
Rookie leaders (the dogs 
in the front of the team) are 
in training, which means 
they are learning which side 
of the road to travel on and 
they are learning the dri- 
ver's voice commands. 
It takes a lot of time and 
hard work to train a dog to 
run on the right side of the 
road and not get upset when 
cars go by. They are under a 
lot of pressure from the rest 
of the team and the driver. 
So when you come across a 
dog teams do not presume it
is a well-trained team, slow 
down and give them room. 
I have had dogs that 
were great leaders ruined by 
cars that go by too fast and 
close. A school bus once 
flew past us and a rock hit 
one of the dogs hard enough 
to leave a bruise. That dog 
now tries to run into the 
ditch when it sees a bus or 
big truck passing by us. I 
cannot really blame him. I 
myself have ducked large 
flying rocks and pieces of 
ice when on the sled or cart. 
Stopping to talk to the 
musher can also lead to pro- 
blems. The dogs becomes 
impatient causing the mush- 
er to lose control of the 
team and the sled. 
You are best off to just 
wave and let the team go. 
When out walking your dog 
can usually get between the 
dog and team with the sled. 
However, once you get two 
or more dogs chasing the 
team, it is usually no fun at 
all. They will go on either 
side of the team and try to 
bite the team members. 
Do not forget he team is 
tied to one another and they 
cannot protect hemselves. 
Therefore, they find them- 
selves under attack with no 
way of defending them- 
selves. I cannot jump off the 
sled and protect hem as we 
are usually.going tofast and 
and you see a team coming 
Chances are you will never see a dog team but 
i f  you do then you wil l  be prepared. 
ignore you and your dog, 
but it is safer to just step out 
of their way and take your 
dog with you. 
Teams must also put up 
with dogs that are allowed 
to r.un loose. At first, loose 
dogs will be confused by a 
string of dogs going by 
them and their driveway. 
By the third time you go 
past the loose dog or dogs, 
they become braver and 
start o chase the team. 
One dog chasing the 
it is simply impossible to do 
anything. 
When the team has been 
chased just one too many 
times, they get tired of the 
hassle so when they come 
up to the driveway they go 
on the defensive, usually 
chasing the dogs down the 
driveway right up to the 
person's front door. Believe 
me, it is no joy for the 
team's driver, the chances 
of getting hurt are really 
good, not to mention that it 
dogs to go past the drive- 
way and not into it at high 
speed. 
If you have dogs at home 
and you know a dog team 
uses the road to run on, con- 
sider penning your dog. 
There is no need to have 
your dogs running loose, 
they can cause a lot of dam- 
age to the team, the musher 
or even to themselves. 
I have watched dogs 
coming out of their drive- 
way to chase the team and 
they run right into an on- 
coming car. 
Once when I was run- 
nmg my team down a snow- 
covered road, we came 
across a vehicle that had the 
back door open. Well my 
leaders aw that and thought 
they were meant to jump 
into it. Can you imagine the 
shocked look on the guy 
who was loading his skis 
into the back of his vehicle 
and coming straight at him 
were eight dogs. 
They got really close to 
that vehicle and at the last 
moment, I managed to 
change their minds. So be 
careful or you could end up 2 
with a dog team in the back 
at you, the best thing to do team is no real problem; I takes weeks to train the of your vehicle. 
Senior azn letes meet to prepare for 
THE B.C. Senior Games 
Zone 10 regular monthly 
meeting will be held Sa- 
turday, Feb. 12 at 2 p.m. at 
the Happy Gang Centre. 
This year's games will 
be held Sept. 6-9 in Ke- 
lowna. 
The 15 core sports for 
j James W. Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY Barristers &Solicitors 
, Tax Law • Trusts ° Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
. Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
B.C. Senior Games in Kelowna 
The Kelowna event also Call May at 635-2875 those interested in partici- 
pating are badminton, 
bridge, carpet bowling, 
cribbage, cycling, darts, 
five-pin bowling, floor cur- 
ling, golf, horse shoes, sic- 
pitch, swimming, table 
tennis, tennis and track 
and field. 
Ill 
n SORRY.  
~ ~  We' re  closed ;o ;  
, February . . .  
For your convenience, we'll 
p083 River Drl be °pen bY app°intment 
Terrace, BC Ph: (250) 638-7252 
OR (250) 635-1753 
TERRACE ADVISORY PARKS & 
RECREATION COMMISSION 
REQUEST FOR VOLUNTEERS 
The City of Terrace is seeking volunteers to sit on the 
Terrace Advisory Parks and Recreation Commission. 
The Commission meets monthly from September to 
June. Interested individuals are requested to forward a 
letter briefly describing their interest or experience in 
community recreation to: 
Steve Scott 
Superintendent of Parks and Recreation 
3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2X8 
Letter of interest should be received no later than 
February 15, 2000. 
features five optional 
sports: bocce, lawn howl- 
ing, whist, ice curling and 
one-act plays. 
Membership chairper- 
son May MacFarland will 
take memberships before 
the meeting at 1:30. 
or Maxine at 638-8648 for 
more information. 
The Seniors 400-Club 
winners for December are 
Prince Rupert's Butch 
Currie (ticket 095), and 
that city's Bingo 50/50 
Club #7 (ticket 043). 
of  
i 
Thursday, Feb. 3rd - 
Ladies' Day 
Lift & rental discounts; 
raffle & special lunch 
February 5 & 6 - 
Sat. & Sun. 
Beginners Avalanche Course 
With Rod Gee 
Call 638-0828 to register 
Sunday, Feb. 13: 4pm 
Shames  Liftees cha l lenge 
everybody in the region to a bed race on 
skis or snowboards, 1 brakeman, 3 rid- 
ers. Design your own, enter for prizes for 
best bed & best costume. See Shames 
lift operators for more details. 
All Day Feb. 13th 
Vertical Challenge 
Pledge forms are available from ski club 
members. Get your pledges orgaFized & 
see how much ground you can ski/board 
that day. Proceeds for prizes & ski club 
For updates & snow conditions call 638-8754 
T011-free: 1-877-898-4754 
Websile: wvnv.shames.8m.com 
f AMES 
MOUNTAIN 
Registered Retirement Savings Plans: 
More Than Just A Tax Break 
Usually we connect RRSP's 
with an immediate tax 
deduction, but the long-term 
benefits of accumulating assets 
in a tax-sheltered plan may be 
just as great as Ihe short-term 
deduction. 
Your annual RRSP 
contribution is based on your 
previous year's earned income 
minus a pension adjustment for 
any benefits your accumulated 
in a pension plan or deferred 
profit sharing plan.from your 
employer. Your RRSP 
deduction limit is on the 
Revenue Canada Notice of 
Assessment you received 
following your last year's tax 
return. 
When you contribute to an 
RRSP you can claim an 
eq t,ivalent deduction from your 
income before calculating your 
tax payable. This immediate 
deduction is very worth.while, 
especially if you use the tax 
saved to make an RRSP 
contribution for next year or pay 
off after-tax debt such as your 
mortgage. 
However, RRSP investments 
also accumulate within the plan 
tax-free. The longer your money 
stays sheltered from the 
taxman, the greater the earning 
power of your investment. The 
most powerful benefit of an 
RRSP is this tax-free 
accumulation. 
Compare taxed and tax-free 
investment returns. Investors 
having a marginal tax rate of 
40% who invest $1000 per year 
for the next 30 years at an 
average 10 per cent annual 
return, and pay tax as the 
profits are earned, will 
accumulate $79,060. 
If the same investor 
contributes $1000 per year to an 
RRSP for the next 30 years and 
earns an average 10 per cent 
return, $164,490 will be 
accumulated. The investment has 
more than doubled when the 
income was tax-sheltered inan 
RRSP. 
The real power of an RRSP is 
its compounding effect over a 
long period of time. Without he 
tax in the example above, it's like 
adding 4% to your average 
annual rate of return, certainly 
nothing to sneeze at. With a high 
rate of return, RRSP 
higher-income spouse receives 
the RRSP tax deduction. 
However, when it's time to draw 
the RRSP contributions out, 
they go to the lower income 
spouse at a lower tax rate. This 
is one of the few allowable 
ways to split income and is 
highly recommended. 
Your RRSP rate of return is 
very important in determining 
the final value of your 
investment. Going back to our 
example, 6 per cent per year 
for 30 years makes you about 
$79,000 while 10 per cent per 
year earns $164,000. That 4% 
difference really adds up. 
Mutual funds specify 
objectives in their prospectus to 
investors. Some aim for growth, 
some for steady income, some 
for preservation of capital. You 
can talk to me about your 
investment objectives and 
capacity for risk. I can help you 
find the RRSP investment fund 
that is right for you. 
But remember, start today. 
The sooner you contribute, the 
sooner you will lower today's 
taxes and begin accumulating 
your investment tax-free. 
Important information about any 
mutual fund is contained in its 
contributions early in your life can simplified prospectus. Unit value's 
go a long way toward providing & investment returns will fluctuate. 
for your retirement. Read your prospectus carefully 
before investing, Peter Arcadi is an 
At any age, RRSP Independent Contractor with 
contributions are one of the very Pdmefica FinancialServices. 
best investment strategies. You 
always get the tax deduction, and For question on this or 
you always have your investment other financial topics call 
compounding tax-free. Peter at: 
Another good strategy is 635-7800 or
making "spousal" RRSP 
contributions. The higher-income 1"800"295"7676 
spouse contributes to the lower- arcadipfs@kermode.net 
income spouse's RRSP. The 
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